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Candids

Spiralling clockwise from top right:

Sara F. and Danielle S. smiling
away; Jeremy B. and Katie I. all

dressed up; Casey H., Will W.,
Heather M, Gabrielle B., and Geor-
gia S. getting read\- for Whitewater
rafting; Pradip K. and Nick G.
flashing their pearly whites; Cris

M., James K., Stuart R., Brian P.,

Anthony R., and Mike P.:

Hallowe'en high jinks; Ameliah
lookin' good; Amitha K., Kate M,
Eloise B., Akua A-B., Fauzia I., and
Mrs. Holman enjoying the picnic;

Paula R. looking thoughtful;
Soraya A. and Bryony W-J: the
witch and the devil; Pat W. and
Sylvia S. getting ready to work; Jess

G., Klara B. and Ariel V. on the

beach; Bert Raccoon and his best

bud Eyan M.; Titus ydH and
Hiroshi K. basking in the sun;
Meghan M., Sara D., Tanya C, Julia

G., Kimberley R., Emily M., Julie

L., and Tony N.: Sur\i\or III?;

Krishan K.: Ginorific; Elissa C. and
Carina S.: hippie finds a rich ben-
efactor; James M. and Alyssa H.
eating lunch.
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This page, spiralling clockwise from top left:

Eloise B. and Asif A. turning lead into gold;

volleyball at the icebreaker picnic; J.J. W., Jess

G. and Kate P. cheering on A House; Jason R.

acting saucy; Brian P. and Emma P. getting

ready to go home; Fred G.: Who's Your Baby?;

Hussein E.-A. being made beautiful; Justin D.:

Behold my gypsy Erika B.; Mr. Street and
Chapman U. have a soccer discrepancy; Dana
S. and Christina S. having a stroll in the au-

tumn sun.

Facing page, spiralling counter-clockwise
from top left: Scott C, Andrew M., Jon L. and
Jon B. clutch their dinghies; Alex B., Kartik

S., Alex M, Julia A., and Krishan K. get physi-

cal; Max K. and Ben R. show off their hard
work; Elizabeth M. demonstrates basketball

skill; Farah M., Anjali C, Stefano T. and Alex
M.: pull harder!; swimming at the icebreaker

picnic; Run, Pat W., Run!; Ryan M. pumping
iron; Lauren R. after the house run.





This page, spiralling clockwise from top left: John L.,

Sinan B. and Ben L. strumming some tunes; Sarah L.,

Rachel P., Sylvia S., Marissa D., Jen G., Steph K., and
Catherine V. on the Washington trip; Mr. Miedema the
mad scientist; Orly S-S: Oops She Did It Again; Ian S.,

Steph W., Arianna G-F, and Pascale B. suntanning; Casey
H. and Pascale B. enjoying the summer sun; Ms. Sinclair
hard at work; Ms. Carleton and Farah M.: BT DT!;
Hussein E-A and Sandy J. in geography.
Opposite, spiralling clockwise from top right: Emily M.
and Chris M. turn Andrew S.'s hair into something at-

tractive; Katie S., J.J. W., Sarah E, and Kalessy L. snug-
gle under a cozy blanket; Chris G. and Kim W. share a
laugh; Matt H. laughing giddily; Ms. Jowett: "the cross
product of two intersecting vectors . . . "; inter-house
pumpkin carving; James M. runs for the finish; Danielle
S-H and Jason R. get wet together; Ian S. up to no good;
Fiona R., Denise M., and Katrina D. in the locker room.





Spiralling Clockwise from top left: Tara H. and Steph

K.: Grade 11 Student Council Reps; jasminka A.,

Tessa W., Bess L., Liz B. Chill out in the locker room;

Peter C, Josh M., Priya S., Andrew B. Getting ready

to play outside; Reid A., Chrissy K.: To take the

antiderivative . . . ; Amanda S., Robin L-G. Smile,

you're on Mr. Rice's camera; Helen H.-S., Marissa

D., Sarah L., Ashley B. having a tasty lunch; Carol B.

and Alexa Y., Charlie's Angels C'mon; Fauzia I.,

Akua A-B., Eloise B.: Bonding boarders.
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Tarn Matthews
Headmaster

The Class of 2001 were most kind to the Matthews family as we arrived

January l
sl

. Ashbury is an excellent school and I assure you I will work
very hard for it to continue to be a leading independent school that you can

be proud of. Not many grads have the opportunity to work with three

Headmasters. The 2001 class were prepared by Mr. Napier, welcomed in

September by Mr. Varley and graduated by Mr. Matthews in June. I visited

Mr. and Mrs. Napier in Bermuda in November and I know they will enjoy

their 2001 Ashburian. Mr. Varley demonstrated yet again his patience, hu-

mour and good spirit as Interim Head and I would loudly echo my sincere

thanks expressed by everyone at the January 8" 1 assembly for his dedicated

leadership. Students have been supportive of the new Head as I try to learn

every student's name. This yearbook should be dedicated to the students

and staff who have organized, participated in and effectively run our school programs.

A school is as strong as its students and we are fortunate to celebrate in this Ashburian our diverse, memorable,

entertaining and talented students. Ben Barry, the prefects, Steve Watson and the student council, and the spirit of

the grads have made 2000-01 a great year! The pictures tell more than any words the Headmaster could write. Your

teachers and staff are a talented and dedicated group who bring your stories to life. It is the mutual respect and

friendships amongst students and staff that make our Ashbury family so memorable. Enjoy these pages, appreciat-

ing the effort of our yearbook editors and smile and laugh along memory lane.

Ross Varley

Assistant

Headmaster

This has been an excit-

ing year for Ashbury

in a number of ways.

Lots of changes are

happening: a new
Headmaster, a new
administrative team,

the four year program

and that kind of thing.

Yet in the face of all

this reorganization and restyling there are at least two

things that have not really changed. The central educa-

tional beliefs of Ashbury College are under challenge

from the outside but have held firm. The idea of a broad

based, well structured and carefully presented educa-

tion is alive and well. But the key part of the school that

has not changed is the student body. The most impor-

tant feature of a school is its students. You bring the life

and vitality to Ashbury. You very much define its char-

acter. You made the school what it is. And you will de-

fine its future. That hasn't changed. And it's a good thing

too.

Malcolm
Mousseau
Assistant

Headmaster

Dear Students:

I would like to take

this opportunity to

congratulate you
on both your aca-

demic and non-aca-

demic accomplish-

ments this year. It is hoped that these accomplish-

ments, however big or small, will allow you to be-

come lifelong learners. Learning how to learn is a skill

that is and will be of great use in your successful lives,

as the content to be learned constantly changes in

every domain. This is evident in your courses, as the

new Ontario curriculum redefines the essential con-

cepts, skills and knowledge in each subject area.

Ashbury continues to maintain its commitment to

providing a broad, liberal education; the type of edu-

cation that will best serve you on the many paths you

will take.



Jane Kennedy
Head of Residence
Life - Dean of

Women

This year has been high-

lighted by several activities

enjoyed by the boarders.

Some of the most memora-
ble events included White

Water Rafting in the fall, the

Christmas in house week-

end complete with a visit

from Santa and a ski trip to

Mount Tremblant in early

March. We had many new
boarders this year who have helped enrich residence life. The ad-

dition of Gillen Residence and the improvements to the main

school residence have improved the atmosphere in boarding. It

has been a year to remember.

Lisa Lewicki
Director of

Admissions

In what has been an excit-

ing year, everyone at

Ashbury has worked hard
to maintain the quality and
spirit of our various pro-

grammes. In June we must
say goodbye to a strong and
dynamic graduating class

who will be greatly missed.

As these students embark
on new paths, they will no
doubt continue to build on
the experiences and skills

they have developed at Ashbury. There has been an overwhelm-
ing demand for admission to our school for the next academic

year. With many talented and energetic candidates the Admis-
sions Office is faced with a challenging task. We look forward to

welcoming new faces to the Ashbury community in September.

Christine Tordon
Director of

University

Admissions

This has proved to be
another busy year
working with the larg-

est graduating class in

Ashbury's history.

Mrs. Mayer and I were
both impressed when
the graduates re-

turned all the Ontario
Applications in on the deadline date. Another first in

Ashbury history! My role at the school allows me a

unique opportunity to glimpse ahead to the future

for our grads. They head out to a vast and diverse

mix of criallenges, excitement and the fulfilment of

dreams. Bon Voyage!

Glenna Allen
Senior
Headmaster

As is typical of Ashbury
this has been another
very busy year for all. But

it has been an exciting

year full of change and
promise. I am encour-
aged that Ashbury is en-

tering the new millen-

nium with hope for the

future shining brighter

than ever before.

It has been my pleasure

to have worked with
many of this year's

graduates over the past few years both inside and outside the

classroom. They are a wonderful example of our talented and
diverse student community. They have each in a very unique

and individual way left their mark on this place and I can only

hope that they take with them the best of what Ashbury had to

offer. I wish each graduate a safe journey. May the years ahead

be filled with love and laughter.

For those of us left behind my hope is that together we can

continue to make Ashbury the best it can be. With so much
talent and energy among tne students and staff, we can't help

but continue to get better and better. By supporting each other

in our everyday endeavours we can make Ashbury a positive

and caring place for all to learn and grow.

John Valentine

IB Coordinator

The IB programme
has been growing rap-

idly and continues to

g ^^^ do so as more and
^ more students seek to

La gi ve themselves anK edge in the competi-

w tive university mar-

w. ket. The expansion of

the IB programme is

demanding; on stu-

dents, on teachers, on the school's resources and on my
office. I am sure that at least 50% of the paper that comes

into and leaves the school comes through my office! I

can't believe the amount of paper that I must deal with

... IB, Ministry of Education, Ashbury Reports . . It

is all more paper! And anyone who goes past my office

and sees my desk knows how well I deal with paper



Support Staff
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This page clockwise from top right: (Main-
tenance) A. Villeneuve, M. Lewis, L.

Goodwin, R. Miedema; (Accounts Office)

Back: K. Arril, R. Ballance, C. Copp, Front:

L. Cruise, L. Pryde; (Health Unit) S.

McKay, T. Noonan; (Library) Back: R. Rice,

Front: N. Sawyer, R. Cadieux, Absent: C.
Hazel; (Kitchen) Back: A. Giroux, P.

Adriano, K. Power, R. Petersen, A. Ings,

A. Parisien, Front: D. Massia, C. Couture,
B. Pryshlak, D. Parisien.

Opposite page clockwise from top left:

Chaplain Rev. B. Bradley, Organist M.
Games; (Lifeskills Coordinator) C Uko;
(Physiotherapist) K. Wearring; (Develop-
ment Office) V. Wilgress, A. Muir, M.
Miedema; (Front Office) Back: D. Mayer,
H. Theoret, A. Valiquette, L. Arril, Front:
D. Braun, J. Wolters; (Residence Assist-
ants) J. Davidson, M. Tattersfield; (House-
keeping) D. Labossiere, N. Boutin, L.

Reupta, K. Bourgon; Absent: (Network
Administrator) D. Comeau, (Special
Events Coordinator) M. Kane.





Faculty
Glenna Allen

Elizabeth Arbuckle

Mary Baxter

Dave Beedel

Rev. Barbara Bradley

Patti Carleton

Randy Coles

Nicholas Dav

Lyne Desfosses

Tracy Duggan
Christiana

Duschinsky

Christine Edwards

Dawn Ford

Shelley Gomme
Robert Gray
Eric Hardie

Charlene Hergert

Ben Herique

Michelle Holman
Ross Holman



Nancy Jowett

Claire Kelly

Jane Kennedy
Bruce Keyes

Amantha Kucey
Jennifer Lane
Lisa Lewicki

James McKirdy

Laura McNairn
Ian Middleton

Chris Miedema
Andrew Moore

Malcolm Mousseau
Karen Nelson

Vera Nochteva

Julie Norton

Alyssa Novick

Marc-Andre Pelletier

Hugh Penton

Louise Perrault



Sonia Rajani

John Richardson

Inma Romero
Maria Ruiz Ruiz

Greg Simpson
Marilyne Sinclair

Dwayne Smith

Andrew Sparks

William Stableford

Zoe Stikeman

Lionel Tanod
Derek Taylor

John Valentine

Mary-Ann Varley

Ross Varley

Jancey Wallace

Susan Wall

Matthew Wearring

Robert Zettel





9A

Max Anisman
Friedrich Birgelen

Lauren Brecher

Maxwell Charles

Saager Dilawri

Matthew Grey
David Heintzman

Grady Johnson

Daniel Lahey

Alisha Lakhani

Michael Lesiuk

Geoffrey Matthews
Jannika McCrimmon

Vincent Mok

Michael O'Brien

Suzanne Pellerin

Gregory Pilon

Avram Shack

Lavan Sivasundaram

Zenah Surani

Anthony Tran

Dara Vandor
Danya Vered

Guled Yusuf

10



9C

Jasminka Arnautovic

Nixon Boyd
Anjali Chadha
Jason Cherney

Stephan Dietz

Trevor Esdaille

Ira Hardy
Brendan Hennessy

Barrett Karam
Laura Langford

Devon Lehrer

Elizabeth Lennox

Duncan MacKenzie
Oliver Macklem
Neil Mason
Taylor McWade
Whitney McWade
Gordon Nelson

Kristian Nielsen

Andrew Polk

Derek Sham
Brook Simpson

Stephen Street

Alexandra Suther-

land-Brown

Marc Taucer

Briar Teron

Sarah Watters

Julianne Zussman

11



9N
Frances Banta

Elizabeth Bragg

John Brandon
Bernardo de Souza e

Silva

Benjamin Filewod

Bianca Fong

Thomas Hav
Mykal Johncox

Maximillian Knie-

wasser

Maxime Labelle

Michel Lafleche

Aleksandra Lauks

Noelle Lazaro

Eric Lenouvel

Patrick MacKinnon
Matthew McEnerv

Kylie McNeill

Elizabeth Miller

Justin Xicholson

Brett Patrontasch

Nicolas Peleato

Benjamin Resnick

Daniel Roberts

Thomas Uden
Adam Whitwill

Tessa Wood

12



9W

Gabrielle Bonneville

Kathryn Butler

Simon Clarke-Okah

Sivanesan Kalaichan-

dran

Nam-Eun Kim
Stephanie Littlechild

Alex McEachern
Paul Melloul

Amelia Paul

Georgia Shearman

Hanpo Yu

10W

Timothy Burland

Wei Cheng
Zoe De Brancovan

Casey Huxtable

Pradip Kruger

Hyun-Seung Lee

Michael Sanderson

Xing Suen
Qian Xiao

13



Grade 9 Candids

Clockwise from top right: Daniel, Geoff and
Mike; Laura, Bess, Sasha, and Sarah - group
hug; the gang at vendoland; Jason the joker,

French Blast; Grade nines lounging on the

field; Tom and Eric; grade nine Science being

creative; the grade nines relaxing; muscle man
Karam

14



Grade 10 Candids
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Clockwise from top right: The Kelly Class;

Duel of the Daves; Dave, Omar, Vincent, and
John looking cool; the enlightenment of Matt

B.; Ryan and Haben - Say Cheese!; Soraya,

Bryony and Anu - 3 School Girls; Priya and
Nicola posing for a photo; Lauryn and Peter

- Almost there; Robbie James and Dave - the

winners
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10A

Alym Abdulla

Aniss Amdiss
Ashley Bickerton

Ashley Burk

Thomas Christie

Peter Chudak
Emily Cushman

Marissa Dubrofsky

Sophie Duchesne

Ross Franklin

Samuel Hickman
David Hughes-

Anthony
Robert Jarvis

Jeremy Knight

Frederic Langenhan
Sarah Lefebvre

Vincent Lo
Shawn Major

David Matyas

Michael Mclsaac

Edward Millar

Alexander Minnelli

David Ouelette

Rajan Pandher

David Postle

Priya Sen

Stephen So

Danielle Sweetnam-

Holmes
Jared Unsworth

Bryony Wilson-Jarvis

Cynthia Yeh

16



IOC

Sascha Adler

Omar Alsaffar

Soraya Azzabi

Louis-Philippe

Baraby

Andrew Black

Erika Boyle

Andrew Burt

Anu Chadhu
Joshua Elcombe

Timothy Herauf
Kathrine Hermon
Peter Ivanoff

Robin Lavigne-Green

James Low
Ryan MacLean

Alexander Mimeault
Eve Moore
Joshua Nadolny
Lonny Nodelman
Eric Normandin
Christopher Parkes

Michael Poupore
Holly Ralph

Vincent Schlag

Amanda Shore

Amna Silim

William Simpson
Mark Singer

John Ward
Daniel Yachnin

Nicola Young

17



ION

David Adelberg

Rakan Al-Dhafiri

Nigel Allan

Jenna Bond
Matthew Brown

Rvan Davies

James Gallo

Tsion Habte-Selassie

Hilary Kilgour

Marcela Lazaro

Nathaniel Lyman
James Macmillan

Kyle McWhinnie
Shehnaaz Merali

Denise Murphy
Sebastian Peleato

Matthew Piggott

Clayton Polan

Michel Pratte

Fiona Rask

Kathrine Rive

Lauren Rock
Haben Serieux

Jonathan Shift

Ian Syrett

Andrea Toms

Peter Valentine

Samuel Witherspoon

Richard Zadorozny

18



11A

Jennifer Baker

Shamir Bali

Arthur Chan
Elissa Cohen
Robert Coke
Rahim Dhalla

Francisco Diaz

Julia Dickens

Kathryn Edelson

Marius Faleide

Stuart Gray
Tarah Hunter

Ryan Loviner

Rachel Penich

Brian Peterson

Audrey Plaskacz

Kate Poulin

Lauren Power

Troy Puddington

Matthew Runnalls

Alistair Senn

Noah Shack

Paul Shinkman
Billy Siekierski

Sylvia Simson

Christina Stefanski

Jonathan Vandor
Peter Volynsky

Tyler Wilgress

Alexander Yeh

19



11C

Rachel Azoulay
Alexander Baranick

Tara Boulden

Clare Brunst

Morgan Burn
Allison Chernev

Adam Cohen
Victor Drurv

Alexandro Dunki

Brian Hermon
Andrew Huang
Shannon Kane
Stephanie King

Kristopher Kshonze
Catherine Lemery

Travis MacLean
Farah Mitha

Alexander Noble
Graham Page

Matthew Park

Andrew Robertson

Hamish Ross

Ian Rutherford

Melinda Sellers

Emily Shore

Aaron Slade

Sheila Street

Katheryn Viau

Douglas Young
Alexandra Zarama

David Zeber

20
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Ahmed Al-Dhafiri

Paul Bastianelli

Adam Borer

Darcy Caroline

Christopher Colton

Anthony De Jesus

Christopher Doyle-

Kelly

Niall Filewod

Jennifer Grantham
Ashley Ham Pong

Courtney Hanna
Robert Heater

Alexander Jackson

Charley Lazaro

Sarah Liebel

Fatima Merali

Karim Merani

Daniel Mirsky

Alex Noonan
Michelle Owusu

Alexander Patrick

Michael Prior

Ameer Razavi

Kathryn Sallot

Caitlin Sparks

Kyley Sroka

Jonathan Tien

Pierre Tipple

Catherine Vincent

Anne Wagner
Caroline Welsh
Lucas Wood

21



11W

Julius Diekmeyer
Damian Gerbaulet

Jens Goronzy
Daniel Holberton

Rasheed Musa
Maria Rojas

Herrerias

Omeonga Saidi

Carina Siegmund
Stephen Wilson

Tong Yu

22



Grade 11 Candids

Spiralling clockwise from top left: Alex J. with

Santa Claus; Audrey P. and Kate P. at the glow-
in-the-dark dance; Alistair S. in the library; Ian R.

looking through the yearbook; Katheryn V. and
Jen G. hanging out; Holly R. carrying Alexandra
Z.; Francisco D. in the common room.

23



12A

Reid Adrian
Laura Argument
Sinan Baltacioglu

Klara Boadway
Tim Booth

Liam Buckley

Anne Dickens

Amber Dunleavy

Jessica Greenberg

Brooks Hunter
Christina Kindle

Ali Lakhani

Missy Leger

John Lynn
Tara Pryor

Anthony Rocheleau

Rajeev Roy
Joshua Sherman

Cristina Venables

J.J. Wilson
Richard Zussman

24



12C

Julia Agapitos

Alexander Boulos

Justin Burt

Alexander Charette

Jimmy Cheng
Julie Disher

Jonathan Estabrooks

Alison Hanvey

James Hardy
Craig Heffernan

Cindy Ho
Benoit LeBlanc

Jin Ma
Ben Mann

Cameron McWade
Stephen Norton
Dennis Sham
Danielle Simpson

Alanna Street

James Sutherland

Stefano Taucer

Alexander Young

25



12N

Michelle Bissada

Matthew Booth

Philip Brunst

Peter Fujarczuk

Christopher Garrard

Michael Guilbault

Jason Haney
Alyssa Herzig

James Kenny

Marc Lafleche

Lacy Lauks

James Miraghotta

Lee Patrontasch

Stuart Robinson

Louis Rov

Benjamin Scott

Dana Shir'f

Jessica Steinberg

Andrew Valentine

Patrick Welsh

26



12W

Edward Addo
Akua Adu-Boahene
Eric Asante

Konrad Asemissen

Subuhi Azad
Eloise Ballou

Melissa Cart

Jimmy Chen

Jessica Dismont
David Evans

Nicolas Gauthier

Sean Gillis

Kathryn Irwin

Fauzia Issaka

Emily Jamieson

Amitha Kalaichan-

dran

Andrew Kergin

Heather Maclaren

Oliver Mannion
Bavidra Mohan
St. Clair Pennyfeather

Jean-Francois Saucier

Stephen Schmidt

Daniela Schulze-

Niehott

Leah Shearman
Alexander Stubbing

Frank Wong

27



Grade 12 Candids

1
st ROW: Chillin' at Ste

Anne (bomb shelter babv!);

Tim and Brooks, ROCK ON
DUDES!; Geoff and Julia;
2nd R0W .

julia and Laura
. . vogue anyone?; Dani,

Dana and Michelle getting

a little sun; Richard /Jeff

(survivor); 3m ROW: Clas-

sic Pat; a day in the life of

4C; Dani, Heather and
Laura striking a pose; 4™
ROW: Jess and Alyssa;
RUN TIMMAY!; Lacy and
Michelle in an embrace.

28



\ Grade 13 Candids

i
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1
st ROW: Kate dancing up a

storm; Steve doing his death
metal dance; Jon and Emma,
sweet as always; 2nd ROW:
Alex Strang's ode to 'house

shootahs'; Mike and Kim; Ali

and Carol, J-LO??? or Fighting

Irish???; 3rd ROW: Greg, Will,

Santa Steve, and Jason in

Christmas spirit; sexy Sandy
snacking on his Snickers; Greg
and Julia; 4 th ROW: Chris,

Rob, Neil, Carol, Ryan, and
Alexa; Blake sporting a new
do; 5™ ROW: Emma, Poston,

Greg and Chris showing off

their muscles; Emily and
Colin.

29



13A
Asif Abdulla

Daniel Barbarie

Jonathan Bovver

Charles Corbett

Simon Eden-Walker

Natalie Goldenberg-

Fife

Joseph Hickman
Daniel Horan

Matthew Home
Stephan Ignatow

Kalessy Lasserre

Brian Leung
Alexander Macdon-

nell

Peter MacEwen

Meghan MacSween
Uros Maksimovic

Josef Malonzo
Ian Matvas

Tonv Navaneelan

Emma Plaskacz

James Poston

Gregorv Ross

Kimberley Ryerson

Jonathan So

Titus van den Heuvel

Ariel Vered

Masaki Watanabe
Xeil Williams

30



13C

Adam Azzabi

Benjamin Barry

Carol Boate

Jeremy Boyle

Colin Burn

Blake Burns

Scott Campbell

Nicole Choo

Tanya Corrall

Justin Dhaliwal

Sara Dudley
Hussein El-Aggan

Maxime Imbert

Sandy Johnston

Whitney Kucey
Jonathan Lawrence

Andrew MacDonald
Calvin Maclean

Matthew Mendell

Kate Mulligan

Ryan Semple

Sulafa Silim

Julian Sinclair

Kartik Subramani
Kimberly Wong
Andrew Zarama

31



13N
Jordan Aronson

Mathew Bedward
Tyler Berringer

Sarah Bragg

Olivier Chenier-

Cullen

Sarah Frood

Joseph Gallo

Julia Galwin
Ben Gitterman

Jonathan Guilbault

Nicolas Hibler

Julie Lafleche

Cristopher Marcotte

Farah Merani

Matthew Miller

Emily Mirsky

Christopher Napoli

Sean Pilgrim

Michael Polis

Robert Prior

Jason Richards

Paula Romkev
Andrew Sharp

Etienne Tipple

Stephen Watson
Alexa Young
Kyle Young

32



13W

Emile Ares

Donald Armbrecht

Olivier Ballou

Michael Bell

Nicolas Berube-Py-

pops
Pascale Boucher

Andre Bourgeois

Arianna Garcia-

Fialdini

Fred Gauthier

Jose Herrerias

Ameliah Jocklin

Krishan Kapoor

Hiroshi Kobayashi

Alexander Littlechild

Christian McGuire

Katie Mitchell

Charles Owusu
Geoffrey St. John

Ian Sanderson

Orly Schwartz-

Shapira

Geoff van Praet

William Wells

Stephanie Willbond

33



Boarding Life

Spiralling clockwise from top left: Dani S-N and Geoff V.P. enjoying

the soccer game; Alex S., Steph W., Pascale B., Krishan K., Will W., Ian

S., Konrad A., and Eric A. after Whitewater rafting; Ian S. and Krishan

K. enjoying Beaver tails; Don A. is the king of the castle; Ms. Gomme
and Ms. Kucey make MacLaren house more enjoyable; Katie M. smiles

for the camera; Steve S. and Casey H. gaze out towards the lake.

34



Spiralling clockwise from top left: Fred G. and Jose H.
demonstrate boarding closeness; Steph W. and Geoff V.P.

snowboard at Camp Fortune; Subuni A. shows off her
teeth and bracelets; Eloise B., Amitha K., and Fauzia I.

after the Christmas feast; Ameliah J. with Ms. Wilgress
at the entrance to the semi-formal; Tong Y, Ceci H., and
Connie X. love the dining hall food; Cnris M., Bavidra
M., Rasheed M., and Nii A. are part of the ghetto crew;
Andre B., Katie M, and Fred G. will make Frank W. pa-
triotic to Woolcombe whether he likes it or not!



School Captain: Ben Barry
Dreams are possible. It has been an honour and privilege to have served in

the position of School Captain. 1 first entered Ashbury in grade five on a

conditional acceptance because I had scored at a grade three level on my
exams. In grade five, it was my dream to be School Captain. Enthusiastic

and dynamic teachers, diverse and talented peers, and a solid framework
of ethics have all helped who I am today. To lead a community of such
outstanding students has taken heart, soul, and much effort which I have
enjoyed giving. My dream has come true and I look forward to turning

many more dreams into reality. Dream the BIG DREAM; Expand your Im-
agination and Create vivid pictures of HOPE.

The incredible power to change your life

Into whatever you wish to be

Lies within you, right now,

Waiting to be unchained.

Each day brings with it an opportunity to bui

Upon the wisdom and understanding in yof

life.

Embrace it!

We are often so caught up in our destination

That we forget to appreciate the journey,

Especially the goodness of the people we meet along the wa;

Appreciation is a wonderful feeling, don't overlook it.
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Prefects

Quotable Prefect Quotations

Dan: "Many will dream of beating you one day. Shatter their

dreams and they will never be able to pick up the pieces."

Sandy: "It's all about my homeboy Nicky. Keep the dream alive."

JoSo: "I see you."

Ian: "Welcome ... To the Tuck Shop."

Emily: "Simmer!"
Andre: "I hope that if, somehow, you become a prefect, you will

have to deal with the same kind of grade nine you once were."

Ben: "Another amazing week in sports!"

Geoff: "To get respect, you don't need to be a jerk."

Christian: "I can never forget all the chumps who obligated me
to get up at 6:30am to run the 2.5."

Kim: "If at first you don't succeed, don't worry. It's the second
mouse that gets the cheese."

The others!: Sara, Natalie, Katie, Julie, Farah, Kalessy, Chris N.,

Tony, Andrew, Colin, Sean, Titus, Cris M., Orly.

wmmmKmiv^
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Student Council President
From the first joint meeting to the

yearbook write up- it's been one

crazy trip. Being President has been

an experience like no other. The
places it has taken me have been

fabulous, the experiences

memorable. After 9 long years at

Ashbury I learned more about it in

my final year than all others

combined. Thanx to my family

(you're all crazy),

MAP(INTENSEI), all SC
members(you guys are awesome!!),

and the teachers who support the

noble cause. To all my friends who
made it worthwhile & kept me
laughing - I'll see you at 4:20(boat

drinks!) 'till then- Peace.



Student Council

2000-2001 was a great year for the council. We put a lot of

time and effort into our work and can come out proud. Im-
portant steps were taken - input to the board of governors

and their committees, the parents committee, and the Alumni
association. Pancake, V-day, Antique, Alumni, Vegas, SC Santa,

Forums, and everything in between. The dedication of the

elected members was amazing, and it showed. For the long

hours over weekends, weeknights, and school days I admire
you. Remember - give and take, but never give up, and never
settle for anything less than excellent.

There are some important people to thank. M. Pelletier - an
awesome faculty advisor, Mr. Matthews, Mr. Varley, the main-
tenance crew, the front office staff, the kitchen staff, and the

accounts office staff. They make what we want to do possi-

ble. Also, the teachers who helped in many ways, we appre-

ciate your great support. Of course, all the students are the

key ingredient for success, so thanks for the enthusiasm and
support.

Best of luck from the Grads - Steve, Greg, Calvin, Tony, and
Orly. Have fun.

Spiraling clockwise from bottom left: Brooks H., Tarah H., Calvin M. and Ryan
M., Aww . . . Family reunion!; Greg R., Steve W., Calvin M. and Tony N. the

OAC reps give the thumbs up; The council take a break and pose for a picture;

M. Pelletier, Steve W. and Ryan M. hard at work as usual; M. Pelletier and Greg
R. How can the Student Council help you?; Some of the council members, al-

ways on top of things.
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Art and Lit
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Artists clockwise from top left: Robin
Lavigne; "Memory" by Stephanie King;

Stephen Wilson; Alex Young; Stephanie King;

Adam Whitwill; "Eye" by Michelle Bissada.
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Nowhere to run

but

from himself.

The oppressive heat of being.

Surrounded by green

Lost in the green

but

free.

Back into focus after paradise

Realities of Life

But on the bright, right side,

The green side,

... at least the fogged haze is clear.

Older than time
Trapped
Green as the sea
Hidden in the fog
Of the cold green night
Trapped.
Time.
Free?

Poet: K.K. PXFMT
Artist: Olivier Ballou
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J. Owens
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Page designed by the OAC Writer 's-Craft Classes
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Interhouse
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Opposite page, spiralling clockwise from top left:

Tom C. flashes his award winning smile in the

gym; A-House Kalessy L. and Emma P. tries to

doll Tara H. up; Robbie J. runs for the win; Mr.

Grey scurries hurriedly out of the way not want-

ing to get trampled; Richard Z. and Patrick W.
dance their way into our hearts; Scary pumpkin
decorated our common room for Halloween.

This page, spiralling clockwise from top left:

Carina S. uses Tong Y. for protection in the Brit-

ish Bulldog event; Lucas W. still can't get his

snow shoes on correctly; Julie L., Blake B. and
Dan B.: the three-"man" volleyball team; W-
House leaves the other team in their dust as they

canoe their way to victory; Jessica G. and Alexa

Y. snow wrestling in potato sacks; Don A. stand-

ing tall before Anthony DJ., Bavidra M. and Se-

bastian P.; Shannon K. and Carol B. try to take

down Christian M. as Laura A. watches; Kim W.
beats up Titus vdH.: David and Goliath.
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Interhouse

Spiraling Clockwise from top left: Greg R. and
Victor D. run for their houses; Lacy L., Katie M.,

Christina V., Steph K. ready at the starting blocks;

Ian R., Rajeev R., Karim M. mentally prepare for

upcoming events; Pierre T., Cameron M., Colin

B., Morgan B. speed across the field; Jason C.

makes a mighty leap; Jess G., Alanna S., Nikki

C, Fatima M. share a moment; Ashley B., Connie
X., Emma P., Katie S., Danielle S., Dana S., Alvssa

H., Lauren R. run a distance course; Ian S.,

Anthony R., and Greg R. Ready? Get set. GO!
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Jr. Boys Football
™

The junior football team put in a lot of work this year, start-

ing practice before school started and not stopping till

November 8th
. A lot of sweat got poured out on the field,

and it paid off. We had a good season with 6 wins and 2

losses. The forty or so of us on the team played hard and

came out of the regular season 5 and 1, having been beaten

by Gloucester. Our quarterfinals game was huge; we de-

feated Sacred Heart 41-13. The semi-finals didn't go as well.

We played a very good game against St. Marks and came
very close to winning, but were defeated in the second half.

Despite the defeat, team members should be proud of their

effort this season. Ashbury football was, as usual, an un-

forgettable experience. Team Captains this year were Anis

Amdiss, Mike Mclssac, Niall Filewod and Peter Ivanoff.

Good luck to next year's team, and thanks to our coaches

- Jeff Avery, Jim Colton, Al Moffat, Jim Clarke, Mr. Keyes

and Mr. Stableford who did everything short of playing

with us. Thanks also to our fans, and to the graduating

players. (Niall Filewod, team captain)

Spiralling clockwise from top right: Brian P. goes for the kick; Anis

A. is on the ball; Oliver M. "Look up Oli, way up"; Omar A. blast-

ing through; Anis A. and Stephan D. "Get him off me Amdiss".
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FROM TOP LEFT, FIFTH ROW: Coach B. Stableford, Jason C, Devon L., Mi.*.

M„ David H-A.; FOURTH ROW: Trevor E., Fred L., Anis A., Ben R, Matt G., frol

S., Paul M., Coach B. Keys; THIRD ROW: Oliver M., Steve S., Mykal J., Rakan £>.;

Ben R., Stephen D., Dave A., Coach S. Deriault; SECOND ROW: Evan M., Sim C-

0., Brett P., Siv K., Paul B., Omar A., Tim H., Derek S., David O, Coach J. AW
FIRST ROW: Tom C, Andrew B., Karim M., Alex P., Niall R, Ryan M., Peter I.Jex

M., Brian P., Michael P., James G.



Sr. Boys Football
When last season ended many thought that Ashbury foot-

ball dominance had ended with it. The 2000-2001 team

proved that in fact it was just beginning. This year we didn't

win with a high powered offense but, rather a punishing

defence lead by Guilbault and Campbell in the middle and

a solid running attack thanks to Simon, James and our of-

fensive line anchored by Jon, Scott, Nick and Alex. After three

come from behind victories, we found our stride and
outscored our next four opponents 132-6. This put us in the

semifinals where we defeated Notre-Dame 33-14 which gave

us another chance to play for the city championship. We re-

peated as undefeated city champions in a defensive battle

which saw Chris Napoli kick the winning field goal. In an

effort to create an OFSAA tournament for football we played

in the inaugural National Capital Bowl game in Toronto at

the SkyDome. The trip offered us an opportunity to see the

quality of football being played in other areas of the prov-

ince. The trip also brought us together as a team on and off

the field and some people learned the true importance of

eyebrows. Our success on the field is due to our coaches who
have worked extremely hard and their reward is our cham-
pionship. Thank you Coach Smith, Coach Guarisco, Coach
Starr, and Coach Gray. To next year's team on behalf of the

captains and the graduating players keep up the tradition of

championships.

In the past five years, Ashbury Senior Football has had: Four

city championship appearances. Two city championships.

Undefeated in two seasons. Undefeated at home in three

seasons. Keep the tradition alive!

(Andrew MacDonald, team captain)

mM444A-i-i t

Team Picture: FIRST ROW, LEFT TO RIGHT: Chris N., Simon E-

W., Andrew M, Stephan I., Scott C, Greg R., Christian M., Jonathan

G., Fred G., Sandy J., Colin B.; SECOND ROW: Stuart R., Nick G.,

James K., Tim B., Mike P., Justin D., Geoffrey SJ., Victor D., Chris

C, James P.; THIRD ROW: Jeremy B., Alex Y, Jon L., Morgan B.,

Richard Z., Cameran M., Stuart G.; FOURTH ROW: Jimmy C,
Matthew R., Alex J., Philip B., Alistair S.; FIFTH ROW: Coach D.

Smith, Coach K. Guarisco, Coach X. Starr.

Counter Clockwise from top left: Simon dances himself dizzy;

Chris N. kicks off; Run Tim Run; Ready . . . set . . . huh?;
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Jr. Girls'

Basketball
The Junior Girls' Basketball team had a

great season. Led by Captain Lauren

Rock and Hilary Kilgour, the young team

worked hard to achieve an 8-4 record at

the end of the regular season. Rookie

Bess Lennox had an impressive season

as she led the team in scoring heading

into the playoffs. Despite a tough loss in

the semi-finals, the team improved tre-

mendously and laid the ground work for

an even stronger Junior team next year.

Cs . •
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FRONT ROW: Zenah Surani, Briar Teron, Sasha Lauks, Sarah Watters, Bess Lennox, Ashley Bicke:

BACK ROW: Coach Gomme, Elizabeth Miller, Julianne Zussman, Lauren Rock, Danya Vered, Hi
Kilgour and Coach Wallace.

Counter-clockwise from top left:

super Sasha; discussing the next

play; Danya in action; peace on

the bench; dribbling; Liz shows
off her defensive moves; Lauren

has the other team just where

she wants them.
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IT ROW: J.J Wilson, Alanna Street, Sheila Street, Fatima Merali, Caitlin Sparks, Audrey Plaskacz.

[
ROW: Coach Sparks, Danielle Simpson, Emma Plascasz, Paula Romkey, Kate Poulin, Sarah

Laura Argument, and Coach Mackinnon.

Sr. Girls'

Basketball
Ok ladies, let's make this brief. We all know who
has so much love for everyone of you. Our sea-

son got off to a slow start, however that was
quickly forgotten as we improved like mothers

and went on to take over the Eastern Finals against

our rivals St. Matt's. Spending a minimum of 10

hours a week together, we bonded to form an out

of control ball team. Traveling as far as Niagara

Falls and Chatham, that Ashbury College white

van has never been the same. With Phat control-

ling the low post, and Poulin the wannabe post

playa, we easily took control of our regular sea-

son games. From Aud's near death experience at

Mcgill in October, to busting up the courts at

Queen's, to the awesome outlet stores ... we mean
. . . awesome competition we faced in Niagara.

Fueled by Mrs. Street's baked goodies, we went
on to take home the Independent School's Tro-

phy at Trinity College, for the third time in a row
thanks to those Trinity hot boyz (gotta love them)

for motivation. Qualifying for OFSAA after an in-

tense victory, we headed off to Chatham, Ontario.

Competing with heart we won our first 2 games
and finished losing a tight third game in overtime.

Chelsea - don't worry, you will host another team.

Ladies, thank you for an awesome season. You
guys are going to be in our hearts forever - thanks

for making my last year so magical. Special thanks

to the "X" for being the coolest ever, Leroux for

coming to OFSAA, to Laura our manager (the

sweetest girl in the world), and of course to our

devoted, talented coaches Mr. Sparks and Mr.

Mackinnon. Remember girls, don't cry because it's

over, smile because it happened.

By Paula Romkey and Danielle Simpson

Counter-clockwise from top

left: Poulin in perfect form as

always; Caitlin goes all out;

Emma, Danni and Poulin look-

ing as intense as ever; Frood

blocks; Alanna, oh-so-attentive;

taking a breather; Paula plan-

ning her next move.
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Jr. Boys' Soccer

SOCCER IS BACK!

junior Boys Soccer enjoyed its biggest suc-

cess in nearly ten years this season, win-
ning the East Conference Championship.
The trophy was earned through a combi-
nation of talent, commitment, hard work
and true competitive spirit.

Missed opportunities in early divisional

games forced a number of draws, despite

the obvious dominance of the Ashburv
J

team, placing them 4 lh overall in the ta-

ble. The team, however, continued to ana-

lvse its performance and to raise its game
throughout the season, and produced
convincing victories during the play-offs.

Our chief goal-scorers, Pradip Kruger, Ryan
Davies and David Postle (Capt), deserve spe-

cial mention, both for the number and for the

quality of goals scored. RobbieJams stole the

limelight at the end of the season with the only

goal of the East Championship game.

The team battled courageously with the de-

fending champions, Holy Trinity, in the City

Championships, but could not produce their

former magic on the day. Holy Trinity fielded

an impressive and experienced team who had
to work hard to defend their title. Despite a 3-

1 loss, the coaches were proud to be there on
the day and to watch their team play well; for

that, we thank each and every player.
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BOTTOM FRONT ROW: Nigel Allan, Friedrich Birgelen, Neil Mason, Pradip KrU

Ryan Davies, Andrew Robertson, Saager Dilawri, Anthony Tran. BACK ROW: Ol

Uko, Robbie Jarvis, Vincent Schlag, Vincent Mok, Daniel Mirsky, David Postle, CJ
Taylor, Barrett Karam, Kristian Nielsen, Lucas Wood, Max Charles, John Ward.

Spiralling Clockwise from top left: Dave Postle, Boot it!; Robbie Jarvis, Robbie!; Sa

Dilawri, Prances about; Nigel Allan, Run!; Daniel Mirsky, Sporting his lovely keep:

cap; Ryan Davies, Fancy footwork.



Sr. Boys' Soccer

Mdfc:
im Photo: FRONT ROW: Tyler Berringer, James Miragliotta, Masaki Watanabe,

•fanoTaucer, JoeGallo, Alex Boulos, Anthony De Jesus, Edward Addo, Julius

ekmayer. BACK ROW: Krishan Kapoor, St. Clair Pennyfeather, Hussein El-

gan, Pierre Tipple, Rasheed Musa, Kartik Subramani, Etienne Tipple, Charley

rbett, Coach Day.

trailing clockwise from top left: Shabibi, Impressing the opposition; Gypsy,
>w that's using your head!; Hamburger, Saves the day!; Jose, Shows his stuff,

. Ready for action!; Masaki, Takes the shot; Boulos, dribbles the ball.

The senior team enjoyed a successful season this year.

Unfortunately, the CAIS tournament got cancelled, but

we reached the east semi-finals & qualified forAAOFSAA.
We'd like to thank Mr. McKirdy & Mr. Day for their time

& effort, as well as the BBQ's. The team's success was
largely due to their guidance. Off the soccer field we built

good friendships. New players were given a warm wel-

come; Nubbin you still owe us $20. Thanks for the workout

Goliath, Johnson, & Gypsy. Guacamole we never knew
you could screech so high. Compliments to Depanneur
from room 303 (ain't that right Hamburger?) ARR! The
Hot Boyz kept us fresh, Shabibi, the Stretchmaster flex,

kept us loose & ET kept our spirits up! Best nickname

goes to Pug. For future players, beware of towels - ask

B44, Boulos, & Bratwurst. This was definitely the best of

all our years on the team. Best wishes to the grads, and
good luck to next year's team!
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Girls' Field Hockey
This fall season, Ashbury had its first ever

Varsity Girls Field Hockey Team. There
was an astounding amount of interest and
support shown for this sport, with a turn-

out of over twenty talented players. The
team practiced or played daily for three

weeks. Our goals this season were to learn

the basics of the game, work as a team
and have fun. We played extremely well,

finishing our season one spot short of

making the playoffs. A huge thanks to Ms.
Duggan and Ms. Lane who not only pro-

vided us with excellent coaching but mo-
tivated us to stay positive and always give

our best effort. Best of luck to the gradu-
ating players: Orly Schwartz-Shapira and
Kate Mulligan. Thanks for a great time
girls and we'll see you next year.

Stephanie King and Shannon Kane

FRONT ROW: Sylvia Simson, Rachel Azoulay,
Stephanie King, Missy Leger, Emily Shore, Shehnaaz
Merali, Jessica Steinberg. BACK ROW: Coach Lane,
Christina Kindle, Kate Mulligan, Courtney Hanna,
Leah Shearman, Jen Grantham, Orly Schwartz-
Shapira, Shannon Kane, Cristina Venables, Emily
Cushman, Dara Vandor, Coach Duggan.

Spiralling Clockwise from top left: Shannon K., Shows
her stuff; Christina K., Shimmies towards the ball; the

ladies take the field; Leah S. and Lauren P. Rally on
the held; Missy L., Keeper extraordinaire!; Stephanie
K. Gets ready for a pass; the girls take a break to pose
for the camera; Sarah L., Fights for the ball.
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Cross Country
£j Running

One . . . two . . . three . . . run . .

.

And the Ashbury College Cross Country team
ran away with an exceptional season of amaz-
ing distinction, personal accomplishments, and
lifelong memories. The Ashbury team won the

award for the Top Overall Girls Runners in Ot-

tawa with Lauren Rock placing 2 nd and Jenna

Bond placing 3 rd
in Jr. Girls at the East division.

The Jr. Boys also placed 3 rd
in the city! Nick Boyd

placed 2nd
in Ottawa for Midget Boys and ac-

companied the Jr. Girls to compete at OFSAA.
Deciding what fruit we would be was the least

of our worries, as the conditions of rain and
snow taught us how to run in any climate. Con-
gratulations to everyone - you all did amazingly

well this season! A big thank you to our coaches

who helped make this season such a success and
so much fun. Good luck to both next year's team
and the graduating members.

PS Keep up your As and Bs during the off sea-

son!

(Ben Barry)

Team Photo: FRONT ROW: Amna Silim, Nicola

Young, Amanda Shore, Kalessy Laserre, Jenna Bond,

Priya Senn, Tarah Hunter, J.J. Wilson, Katie Sparks,

Kathrine Rive. BACK ROW: Louis Roy, James
Macmillan, David Postle, Erika Boyle, Robbie Jarvis,

Laura Langford, Ben Barry, Dana Shiff, Ian Sander-

son, Sarah Frood, Jamie Lo, Anthony Rocheleau,

Matthew Piggott, Nixon Boyd, Dave Evans, Coach
M. Holman.

TOP ROW: the team relaxes after a long day; David

P., James M., Jamie L. and Robbie J. Prepping for the

big race. NEXT ROW: the team show off their vic-

tory; Louis R., Stephen S., Ian S., Dave E., Ben B. and
Andrew V. The gentlemen take a moment to smile

for the camera; Team Picture. BOTTOM ROW: Tarah

H., Jenna B. and Lauren R. Adorned with awards;

Katie S. and Dana S. smile for the camera; Kathrine

R., Amanda S. and Georgia S., relaxing after the race.
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Junior Boys Basketball
The Junior Boys Basketball Team
has had yet another exciting year.

With a new look offence drawn
up by our coach Mr. Holman, and
a new assistant coach Mr.

McKinnon, our team had high

hopes for a promising season.

Unfortunately, we struggled early

on and it took us the better part

of the season to come together as

a team. Winless coming into the

final game of the vear, we were
eager to show justhow farwe had
indeed come as a team. In a

match-up of epic proportions, a

veritable clashing of titans, we
came out victorious in the stun-

ning defeat of the mighty De La
Salle squad. Graduating to the

Senior Team this vear are Alex

Patrick, Dan Mirsky, and Matt
"Big Dog" Brown. Special thanks

must go out to Mr. Holman and
Mr. McKinnon for their patience

and perseverance. Good luck to

all of the returning players, and
best wishes for next vear.

Spiraling from top right; the team from top

left: Coach McKinnon, Steven Street, Jason

Cherney, Dan Mirsky, John Shift, Ben Resnick,

Coach Holman; bottom left: Siv

Kalaichandran, Tom Christy, Alex Patrick,

Matt Brown, Brook Simpson; Siv and Brook

listen attentively; Steven Street with the tri-

ple threat; Jason and the foul shot; Thomas
Christ}- takes the ball up the court;
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Senior Boys Basketball
Spiraling from top right: The

Team from top left: Jimmy
Chang, James Kenny, Nick

Gauthier, Konrad
Assemissen, Stu Robinson,

Chris Doyle-Kelly, Rasheed

Musa, Coach Sparks. Bot-

tom left: Stu Gray, Chris

McGuire, Greg Ross,

Shamir Bali, Chris Colton;

Stu: the little boy who had

a dream; Greg gets ready for

the shot.

The 2000-2001 Senior Boys Bas-
ketball season was filled with
ups and downs. In the begin-
ning, everyone knew we
lacked height and experience
but in the end, we knew we
could play with the big boys.
Unfortunately, our regular sea-

son did not turn out the way it

should have, but every game
was a fun learning experience.
Thanks to Mr. Sparks who
made us feel like we were good
enough to win and to Greg
Seppala for helping out. To the
rookies and future players;
there's no use playing if you
are not going to work hard to

improve in every practice and
in every game. Hey boys,
thanks for playing so harcf in

the Ridgemont Tournament (at

Brookfield). Unforgettable.
One more thing before Chris
McGuire and I say goodbye,
GET NEW UNIFORMS!!!
(Greg Ross)
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Jr. Girls'

Volleyball
The junior girls volleyball team had an awesome
season. We finished 8-2 in league play and ad-

vanced all the way to the East Conference Fi-

nal, which ended up being a match featuring

the two best junior teams in the city. We also

won gold at De La Salle's annual vollevball tour-

nament. Special thanks to Ms. Gomme and Ms.

Kelly for being dedicated and contributing so

much to the team.

BACK ROW: Coach Kelly, Sarah Matters, Sasha Lauks, Ashley Bickerton, Marcella Laz.l

Bess Lennox, Denise Murphy. FRONT ROW: Katie (nugget) Hermon, Jervna (nugget) B
Julianne Zussman, Hilary Kilgour, Tara Boulden. NOT PICTURED: Coach Gomme
Lauren Rock.

SPIRAL FROM LEFT: Rock in ac-

tion; chillin' on the bench; Hilary

graceful as always; mad intensity

on the court; strategizing; beware

of Julianne; supernugget! (Jenna);

Sasha shows us what she's made
of.
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igi Sr. Girls'

m Volleyball

DNT ROW: Coach Norton, Danielle Simpson, Alexa Young, Kalessy Lasserre, Farah

rani. BACK ROW: Farah Mitha, Lacy Lauks, Emily Mirsky Emily Jamieson, J.J. Wilson,

ither MacLaren, Coach Miedema.

The Senior Girls' Volleyball team capped off an
amazing season with a bang. The team was 8-2

at the end of the regular season. Sadly, the sea-

son ended in a hard fought quarterfinal playoff

game against Colonel By. However, the team
represented Ottawa at OFSAA, having won the

National Capital AA Championship for the

fourth time in five years. After a 10 nour bus
ride (Yes, it was hot pink, Yes we watched Ar-
mageddon, and Yes we cried) to Sault Ste. Marie,

the girls came through and won three, 3-0 games
in a row. This brought us to the quarterfinal

round where we were eliminated. It was with-

out a doubt, the best volleyball any of us have
ever played. Lacy, Mitha, Em, JJ and Heather
keep hitting away, and Danielle keep inspiring

the team to play harder. You girls will clean up
next year. Much thanks to the Coaches:
Miedema and Norton for taking us so far. Good
Luck to my fellow graduating players: Kalessy
Lasserre, Emily Mirsky and Farah Merani. It s

been fun.
- Alexa Young

SPIRAL FROM LEFT: Huddle!; Mirsk

about to do some damage; the team

ready to kick butt; Dani the power
house; celebrate good times, come on!;

J.J. about to show the ball no mercy;

the girls, as adorable as ever.
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Hockey Team

L

Clockwise from top left: Chasing the puck; Simon
E-W. and Chris N. discuss defensive strategies;

Simon E-W trying to keep his team in the game;

Mike P. in action - pass? I don't think so . . .; An
intense moment near the goal.

This year in Ashbury hockey, we had

excellent results. Our trip to UCC
earned us a third place finish. In the

regular season, we were able to qualify

for the playoffs, but unfortunately we
lost in the first round. Thanks to

coaches Keyes, Smith, and Moore and

to graduating players Lawrence
Bower, Napoli, DhaliwaL Zarama,
Eden-Walker, Johnson, Mendell, and

Poston. Best of luck to next year's team.
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% Ski Team

.11 la i

)P ROW: Barrett Karam, Josh Nadolny, Ian Syrett, Marius Faleide, Tyler

Igress, Matthew Booth. SECOND ROW: Jeff Matthews, Sarah Frood,

irah Hunter, Whitney Kucey. THIRD ROW: Andrew MacDonald,
iristina Venebles, Peter MacEwen, Julius Diekmayer. BOTTOM ROW:
cole Choo, Johnathan Estabrooks.

"JJ

Spiralling clockwise from top right: Coach Day:

'nough said; Joshua N. taking the turn; Pete M.

on top of the podium; Tarah H. ready to domi-

nate the mountain; Tyler W. poses for the cam-

era; Banff.

C.I.S.

Peter MacEwen - top overall male skier at the

Canadian Independent Schools ski meet.

Boys team (level 2) - winners, C.I.S. Ski meet
Nicole Choo - overall winner Level 1 girls, C.I.S.

ski meet

NCSSAA
Cristina Venebles - overall girls level 2 winner -

represented Ashbury at OFSAA
Peter MacEwen - overall boys level 2 winner -

represented Ashbury at OFSAA where he col-

lected one 2nd and one 3rd place medal
Boys Level 2 team - 2nd overall
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Junior

Boys'

Rugby
The Junior Boys' Rugby Team had
another great season this year. It was
a season full of fantastic wins, big

comebacks, a hard fought tie and
close losses. This year we competed
with some of the best Junior Rugby
teams in Ottawa. We didn't allow a

single try against us until the last

game of the regular season and man-
aged to be the only team that
Brookfield (the east champions)
couldn't beat. The Junior Bovs
Rugby finished the regular season in

third place but unfortunately were
eliminated from the playoffs in the

quarter finals. After the playoffs we
played an "educational" and highly
"entertaining" match against a tour-

ing team from Wales. Although we
only managed to score one try

against them (courtesy of Mr. Daye
Ouellette) we played a great game
and ga\*e the Welsh a taste of our
brand of Rugby. A special thanks to

our coaches Andreas Beltran, Chris
De Jesus and Matt Tattersfield for

their hard work and commitment as

well as our guest coaches Mr.
Middleton and Darcy Walsh. Also,

congratulations to our teams MVPs
Ryan MacLean and Sam Wither-
spoon for their achieyements this

season. Good luck to all players
moving up to senior, returning play-

ers and new recruits. (Daye Matvas
and Ryan MacLean)

RS. Cheers to the turtle, potpie, high
tackles, high tower, AHA, bananas
before practice, Moses/Buddha. Mr.
Plow. Thanks to Ms. Noonan and
Mr. Humphreys for their support.

Clockwise from top: Anis Amdiss, Barrett
Karam, Samuel Witherspoon, Matthew Piggot.

Team Photo: FROXTROW: Ross Franklin, .\Gke

Poupore, Matthew Piggot, David Ouellette,

Ryan MacLean, Samuel Witherspoon, David
Mat>as, Mike Mclssac. SECOND ROW: Joshua
Elcombe, Steven So, Omar Alsafar, Anis
Amdiss, Peter Ivanoff, Xigel Allen, Max
Kniewasser, Hanpo Yu. THIRD ROW: Mike
Sanderson, Steve Street, Brook Simpson,
Duncan Mackenzie, Adam WhitwilL Daniel
Lehrer, Barrett Karam. BACK ROW: Gordon
Xelson, Simon Clarke-Okah, Mr. Tattersfield,

Alex McEachem, Andreas Beltran.
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Sr. Boys' Rugby
The Senior Boys' Rugby season got off to a promising start

at the CIS Invitational Tournament at Ridley College. De-
spite only training on grass five times before leaving for

St. Catherines, the boys won 3 of 4 matches, losing 15-13 to

a strong St. Andrews College side, and Captured the Plate

(Consolation) Championship. Unfortunately, the boys' ef-

forts at Ridley were costly and the team returned to Ot-

tawa "battered and bruised" to start league play. Despite
being in every game played the team finished with a 1 and
4 league record, losing a close playoff game to Lester B.

Pearson 12-10. The competitiveness of the squad in every
game says something about the character and the resolve

of this group of athletes who never had the luxury of field-

ing the same team for two games in a row. Also many play-

ers were forced to play out of position and generally ac-

quitted themselves very well. Things look promising for

next year's team, as a number of players will be returning.

Spirallingcounter-clockwise from top left: Morgan B. snatches
the ball; The boys take a break; Anthony D. the unstoppable
force; Coach Middleton in a moment of intensity. TEAM PIC-
TURE: FIRST ROW: Sandy Johnston, Christian McGuire, Ben
Gitterman, Jon Guilbault, Simon Eden-Walker, Chris Napoli,
Steve Watson, James Poston. SECOND ROW: Alex Yeh,
Anthony De Jesus, Jens Goronzy, Andrew Valentine, Tim Booth,
Matt Runnalls, Richard Zussman, Frederic Gauthier, Jeremy
Boyle. THIRD ROW: Andrew Macdonald, Nicholas Gauthier,

James Miragliotta, James Kenny, Alexander Jackson, Morgan
Burn, Victor Drury, Coach Middleton.
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Junior Girls'

Soccer
This year the Junior Girls' Soccer Team had a very

fun and successful season. We had 2 losses, 1 win
and 3 ties during the regular season. We contin-

ued our impressive play in the post-season. In the

first round of the playoffs, a very strong St. Pe-

ter's team beat us. The team was led this year by

its three captains, Caroline Welsh (Gr. 11), Bess

Lennox (Gr. 9) and Alisha Lakhani (Gr. 9). We had

a very fun season filled with lots of learning and

many hours of fitness. We'd like to thank our

coaches Mr. Taylor and Mr. McKirdy for all their

time, hard work and dedication. The team would
also like to wish good luck to the players moving
on to play senior next year.

BACK ROW: Coach McKirdy, Sophie Duchesne, Georgia Shearman, Jan
McCrimmon, Tara Boulden, Bess Lennox, Kylie McNeill, Fiona Rask, Kathrine ll

Coach Taylor. FRONT ROW: Emily Cushman, Robin Lavigne-Green, Tessa Wood,A
]

Lakhani, Caroline Welsh, Shenaaz Merali, Suzanne Pellerin, Whitney McWade, Kat
Butler, Nicola Young.

Spiralling clockwise from bottom right: Emily C. tan-

gled up; Bess L. in perfect form as she dashes down
the pitch; Jannika M. in good form; Air Bess; Kathrine

R. pointing to the ball as she smashes it down the

pitch; Alisha L. stands like a wall in defence.
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LK ROW: Coach Hardy, Mr. Matthews, Farah Mitha, Sarah Frood, Kim Ryerson,

3<a Young, Carol Boate, Alison Hanvey, Meghan MacSween, Emma Plaskacz, Audrey
jkacz, Coach Kucey, Coach Day
JNT ROW: Kate Poulin, Jenna Bond, Amitha Kalaichandran, Alyssa Herzig, Nicole

jo, Laura Argument, Whitney Kucey.

Senior Girls'

Soccer
The Senior Girls' Soccer Team went from being a

team with "a lot of potential" to a team that pulled

together and played some tight matches in the end.

We played in the post season quarterfinals and lost

in a close 0-1 overtime game. We also played in an
OFSAA qualifying game but lost in a shoot out.

We had many amazing memories including: the

Kingston tournament, Yamada, detaching our
limbs like Nuggets, turning on our jet boosters,

being "Unlucky!", playing games at the ("guys?

What do you think of the") Soccer Retreat, the ("I

believe I, am") the Fire Master, shoes in water, our

videos, Kate's "guys? guys?", Face Down *** Up,
looking for "those 2 midgets over there", World
Cup (finally), the moon encore (in the same or-

der), and Uncle Stanley III or Stan ("you're so

dirty"). We'll miss our graduating/leaving play-

ers Kim "Team" Ryerson, Meghan MacSween, Niki

"Chiki Noo" Choo, Sara "Skank" Frood, Emma
"M&M Em?" Plascacz, Alexa "fellow Nugget"
Young, Whitney "Ney" Kucey, Carol "Carol Boate

(robotic voice)" Boate, and Jenna "Nugget" Bond.
We'd also like to thank our coaches Ms. "physical

abuse" Kucey, Mr. "what you see" Day, and Mr.

"put a little gusto into it" Hardy. One last word
girls and that's it. WORD!!!

*

Spiraling counter clock-

wise from bottom right:

Where's Waldo/Nicko?;

Poulin going at about 24

km/hour (with her

boosters on); Audball
retaining complete con-

trol (unlike that chair in-

cident, eh?). Farrah flies

into action; Whitney is

"perfection"; Nugget
(Jenna) takes on two gi-

ants and not once de-

taches her limbs; Lou-

dog putting those huge
pipes to some use.
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Girls' Rugby

>*&&**>
.

Words of wisdom: what it takes to be a

champion
No Scars, No Scrapes, No Proof, Inspira-

tion, we are flying geese . . . 3-3, KIWI,
Port Hope, Perkins, Sprints . . . Sprints . .

.

Sprints, who's got 1st hit, today I want to

. . . goals, who brought the grade nines?,

team of rookies . . . team of champs, Do it

for you, fast back, hard practice . . . long

weekends, 100% - always, over 200 for 8

against — ain't too bad girls! dedication,

the beach - all day long, rucking, maul-
ing, running, scoring, winning, wanting
it . . . more than ever! East Conference
Champs, Pain is weakness leaving the

body. Boyd, and Gommer - more than
coaches . . . idols and friends, grads - we'll

play the third half together someday I

promise, (JOSE & Counting Crows, you
broke my face ) West conference watch
out we're coming back . . . Kick Some ASH,
BELIEVE. - Emily Mirsky

Spiralling clockwise from top left: Alanna S. gets

tackled down with Danielle S. ready in full support

to receive a pass; Natalie G-F. gets ready to pass the

ball with Leah S. in support; The girls execute a per-

fect line up; Sheila S. gets ready to pick up the ball

after a great scrum by her teammates.

Team Photo: 1
st ROW (LEFT TO RIGHT): Jasminka

Arnautovic, Elizabeth Miller, Julianne Zussman,
Alanna Street, Stephanie Willbond, Pascale Boucher,

Sheila Street, Natalie Goldenberg-Fife. 2nd ROW:
Emily Mirsky, Danielle Simpson, Christina Stefanski,

Fauzia Issaka, Amber Dunleavy, Lauren Rock, Shan-

non Kane, Leah Shearman. 3 rd ROW: Lacy Lauks,

Marcela Lazaro, Jessica Greenberg, Hilary Kilgour,

Danya Vered, Briar Teron. 4th ROW: Coach Boyd,

Heather Maclaren, Paula Romkey, Aleksandra
Lauks, Coach Gomme.
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Track and Field

New faces! Old faces! Spandex! Three
things to sum up the entire season for

the track and field team. The season

was painful, yet successful. The entire

team went to the city championships!

Congrats to that! Thanks to Mrs.
Holman, Ms. Kelly, and Mrs. Kennedy
for the guidance and coaching you pro-

vided us. We appreciate all your dedi-

cation and hard work. For those who
made it to eOFSAA (there were a lot of

you), you made Ashbury proud. Con-
gratulations to Dan Barbarie who par-

ticipated in OFSAA, good job! For those

that didn't qualify at least we didn't fall

into the water. To those graduating
(Ben, Dan and Katie, those speedsters)

good luck at university and future track

endeavors. All in all, this season has

been amazing and full of fun. Next year

I hope to see new faces, the old faces

and spandex (and hopefully a new
tent!) - Arthur Chan

Spiralling clockwise from top left: Erika B.

squeezes into an overcrowded tent; Ben R. rolls

about on the grass awaiting his next event; Nick
B. and Eric A. chilling in their tent; The track team
proudly smiles at their efforts.

Team Photo: 1
st ROW (LEFT TO RIGHT): Paul

Shinkman, Stephen Schmidt, Nick Boyd, Bavidra
Mohan, Alexandra Zarama, Katie Mitchell,

Stephanie King, Nii Addo. 2nd ROW: Casey
Huxtable, Ben Resnick, Amanda Shore, Tarah
Hunter, James Macmillan, Anne Wagner, Dana
Shiff, Ben Barry. 3RD ROW: David Evans, Alistair

Senn, Kathrine Rive, Catherine Vincent, David
Postle, Rashid Musa, Mrs. Kennedy. 4™ ROW: Ms.
Kelly, Alex Young, Katie Sparks, Nicole Young,
Robbie Jarvis, Andrew Polk, Omeonga Saidi, Mrs.
Holman. LAST ROW: Eric Asante, Dan Barbarie.
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Baseball
For the first time in two years, our Ashbury baseball team lost a game in the regular season. It didn't matter thoil

because as luck would have it, Franco Cite lost to Nepean, sending us to the playoffs with a first place ranking. Goin;|

our goal was to return the championship to its rightful owner (Ashbury) and avenge the narrow loss we had suffered]

?revious year. In the quarterfinals nothing happened because they never took place - making us yet again triumph
he following day, we entered the park with aspirations of athletic conquest over Sir Robert Borden. It was a close ga{

but we came back with some big "spanks" (three home runs) to take the 7-6 win. Now it was time for the main event,

were off to Jetform Park to play for the city championship against Nepean. Starting strong in the first inning, we wen
by one, and with stunning defence by both the pitchers and fielders, the opposing team was held to only one n
making the final score 2-1 Ashbury, solidifying us as the sole and rightful owners of the NCSSAA championship
treal deserves mention for our domination of the Independent School Tournament and Pictionary Blake style. Spe

thanks and recognition to the two five-year veterans, Chris & Rob, for their support and leadership; to the returr

players Dan, Joe, Alex, Cameron, Pete, Tim, and Adam, who gave the team a tremendous amount of experience; to ali

newcomers, Alex P., Tyler, Jon, and James, who showed us something new, and the OAC boys Justin, Blake, and R
who brought maturity and sensibility to the game. Great congratulations and acknowledgment are due to Coach Mo
Coach Coles, and Coach M. Baxter, for leading us to a triumphant season. Best of luck to the departing players

Marcotte, Rob Prior, Jospeh Gallo, Ryan Semple, Blake Burns, and Justin Dhaliwal in the years to come.
- Blake Burns

I

Spiralling counter-clockwise from
bottom left: Coach Moore demon-
strates; Tim H. throws a fastball;

Coach Baxter and Rob P. enjoy
practice; Rob P. sprints along;

Justin D. up to bat.

Team photo: BACK ROW: Coach
Coles, Justin Dhaliwal, Dan
Mirsky, Ben Mann, Alex Boulos,

Cameron McWade, William Wells,

Blake Burns, Tim Herauf, Alex
Patrick, Tyler Wilgress, Coach
Moore; FRONT ROW: Adam
Borer, Ryan Semple, Rob Prior,

Cris Marcotte, Peter Valentine, Jon
Shiff, James Gallo.
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Junior Boys'

Volleyball
The Junior Boys had a very enthralling

season. With a bunch ofnew faces on and
two great coaches, we were a force to be

reckoned with in a very competitive

league. A special thanks goes out to Mr.

Sparks, for putting up with us at the

games. Thanks also to our graduating

players Alex Patrick, Andrew Robertson,

Troy Puddington, Omar Alsaffar, Robbie

Jarvis, Dave Postle, and James
Macmillan.

Spiraling counter clockwise from bottom right: Ben M.
and Alex Y. show off their coaching skills; Troy P. serves

up a storm; James M. delivers a smashing serve.

Team Photo: Ben M, Troy P., Robbie J., James M., David
P., Andrew R., Alex Y.
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Badminton
This year was the largest turn out for

badminton tryouts in two years since

the return of the badminton program.

This ground-breaking and earth-shat-

tering feat was then cut down to 16

boys, girls, seniors, and juniors. Those
left out walked away broken-hearted,

and the team was then left to face the

most exhilarating experience of their

lives. In the aftermath, all that was left

standing were the junior boys doubles

team (Troy and Arthur), and the first

place junior mixed doubles (James and
moral supporter Lauren)! Off to the east

conference finals were these two teams!

The junior boys faced a dismal perform-

ance; however, the mixed doubles per-

formed outstandingly, finishing an ex-

cellent 2nd . James owes that to Lauren's

moral support and amazing spectating.

This was a fabulous year to be noted,

good job! Thanks to Mr. Sparks and Mr.

Holman for their outstanding coaching,

witty comments, and surprised faces.

- Arthur Chan

Tennis
The tennis teams had another success-

ful season. The B team was the overall

city champions, and theA team was the

Boys Champions and the overall city

champions. Medalists include James
Low, Troy Puddington, Klara Boadway,
Lauren Rock, Bavidra Mohan, Jonathan
Tien, Jonathan Shiff, Fauzia Issaka, and
Tony Yu. Four members of the team
travelled to Montreal for a C.I.S. tour-

nament where they placed second and
James Low was named 'Best Player of

the Tournament'. Thanks to all players

for another outstanding season. Best of

luck to Charles Owusu as he graduates

from Ashburv tennis after two seasons.

- Coach Holman

Top half of the page (badminton): Troy
Puddington makes an attempt to retrieve his

shuttlecock; James Macmillan stares expectantly

into the bright gym lights; Arthur Chan tries his

best to see over the net; Ryan Davies warms up
for the big game.

Bottom half of the page (tennis): Ashbury serves!;

Jamie Low in a state of absolute readiness; Lauren

Rock prepares for a powerful return shot.
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Rowing
Ashbury offered a full and exciting pro-

gramme of both recreational and competi-

tive rowing this year.

In autumn, a competitive girls', four

learned the fundamentals of sweep row-
ing, while a vibrant recreational group
enjoyed many hours of training on the

Ottawa River. Both groups enjoyed tre-

mendous success in the Head of the

Rideau Regatta.

In the winter, Julie Lafleche and Kalessy
Lasserre trained every morning in prepa-

ration for the competitive spring season.

As soon as the ice melted, they began
learning how to row the notoriously tricky

"double" - a narrow boat with two oars

per person. Within a month, their skills

had improved so much that they were able

to compete successfully in the Canadian
Secondary Schools Rowing Champion-
ship in St. Catharines against schools from
across North America.

Meanwhile, under the dedicated leader-

ship of Jonathan Vandor, a recreational

group of girls and boys developed their

skills in both "eights" and "sculls".

Sports Banquet
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Spiralling counter-clockwise from top left: Kalessy L. and Julie L.

row their boat; Barrett K., Max K., Ryan M., and Sam W.; Fred G.,

Chris N., Matt R., and Victor D.; Coach McKirdy Shehnaaz M.,

Coach T., Caroline W., and Bess L.; Kate P., Alexa Y., Jenna B., Coach
Kucey, and Coach Day; Kartik S. and Hussein E.A. accepting from
Mr. Anderson.
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Rec. Sports

Clockwise from top left: Alex J. "Oh so strong";

Greg R. and Jason K. "You mountain of muscle";

Sebastien P., Vincent I.., Matt B., Billy S., and

Sacha A., at Camp Fortune.; Matt H., and Alyssa

H., after such a long, arduous ride down the hill.;

Masaki W., and Charlie C. reluctantly pose for

famed photographer Kim W.; Jordan A., Nic 1 1,

and lorn C.
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Editor : Jason Richards Faculty Advisor : N. Jowett

Investor's Clul

The 2000-2001 investor's club laid the foundations for a new and improved club with a record-breaking portfolio total

nearly S 10 000. The facelift included the rejection of the traditional brokerage svstem, and implementation of the Bai

Montreal's online investing system which allowed quicker and immediate transactions. The season-opening inve

was in Xortel Xetworks Corp, a company unfortunately infected bv the nefarious 'how low can you go' syndrome. Otl

investments included Sepratech Systems, PMCCR, and our most successful, Chase Manhattan Bank Corp. We would lj

to extend our best wishes to Mrs. Hergert, our teacher advisor, who left us in late April to be blessed with her second cl

The Student Executive Staff included President Matthew Mendell, vice-President Andrew MacDonald, Marc Lafleche,

!

Sanderson, Jamie Hardy, Nicole Choo, and Sarah Frood. Best of luck to Marc next year as President!

Marc Lafleche
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Committee
B' Grad Committee had a very

icessful year. We had three

in events that took place be-

Len September and June! The
liw-in-The-Dark Dance, the

tjni-formal and finally the

liduation Dinner Dance. All

Ire a great success and helped

aise money towards the grad

|i presented to the school from

I class of 2001. The grad com-
tee worked hard all year and
ierve to be congratulated; we
ipreciate their dedication. We
tUld also like to give thanks to

r faculty advisor Vicky
gress who put in countless

iirs to help organize the events

It make them a success. We
•e that the grads had a great

r and we wish you all the best.

ihitney Kucey &
v Navaneelan

Operation
Smile

Operation Smile is a program that raises funds

for children with facial deformities in third

world countries. The program kicked off its first

year very successfully. We were the first organi-

zation of its kind in any high school in Canada.

We had over 20 members. We would like to

thank our teacher advisor Ms. Wall. We would
also like to thank Mr. Varley and Mr. Matthews.
- Peter Volynsky

Opposite Page: The investor's club ready to tackle any bat-

tle at the TSE, Mathew Mendell, Andrew Macdonald, Ian

Sanderson, Mrs. Hergert, Sarah Frood; Marc Lafleche proud
heir to the throne. This Page: Sarah Dudley, Calvin

MacLean, Tony Navaneelan; The Grad Committee looking

sharp. Andrew Robertson and Ian Rutherford proudly

show off their newly-earned badge; Aaron Slade and Rahim
Dhalla: smile!
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Taekwon-Do
Under the instruction of Master Lu,

class meets twice weekly to learn thel

of Taekwon-Do. Fundamental mol
ments, self-defense techniques, the cultl

and philosopohy of the martial art, \
the learning of the patterns blend fori

interesting and physically challengf

class. Over time one begins to notice tl

flexibility increase, muscle tone, refle:[

balance, and coordination improve. E

student is encouraged to test and pi

through the various belt levels to ml
sophisticated and challenging movemtl
and patterns. All are welcome and all[

ask for is enthusiasm. See you there.

Outdoor
Education

: ,

—*&r

To breathe air and experience,

to accept our own strengths and limitations,

while striving to change them and be more;

To wonder: "what is it that makes me feel connected?"

To wander.

while being a leader

(and therefore a follower):

This is Outdoor Education.
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Community
Service

dents at Ashbury complete their community service in a variety of activities. This year I would like to describe one

vity which exemplifies the spirit of helping others. One April 2nd
, 2001 six students, under the initiative and leadership

Graham Page, participated in a Day of Caring sponsored by the United Way and Child and Youth Friendly Ottawa,

ryone met at Laurentian High School at 8:30 a.m. on a Saturday morning. One of our people left the window open on

lilly night so he would not sleep in and miss his ride! The group was given the assignment of painting the offices of the

iety for the Hearing Impaired. This involved moving office furniture, taking down blinds from windows, removing

)les and nails from baseboards, and painting a boardroom, several offices and hallways. A lunch break gave a needed

from the day long project. During lunch the office staff introduced themselves and gave each of the Ashbury volun-

:s a name in sign language. Our students were able in the interchange to have a concrete sense of how their service was
king a difference in the lives of others. Every student who participated was a credit to Ashbury and to the philosophy

ommunity Service. Well done Ashbury! Rev. B. Bradley
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Sabuhi Azad
Soraya Azzabi
Frances Banta
Gabrielle Bonneville

Tara Boulden
Lauren Brecher
Anjali Chadha
Anu Chadha
Allison Cherney
Elissa Cohen
Jessica Dismont
Sophie Duchesne
Sara Dudley
Kate Edelson
Jess Greenberg
Alyssa Herzig
Cindy Ho
Casey Huxtable
Robin
Lavigne-Green
Sarah Lefebvre
Catherine Lemery
Sarah Liebel

Farah Merani
Emily Mirsky
Katie Mitchell
Amy Paul
Emma Plaskacz
Ceci Rojas
Paula Romkey
Orly Shapira
Amna Silim
Sulafa Silim

Sylvia Simson
Christina Stefanski

Tessa Wood
Connie Xiao

Dance Group

The Dance Group's second year spiralled

out into new directions. A combination of

improv, dance marathons, and knee pads
generated three diverse performances in

the Fall Term. The Chair Dance still needs
to be FASTER! The Trio was beautifully

performed; kiss your shoulders. During
the Winter Term these artists studied tech-

nique classes in both Hip Hop and Mod-
ern Dance: Schooooom! Some of the
Spring Term dancers dove into a mixture
of Hip Hop (earrings please) and Yoga,
while others choreographed and re-

hearsed for the Fugue with the Ashbury
Choir. Wipe the spit off that stage! Ms. Z.

Stikeman
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Debating
'Memorable', 'exciting', 'successful' and 'busy' are some of

the words that come to mind when considering the calendar

of debating events this year. Some thirty members of the Sen-

ior School attended weekly lunchtime sessions and trained

for twenty different events and tournaments. In the Junior

School, regular training sessions attracted ten to twelve

younger debaters who proved to be 'born arguers'.

Some of the highlights of the season included; Tony
Navaneelan's trip to the World's Debates in South Africa;

Sinan Baltacioglu's selection for the World's Individual Pub-

lic Speaking and Debating Competition in England; Joey

Brother's first place victory at the Junior Provincials and his

selection for the Junior Nationals in Nova Scotia; Chris Parkes'

first place win at the Fulford; Ashbury College's first place

standing in the Fulford League - Senior Division; Sebastian

Peleato's win at the Nepean Invitational; and six Ashbury

Bilingual Debaters' successes at the Bilingual Regionals at

Holy Trinity.

The event which was perhaps the most memorable of all was
the successful hosting of the 2000 National High School De-

bating Championship in late November. The extended

Ashbury community of students, prefects, teachers, parents,

supporters and friends came together to warmly welcome
thirty of the top provincial debating teams from across Canada
who competed for three days in an atmosphere of friendly

exchange.

Clockwise from top right: Winners of the Fulford

returning home; Sinan and Alex basking in glory;

Devon Lehrer, Marilynne Sinclair and Ryan
Davies; Nina Singk, Tony and Elliot Tappez in

South Africa; Ben Barry delivers the speech.

In February 2001, 1 was fortunate enough to bra.j

a fistful of immunization needles and twenty-t\)

hour marathon style flight to make it to the R-

public of South Africa to compete at the 2001 Woil

Schools' Debating Championships in Johann<-

burg. The Championships brought together foi'

teams from countries around the world, manyfr

which do not have stable government and t \

alone, English as a first language, to competes

two weeks of debating equivalent to the Olyi-

pics. Composed of myself and four other hiji

school students from across the country, we re-

resented Canada at the top level of internatiorll

debate alongside some of the world's greatest d-

bating powers such as, Australia, England and Si-

1

gapore. At the end of the two-week debating n-

nanza, Canada ranked twelfth in the world ail i

we had the opportunity to experience the uniqp

society and culture of modern-day South Afric|

Tony Navaneelan
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Coffee House
Clockwise from top left: Sandy with his band; Inspira-

tional Art; Fred, Evan, Ryan and Masaki; John and Sinan
singing; Andy drumming; Parlor maid rocking.
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International Day

Spiralling clockwise from top left: Carina S. all smiles

with Jens G.; Li'l Kim striking a pose with Jason H.;

Sinan B. dancing up a storm with Mrs. Ruiz Ruiz;

the three Italian brothers Stefano T., Matthew R. and
Paul B.; See this wooden board? Kick it!

fT^ fHf
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/Alternative Coffee House
lis year LA ZONE as well as L'ALTERNATIVE coffee houses were once

rain very unique. First off, a young veteran Ian Matyas performed for the

st time because he is graduating. Ian first auditioned when he was in

ade eight with his punk band and was actively and positively involved

coffee house since then. It was also the case for Adam Azzabi, who was
nscientiously involved in the classical and contemporary repertoire. Many
anks to both of you. For the first time a Junior School band and an all girl

j\d performed at L'ALTERNATIVE. Well done ladies and well done eve-

one: performers, technical magicians Brian, Jonathan and Ali and all those

ople making those two stages happen year after year. LA ZONE, the

rd and louder version of L'ALTERNATIVE also took place, where an-

!ier veteran performed his last gig with his metal band. Thank you Masaki

atanabe for your contribution to LAZONE during all those years. Thank

u Masaki, Charlie, Sinan, John and Graham and all the guys for the trib-

s. And thank you to the Director of the two events for this year, Steve

atson. There are things that we will never forget.

FOREVERINALTERNATIVEZONEFOREVER
Marc-Andre Pelletier, Producer

L'Alternative and La Zone Coffee House

Spiraling clockwise from top right: Nick B. at the mike; Adam A.

preparing himself inside; Greg P. and Andrew W. playing a duet;

Andrew W. singing his heart out; Dave Z. caresses the ivories;

Emma P. vocalises.
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Theatre Ashbury
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This was a project that almost didn't happen. Yet due to the

determination of a number of students, Theatre Ashbury pro-

duced one of its most challenging and critically acclaimed

shows. It dealt with issues such as AIDS and homosexuality

that tend to be ignored by the media and society. Our goal in

performing this play was to remedy this fact. From personal

research to charity work to meetings with doctors and vic-

tims, we expanded our knowledge of the disease and thus

increased our emotional attachment to the play With only a

few weeks to put it together we had to push our limits. By
our final performance we were disappointed it was over, but

there was a feeling of triumph and satisfaction that was greater

than usual because we had fought so hard for this play. We
can only hope that our efforts reached beyond mere enter-

tainment.

- Matt Miller
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"Raft of the Medusa": Spiralling clockwise from top left: Sarah

and Catherine Lemery argue in character; Jason Haney in the disrui

thought-provoking death scene; Matt Miller ponders while

Chenier-Cullen looks on; Farah Merami, and Steve Watson in thl

session. On Opposite Page, "Execution of Justice": Spiralling Clocl

from top left: Nathaniel Lyman, Liz Bragg., Matt Miller, Lee Patronj

and Calvin Maclean; Joe Malonzo poses; Alex Minelli in reflection; 1

Goldenberg-Fife; Olivier Chenier-Cullen, Calvin Maclean, Alex ]

Steve Watson.



Theatre Ashbury's second show of the year was a very differ-

ent experience. The large cast consisted of students of all ages,

thus a challenge was trying to attain that feeling of camara-
derie that is essential for a group to become an "ensemble".

There was also the challenge of truthfully portraying histori-

cal figures. We also explored unconventional aspects of

theater, such as mask work, which helped expand our abili-

ties as actors. In the end, the rigorous efforts and determina-

tion of the technicians, the stage managers, and the actors

resulted in an extremely successful production that forced the

audience to question our society. For the eight of us graduat-

ing this was our final Theatre Ashbury production, which
made closing night overwhelmingly bittersweet. All our
amazing experiences in Theatre Ashbury will not be forgot-

ten. We can only look to the future and wish the remaining
cast the very best next year.

- Matt Miller
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Music
This was another exciting year in the

life of Ashbury's music department.
The choir went on an amazing trip to

Toronto, where it performed pieces

ranging from G.F. Handel's corona-
tion anthem "Zadok the Priest" to

"Drunken Sailor" in a master choir

of some 400 people. Many thanks to

Mrs Kennedy and Mrs Kane for ac-

companying the choir trip and tak-

ing care of all the students who went.
Another great time was Jazz week,
when the theatre foyer was filled

with many fascinating and dazzling
educative displays, and resounded
with the well-honed sounds of the

Jazz band, chamber choir, and others

during lunchtimes. As always, both
the spring and fall concerts were gen-
erously supported by many music-
loving parents, teachers, and friends,

and went smoothly thanks to Ms
Carleton's brilliant stage managing.
At the spring concert, Mr Tanod re-

ceived a particularlv glowing and
well-deserved tribute from the
graduating class. Singing several well

known songs with personalized lyr-

ics for Mr. T made for a humorous
yet reflective and nostalgic end to the

spring concert. - Kimberly Wong and
Titus van den Heuvel

Spiralling clockwise from top left:

Sand} 7

J. strumming some runes for Mr
Tanod; Marius F. and Melinda S.: a

dynamic duo; Andrew M., Kartik S.,

Stephan I., and Uros M. serenade Mr
Tanod; the Jazz Band playing their

funky chords during Jazz Week; Jason

H. and Danielle S. play their saxes;

Katie M. doing some clarinet acrobat-

ics; Uros M. and Jeremy B. jammin'

together; Geoff V.P. playing the blues

on his blue guitar.
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Spiralling clockwise
from top right: Kim W.
and Ameliah J.: "Row,
row, row your boat . . .

";

Tong: Yu go girl!; Emily

S., Bryony W.-J.: two
girls, two flutes; the full

choir; the concert band;

Sean G. tootin' his horn';

Quarter Past Midnight
work their dance moves;
a misty-eyed moment
for Mr. T.; Pat W., Andre
B., and Tony N. singing

their hearts out.
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Japanese

Exchange
We arrived in Osaka, Japan after a fifteen hour flight. The
Peace Memorial Park and Museum in Hiroshima were the

first sights we visited. It left deep impressions on each
member of the trip. The Museum depicted the horror, dev-
astation and destruction caused bv the atomic bomb,
dropped on Hiroshima. The Peace Memorial Park was
dedicated to the preservation and promotion of peace on
earth. Here we presented our 1000 paper cranes. We then
travelled to Kvoto where we visited various gardens,
shrines and temples, in particular the Golden Pavillion.

Finallv we arrived in Asago Junior High School where we
performed our plav, Romeo and Juliet. We attended vari-

ous classes and took part in a traditional Japanese tea cer-

emonv. We toured a local art gallerv, tov museum, Himeji
castle and enjoyed a relaxing time in the hot springs at

Yumura. The many remarkable sights combined with the

kindness and hospitality of our hosts made this exchange
a most memorable experience.
- Shawn Major and Briar Teron

Spanish Exchang
During March Break 2001, thirteen Ashburv students, acccl

parried by Mrs. Sonia Rajani and her family, went to Mac]
on the second Spanish exchange with Colegio Mirabal. L
enjoyed the hospitalitv of their Spanish hosts and the opf
turrity of visiting interesting places in Madrid and its

rounding areas. Among the highlights of the trip were t

to manv cities, historical places like El Palacio Real anc

Escorial; to museums, sucn as Reina Sofia and El Prado;

,

the Senate. The group enjoyed a warm reception at the i

dence of the Canadian Ambassador to Spain. From April -

19th, sixteen students and two teachers, Mariano Arranz

«

Deirdre MacCarthv, from Colegio Mirabal came to visit I

tawa to enjoy Canadian hospitality and friendship. In I

following davs they went on excursions to manv Ottawa J
surrounding area venues. In addition, both at Mirabal M
Ashburv, the students shadowed their billets and were aft

to experience first hand school life in Spanish and Englifl

Mrs. Sonia Rajani

Washington Trip
This vear, the Ashburv Historv Department followed up
last year's trip to Boston and travelled to Washington, DC.
After our 12 hour bus drive, we arrived at the MCI center

and watched the Washington Capitals lose to the New York

Rangers. However, the weekend was onlv up from there.

For the next two davs, we toured the citv, from evervthing

to the Smithsonian Museums, the Holocaust Museum, the

Vietnam Monument, and countless other historical and

education sites around the citv. All in all, we had an excel-

lent time (plaving ultimate frisbee on the National Mall)

(the pool warden). Thank you to Ms. Novick who organ-

ized the trip and Mr. Moore, Ms. Lewicki, and Mr. Tavlor.
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Asif Abdulla

Los Angeles, California

February 16, 1983

"Looks like a protein stain."

-J.M.

"Where's the shower, Dirty?"

-j.B.

"Just do it later." - browntown

motto.

-H.E.

"You don't know the meaning of

the word rude!"

-G.A.

"Guy, where's my floor pie?"

-K.S.

"Monkey island..."

-D.S.

"Because we live ruff."

-A.A.

"Next year I'll be flying solo, but

the trio will stay strong."

- A.H.

"Only god can judge me."

-A.M.S. (2Pac)

I have to say, I won't miss this

place. Some good time though due
to the following: Andre thanx for

everything. Geoff I was always

happy to have you down the

hallway (The geoffcave) Krisho

annoying some times. Don pack

your bags and go home, the war is

over... or is it really just starting.

I'll still be your best man. Nick, pd,

you showed me some of the greatest

times. Je hais les phoques aussi.

Sean, thanks for always helping

out. Rocco, vour just funny, thanx

for being yourself. For the people

who prob won't read this Robo
ChrisZ Joel Anabel Jerome Julia

thank you all you have made my
life much better. Lydia you were

always everything to me, and you
still are. Thank you for loving me
back. Mom and papa, thanks for

giving the opportunity to live a

good life. Long live the paranoid

Babboon.

Emile Ares

30 August, 1983

There are so many people who are

important, so here is your
recognition: Joel, Lucas, Ariana,
Butler, Fred, Gino, Van Praet, Aida
and Andre. Nurse Noonan, you
have been a prime example to me
of understanding and patience, and
a good friend. Emile, I love you
dearly, but I'm also counting the

marbles for you. Nicolas, thanks
for teaching me snowboarding. I

will see you all at the wedding! To
all the 9 th and 10th graderswho were
my friends. Liza, thank you, where
ever vou are. Merci beaucoup a

toute la famille Crugnola . Of course,

then we come to my dearest fiance,

Joelle. You gave me strength and
gave me courage. Thank you for

keeping the dream alive. Now I

journey home to Geneva, where I

will begin to build the castle of

praise I have always promised you

,

and youhavealwavsdeserved. You
are the love of mv fife. For now and
forever. "You and me, even after

everything, you're the queen and
I'm the king. Nothing else means
anything." I love you.

Donald Armbrecht
Geneva/Philadelphia

Jordan Aronson

Adam Azzabi

Ottawa, Ontario

September 14, 1982

Thou alloweth man to flow

on like a river...

And Thy years know no end
As for man, his days
are as grass

As a flower of the field,

so he flourisheth

For the wind passeth over it,

and it is gone, and the place thereof

shall know it no more
-Anon.

ATTENTION: To all those who
have known me and taught me,

thank you for teaching me
humility

To my parents, to my sister and
to all those who supported me,

words will never be enough to

acknowledge their aid.

For the life I have lead at

Ashbury, I have no regrets.

But I have a journey, sir, shortly

to go;

My master calls me, I must not

say no.'

P.S. I think Ms Jowett will realise

this...

HASTA LA VICTORIA SIEMPRE!
Thanks for two great years, much
fun. Greetings to Jose "BolaBlanca"

Herrerias, thanks for showing me
Mexico- to Geoff V. Praet, Ian

Howard for your friendship- to Ian

Sanderson, Mike Bell and the lovely

Evelyne. To my fellow Quebecois

J-F, and all the boarders. Hi to Mr.

Keyes, to Mrs. Varley and the art

class, (Arianna, Alex, Allison,

Alyssa, Jessica, Julian, Emily) To

the history class: Mrs. D- to Colin

for his support. Mr. Gayowsky and
the Canadian Alliance Party, we'll

get them next time! To my sisters

Eloise and Cora and parents, jazz

music, CBC radio, books on tape,

the Roval Oak, Russia, the Zeen,

Apple Computers, Tatyana, Guy-

St-Julien and most of all, my home
town Val-d'Or. Vive le Quebec !



Daniel Barbarie

Ottawa, Ontario

November 12, 1982

There are 3 people who need
recognition for granting me a

wonderful life at Ashbury College.

Aaron without you I don't know
where I'd be right now, you've
provided me with friendship,

happiness, and strength. I love you
as my brother and know that we
will be best friends forever.

Calvin you have been the greatest

friend. Through this last year we
havebecome even closerand I value

your advice and our friendship

more than I sometimes show.
Richard you are a magnificent

creature. Through thick and thin

you've always been strong. Your
basement will always bring back
fond memories, and no matterhow
much grief we gave you; you know
we always loved you buddy.
I'll never forget my time here and
the relationships I've forged.
" My bags are packed, I'm ready to

go." - John Denver

From the moment I wake up-the

people at Ashbury have inspired

me. From theWitches, Mexico City,

cross-country, Spain, tv camaras,

rue, debating, int days, the Ben
Barry Agency, egg party, June '00,

GA office, hr long phone
conversations. Thank you to my
friends and teachers (my true

mentors)- 1 am who I am because I

had all of you in my life. You
believed in me. My Mom and Dad,

Aunt Nicole and Uncle Brian, and
Grandparents - you gave me every

opportunity in this world, indentity

= constant evolution, judgments
mean nothing, never lose

sensitivity. I am truly blessed.

Benjamin Barry

Ottawa, Ontario

Peace to CAROL (M.C.A to ash/

ace crew/ YMCA/ break that dia-

monds!?!/ ALWAYS lovin ya!)-

JUSTY (B.C.) - NEIL (business) -

CHRIS m. (punchinold men on the

highway) - BLAKE (where you at?)

-SAMI (R.I.P) -JAMESm.fmilitary
mat) -MACHOUSE (putrinup with

me, especially GOMER X) - ALI
(chipmunk) - CHARLEYYY -

JAMES k.fmatty! time to...) - STU -

D.Y. - SNORTIN NORTON -

STEVEYYY - STRAIGHT A'S
(straight bla*ed) - SICK STEEZ'N
(keep ya mind breathin) - LOGIC
(make ya girl late) - JOE BLACK
(cartoon face/ grandma jason) -

BEDWARD FAMILLY - TEACH-
ERS (H. Penton/ M. Pelletier/ Rev.

Zettel * thanks for puttin up w/
me) - MOST of all my African Prin-

cess PASCALE w/ whom I share

so many amazing memories, my
best friend and love 4 ever, the

beachs of the coast await... - The
fool wanders, a wise man travels;

good luck on all your journeys...

Mathew Bedward
T.O.

Nov. 20, 1982

Mike Bell

2 Blvd. des Moulins MC
April 6, 1983

2 years is enough of Ashbury but at

least the bad times were offset by
the good ones Thanks to everyone
who made them happen KRS: Car
on bricks SM asleep in SG's bed
Turlutte Cards MH: Bob is memo-
rable Don't drop the woman Don't
laugh it hurts Pancakes! Water/
Heater KW: =butch Stunning! CG:
nonexistent in grl2 but who could
forget you and DF? Have fun next

year HK: I'm scared to go to Japan,
what if everyone is like you? LRS:

stop complaining at least you got

to see Paris. Evelyne: Hot body (by

Fisher) You were great IS: Too bad
about JK and BK OHve=fav color

He could wear it to the funeral

(knock wood) Where are we? SW:
$900 pants 83 S-Class (its a 2K)
Rusty Rolls (its not) PB: Lobster on
pla te floor OCC: Thx for dinner
Hot car, want to take mine on?
(Same to JFS, EJ) Thanks also to my
parents, DF and SA. So long and
thanks for all the fish

Tyler Berringer

East Side Ottawa
July 25, 1982

How do I start, oh! Thanx to friends,

Ash would've sucked without ya.

Always my fault 4geta about it.

Don't dis small people, u'll never
see us coming. The Past: See u ©East
Side/Bush parties. RClimbing Let
Me Down & the Mack; u helped
most. Hull; who likes McDs Z?
Haggle 4 Stogies. Cannibalism???
Who's got Style? The ElectricC, phat
tunes&rides. Taken 2 the dryers &
Ur Money. Slams Into Wall, King-
ston Oops! Full Of Pep. Cancun:
Corona Tent Curb Foam Hammock
(drink trouble) Island Of The La-
dies Boat Trip. Post-Mex thirsty?

need drink? Titanic Farce. Tough-
est sport: Soccer. To all the playas
Check Team WriteUp; props 2 y'all

there. We had a good time: Shut Up
Omar! Room 303 w/ thx, blue ball

or was it black? Shredded Towels
My Arms Hurt. It Sucks 2BA
Rookie; keep the tradition alive.

Illegal Monster Use. Good Luck in

life, if u want me 111 be high roll'n

©Casino. See ya round the
EastBlock!

Well it's graduation time.. .Again.

Merci Maman, none of this would
have been possible without you.

EA. Gradskull... Butch's house, Le

OU Quoi... les bars all heures du
matin avec mon pere. DA Good
nights at the cottage, le Jet

D'eau(pishh pishh)... Bern is in

Switzerland... The Joelle Theory,

you know it's true. GVP My Bel-

gian brother, to bad you come from
the wrong side. AB.Tupue, maisje

vais te manquer te toute facon. JFS.

Serieusement mon beau, s'est cor-

rect d'etre fif... The guys... thanks

for making this year... interesting.

Bonne chance l'annee prochaine
(Vive le Quebec). Peace, love,

Pypops

Nicolas Berube Pypops
Vanier/Belgium

November 6, 1981



Carol Lilian Boate

Ottawa, Ontario

April 4 , 1983

Good times @ Ash- won't 4 get.

Some: 3man, guilbs', games,
missions, Trembs, tea-ing, TO,
firsts, chillfests, Cancun- VIP!,

egging, sharing, Rothwell Crew
(EAST SIDE). People: Sloppy J.

Julia: since day 1, what more can I

say? AH: never change: stay sweet,

my IRISH princess. Lex: 2 much, no
space- thanks. Mat: my bro, I'm

alwavs there 4 u! BlakEY: u r special

2 me, don't forget the PACT!
GreGG: blackjack + ... = 01/01 /01.

Neil = biZZ. Ry-love ya! Mich,
DaYna, Whit, Laura. The Boys:

Dougles, VVillv, Stuev (sugar bear),

Kenny, Guilbs, (Pie') Naps- RED
SHIRT, JaSe, Sande, Just, Sam, Sisco,

Dan, Jo, Si, J-Bizz, Harasym, Cris,

Stevev. Ch-ireland 4ever! Teachers:

Nicko (BeDav), Rico Suave
(Hardie), Super C (Coles), 'D'

(Taylor). Mom & Dad, thank vou.

Kath, the best times were with you!

People, go through life with a

SMILE, it works wonders!

(ADVANCE \d 6)

PAPA/MAMAN- merci pour
1'experience de ma vie en Afnque,
pour votre support et vos bon
conseils MARC- thanx 4 being the
annoying big brother that u r

MANU- poupoune a poupoune
COCO-#l CARO- ma meuilleur
amie pour toujours! PRECIOUS- 2
many unforgettable memories: the
park'/ Africa/ road trips... they will

remain 4ever in my heart. 'Mon
amour, je t'aimais, Je t'aime et je

t'aimerais... I'll B waiting 4 u on
our island ! MACHOUSE: HEATH-
my wittlenut brown hair, so many
memories, holman house/ farm"/
sleepovers/ 8:08breakfastrun/ our
videos/summerschool/ going
crazy 2gether/ u've been mv sister

4 2 years, I'll miss ya baby, luv u 2
much! STEPH- thanx 4 enduring
mv complaining, XO! ARI-burning
bras/ Mexico/ yellow houses EM-
machouse misses u GOMERX: 9-11

random laughing KUCEY-
temptation MS. K- my 2nd mom
KRISH- wanna go 2 the library''

(7-9gossip sessions) FRED- mefci
pour tout! EA- mon frere HR- my
teddv bear & 4 all the rest- good
luck,'i'll miss you guys!

Pascale Boucher

Ottawa, Ontario

November 28, 1983

And thus it all ends... To all those

I've known and will miss (vou know
who you are): thanks, keep in touch

and never forget. To my boarding
crew: vou are the brothers I never

had & have all taught me much
about life, each in your own unique
way. Here's to tea-time,

Quatres-Jeudis, late night roaming,

& all the discussions we've had
and things we've done. You've
given me memories to last a

lifetime. Thank you to the staff, to

the kind, understanding ones.

Thanks to my family for everything.

Mom, Dad & Belle: notre petite

famille s'est dispersee pour
toujours void trois ans, mais je vous
ai toujours sentis proche. To the Z's

for being so nice, welcoming &
amazing. Christine, Mo Lheannan
Si, I Love You more than words can
saw Thank you, just for being, for

making my life so beautiful.

Farewell then, "Go placidly amid
the noise and haste and remember
what peace there maybe in silence."

Andre Bourgeois

Canada
March 11, 1982

Jonathan Bower
Ottawa, Ontario

January 13, 1982

The grains of time have begun,
yrs -pause- wow. From Ash
Rugby champs, hocUCC? thjl

coachs. good friends (kev), teachei,

(?NJ, RJC, GS, GRV, PM[
education? conformity, ski day
kings, parties.

The friends, held in highest regarjl

[MM, AM, EM, GR13rs, SD, SJ, DF',

NC, VVK] JM- missions, bass. TCfl

thx 4 kiss. SC- I got ur 6. Sat D|
again? thx. JL- Nowhere left

escape, no god, DBS. AZ- east sid'

DQ or tan? thx 4 help, lets box JP-

tru 2 urself. ra? KR- hitcharidt

nelly nell CB- HI sis, A&G? Honestll

is the key 2 life and always help i

tru friends.

Outside; RPC & GW (luv u) ked

me alive. Saphyre, kingston, FLG
parks, ffest, Sonya? bartending
magnum, clcktowr. TRez- Ur gi'i

plz. Somel's quiet JG- Both hi,

s%$#. Spd. tic! JF-high regard

older bro. & my boy WR- grls 2

1

curb. Let's go for a PT sesh

Mom Dad G&M luv u alw.w
thx. .and thev will alwavs fall.

Jeremy Boyle

I'm proud that I would n't change a

moment of mv 4 years here. They
have helped me become a person
that I can relv on and whose
company I enjoy. To the people
who have helped to shape me into

who I am, I can't tell you all enough
how much I appreciate what you
have done for me, whether you
know it or not. Thank you to my
loving, understanding family: my
parents who taught me to aim for

the top and my sister who is one of

the people I look up to. To my
teachers who have made my
journey just a bit easier, especially

Mr. V. and Nurse N. and my friends

from the start to now: all of the

theatre-rats, Maria, Ziat, Lee,
Annathan, Tim-the-squirrel-on-
crack and my boy-on-the-bench:

Parkes who became my dearest,

without whom I would be lost.

Finally to Mr. Simpson and T. A.

who have given me 5 unforgettable

plavs, Germany twice and who
helped me choose my path in life. I

love vou all.

Sarah Bragg

Ottawa, Ontario

June 16, 1983



Colin Burn

Montreal, P.Q.

January 3, 1982

Eighteen full years of my life have

passed and nine have been at

Ashbury. I can remember being so

small and so proud when I first

came to school in a tie. I can also

recall being so angry and tired of

coming to school in a tie. I now look

back at all the memories and can

say that I have been lucky. I have

grown, not just physically but

entirely. I have been able to meet

and enjoy the most amazing people

the start of long-standing

friendships. 1 have also been able

to love this school and at times

loath all the while still being

encouraged to grow . I can only now
say thank you - to all the teachers

who've helped me, to the friends

who have enjoyed my company,
and to everyone else who in some
way or another helped me to grow.

Thank you.

Here's 8 years summed up: Junior-
don't remember. Senior-JD: Singh/
Brother/ Banff. WK: Thanks/ Love
va. SW: James Cook/ Sask. SM:
Fireworks/ MisfortunesJR: Oasis/
Shhh the city is mine. GR: Girls/
Welfare. MB: Van Door. NW: Bed
+ Cake/ Tremblant. WW: KWALI.
MP: Apt Polis/ Eat, Sleep, TV.
repeat. MS: France+Window/
Golis/ Dominican/ Mugging. DH:
Surgeon/ Eggs+Ben. JG: 13 years/
Cottage. Cm: Windsurfing?/
Sailing. JM: Regal?/ The pic RP:
Baseball/ M5/ House Run. SC:
Jowett/ Canoeing. CB: Blakey / Yes
its true. PR: One Day. CM:
Wakeboarding. SJ: SandyB. JB:
Alexa? AY: Ice Ice Jamie. JP:
Circumcised JC: Eyebrows. SN:
Cheech & Norton. RS: How Many?
RH: Recipe. CM: Dave shows. JP:
Meatsauce! ASM: Common Guvs.
DT: Ponacka. CN: Canoeing CH:
Wills House - Did I forget anyone?
- CANCUN - Thanks to the staff

for putting up with me - Thanks to

myfamily (Matt, Dean, Chrissv etc.)

for the love & support - Grad?Who
knows. "I came, I saw, I

conquered?"

Blake Burns

To whom it may concern, Scott will

no longer be attending Ashbury
because he doesn't want to, so

there!.

I made it not gracefully but I made
it. To all the people who have been

a crutch for me to lean on thanks

(KR, JL, JB). Without out you I'd be

lost. A recap of 7years at Ash; 2

years- Jschool, 2years- JFootball,

6years-of being a fat kid, 3 years-Sr.

Football, 3x Championship games,
2x city champs and 2x9 and 0,

Skydome. So many parties, so many
things I can't mention. To all those

who tripped me up on my way,
you'll get yours. People I respect;

i'SD, TC, EM, JG, SJ, AZ, SP). Special

Thanks; Sean you might be the

funniestman I know. Jon B, it's nice

to know who your friends are. Jon
L you're final tab is $1036.11 pay
up WEJO!, Kim you pulled me
through the hardest part, you're

my angel, you'remy darling , bAby

.

And to all a good night!

Scott Campbell

'Nicole Choo
March 4 1983

Ottawa, Canada

the game of life is not so much in

holding a good hand as in playing
a poor hand well

-H. Leslie

here i go out into the world with
your support, memories, and
confidence, mom and dad, love

ya..you'll never know how much i

appreciate you. natchoobabaloo:
hawaii, surfing, be, my babies,

doug, phoning (ya sure deny the

whole thing) youre my hero, but
don' t let that go to your head, beefy:

yakin, skiing, roadtrips, free gear,

hullo, gr.9 lunch spot, roof talks,

youre the best friend a girl could
have, thanks. CB spare clique. AS
inner elbow, crepes'. MM mcD PM
falcon, whistler, banff. ski team.,

was fun. what? youre fun. mabel.in
bed. thanks for the good times TN
art. pics?. DS ugly, its all about the

lists. LP your mother., dog, stanne.

EM JL cancun. dancing on bars, me
in bushes, to everyone: AV JS BM
SD teachers, friends who've
inspired and changed me. thanks,

ok, im gone, love choo.

Olivier Chenier-Cullen

Ottawa, Ontario

March 19, 1983

4 years of torture finally over. I just

want to mention anything that put

a smile on my face in this brutal

part of my life. Cheap an' Nasty

(the song), 80s rocker hair, Steve

Vai, white-face guy, OKATA,
drifters, falling off the chairlift at

fortune, Kats at Fortune, Masaki,

for his help with music, guitar and

for introducing me to Japanese

comedy, Pimp, yngwie, randy
rhoads, ozzy, zakk wylde in 1989,

andrei, evan, boyle before he sold

out, anacondas, Zoloft, shafted,

low-budget Chinese martial arts

movies, all the people back at

hillcrest who think im insane, nick

in BC, my family, tarah, kelly, music

in general

WOW Grade 5- OAC. Many have
been with me on this journey, but
the most important (SMW)came
right near the end. Big thanks to

Mom and dad aLways there 4 me,
my whOle family & "my second
family" I LoveYou All.GHS you're
a friend, a role-model & so' much
more. I never let them take away
my spirit and I neVer will. To all

TA cast and crew, think about what
you wanna accomplish today!
RAFT # ISteve & Nat not enough
good times, but some great
memories! Cal & Jo the SAS 6:00

crew! Good Luck Jol and 1 style

4Eva. Reid, memories of Germany!
Lee, thanks for the advice. Polis,

Always a friend. BenG, the smell,

random pizza & N.D. Fred & Katie
Vocalz rlamish Parties Emily
Situations, Keoki Ariel, IanM, Whit,
Pascale, LIFERS! Air, te qiero,
Thanks for everything. STEPH,
smile! it would take me the entire

yearbook and more to write enough
for you, SPLASH 4ever, 1 love you
bella, make a wish 11:11! 2 every 1

else Toast to thefuture and drink for
the past :)

Charley Corbett

Ottawa, Ontario

May 30, 1982



Tanya Corrall

Dunrobin, Ontario

September 27, 1982

Gr. 9-Sara Florida, car rides.

Emilv-Sens commercial. Bahamas-
double date. Gr.ll -PARTIES, Jon's-

Rob whathappened to me. Summer
-Sara, Rob, Emily.... what more can

I say. Stalin in coming. Tupac.
Gr.12- Surprise party, is that

Scott?... PRINCESSJASMTNE! Kim,

that one is around forever. He's

here, act normal. Tattoos, Blowing
on the finger. I swear the rock was
in the middle of the road. Sara-

Toronto, Camping. Gr. 13- Willy's

no regrets,Jason- 1 learned so much.
Spoons, I never said that! Poker-

sorry Andrew you're going to heck

for that one! Emily you're going to

give me a heart attack, shut your
mouth! Grad trip-best time of my
life, no joke I am staying. What
we're going to the Cabin again?

Thanks to the people who alwavs
understood me(SD JG EM KRMM
JL AZ RP JB JS SC) Friends come
and go but a precious few hold on.

NO REGRETS!

If I haven't written the right words r k

I'll ask you to forgive, I've loved so 1 * S
many here. Tan I don't want to say ^^
goodbye/ Whit the 1st in 13 yrs, to*
you're not there next yr, what to

do/ Colin you're so good,
^VY^BH ^r <**H

everything about you/ Rob
remember a Cancun sunset/ B28& r^^H |Q
Dancegirls are beautiful/ Mr.

Penton i love your love for words/
I^fl ^K

Andrew thanks for the ride. To the

rest i need more time with you all, i ^t^T

I hope that i've been smart enough
to let you know what you are to me

^A *«w

everyday instead of writing it ^
down. Kris + Alix, Granny + Papa,

and Mom + Dad, I love you. d .
5ara Dudley
Ottawa, Canada

fune 8, 1983

Simon Eden-Walker

Ottawa, Ontario

April 12, 1983

Its all coming up jacks. 8 yea

through the system. 4 years througl'

the program. It started with Mr. 1

& Mr.King and ends with coache

Smith, Keyes & Mrs. Jowett. 4 rib

championships back-to-back-to i

back, don't get much better tha

that. Chris-Tim-Stu & of course t

loveable ol' James. Ugly chick

suck. Omar's cottage,trail blazin i

Portland, Heather. L.L B.C, tal*

show at Ham's. Stu-I've never beer

so comfortable in my entire life

Awards at KFC-short grass, Fusba

Ping-Pong. Dani-Love the walk

To Al & Fi, thanks for the muc
needed advice.Nick-the games
Mom & Dad, Kako-a job well done

I leave this place with memorie
forever engraved and a quote tc

move on with. "Do not go gently

into that good night, Rage, rag*

against the dving of the light

-Dvlan Thomas. Boys, it was
business doing pleasure with you

Hussein El-Aggan

Cairo, Egypt

November 13, 1983

Fist off, I gotta thank Mami and
Papi. Here we go, brought to you
from Egypt by its Magician. Yo,

Wsup, Pshsh! Peace to Bass-

Assassin and Brother Rodney (shsh,

it's code, don't tell anybody).

BROWN TOWN WHAT! Maga-
moomoo. Tauch, Lycee, nuff said.

Latino Heat, you the man. Marcus,

French rap rules, I'm allergic to

margarine! Phil your French but

it's all good. Girt rowin was mad.

Oh, J-scat I don't have a meat head!

Cancun 2001 was amazing, thanx

to whit and patate. Star, bus door

drama, and let's not forget the

beeds . . .B-CRUISE ! ! ! My cartwheels

are mad now. To all the Muslims in

boarding, mainly musa, I've been

forgiven. I have to thank my girls.

It's been fun . . . ummm . . . well ... an

experience. No worries to all. Thanx

even-one. "Peace be the journey

brother!"

Happiness is not a state to arrive at,

but a manner of travelling.

Wow.i'm surprised it's all over but

here goes. First off, Mom and Dad.

Thanks for all the oppurtuniries

you've given me. I love you. Jon, I

look up to you and you know it.

basketball girls you're the greatest,

what? what? bring it. j'ai ton dos.

gr.9 lunch spot to gr.ll lunch crew

(thanx CS). ski team, hello? gertin

fat. choir, the rankins. BM/easy
beef, you crack me up. Where's

Choo? Check the bush. AChoo.
geek, berchebermch. paddling, roof

talks, and too much more, thanx

for being there, spare clique. AS.

inner elbow, coaching, subway
lunches. DS. running, spares and
nonstop laughing. EM JL cancun.

good times, in bed. LP your mother.
E\ ervone else, MB JG DS PM JS

AM MM CB AV, my teachers and
coaches thanks for all the support

and the great memories, okay, that's

it. good luck to all. frood

Sarah Frood

Aylmer, Quebec
December 12, 1983



Joseph Gallo

Alexandria, Virginia

October 31, 1983

How do I sum up 4 years in just one
paragraph? I should just write

about what I remember most from
Ashbury. I will remember such

times as: cancun-steph another

hurricane?; soccer beatings-20

bucks; mullet, the fro, jigs skip

math-time for subway, who fixed

the window?; no peanut gallery,

matt i was just resting!; grade 10

history- miller where did Jordan

put my blazer?; north project; mr.

rice; uro- where are the girls; jebi-

se 4 life; steph- "hotdog"; jigs- beast

fers; now miller- rack that! I also

should thank those certain

individuals that helped me survive

the past four years. To my boys,

NH, SI, UM, HM, JA; lets just

remember the; oh lets just say the

"interesting times" eh guys? I said

eh, I've been in Canada too long. I

also have to thank my parents, I've

put you two through a lot, thanks

for putting up with me. That's it,

I'm out!

I never actually thought that I

would make it out of Ashbury. I

did though, but I can say those
were 5 LONG years ! Plus I've made
it out of here with a lot of awesome
memories and friends. Julie- It's 8

years, thanx for being there for me
and I know you can read my
thoughts too! LUV yaiTanya- we
didn t thinkwe coulcfmake it, smile
causewe have.You rock and always
make me laugh. Julian thanks for

motivating me to work. Emily you
are my B pa(you fill in the
spaces) chrissy get though next
year and don't act too weird.
Catherine you are the coolestgrade
12 ever.chem clas with you Emile,
glad they're over! I can't forget the
rest of my pals: SD, MM, AV, NC,
SF. Cancun was AMAZING, Crazy
fun. Megs cottage- spoons/ pole
dances. Sparky, don't pull too many
Lisa Gold's. Andrea at NHS you
are my best bud forever (DOOG).
To my sister, you know that you're
my fav. And my bro (Bair), noone's
ever going to be like you! That's it,

I'm done-so long.

Julia Galwin
Ottawa, Ontario

July 3, 1982

The time has finally come. .to say
farewell. Thanks... Mainsh/paish/
peque los amo gracias por esta

oportunidad.son mi vida y mi
amor, hamish/ fred/ dave i love
you.see ya at thejazzbar. Don/ nic/
emile Dumaurier team.Luvu. Jer/
huss/ benG. got any$? Ian/ mike
Acapulco jo/ cal/ jay/ will never
laughed so hard in my life.

McClaren ure coming to Mntreal..

luv u guys. Paco/ julia/ greg
gracias por todo. Mrs K/ Mrs N/
Mr & Mrs V. thankyou. MrsJ
imagination is now my creation.

Chaps think of me. Casey/ schmidt.
dont forget the laughs. Zoe you
funny, funny lookin Katie. Leah
see ya around, ipromise. to those
who changed my life without even
knowing it..Liv sin ti nohabria
alegria. te amo/ Angel theres no
room to tell you how much I luv u.

plus you know. Shane you give the
word love its meaning. I love you
forever jellybean. Ashbury adios
amigos. One last thought. . Stay
away from the dining hall fooa.
Ask the boarders.

Arianna Garcia Fialdini

CiudaddeMexico,Mexico.

May 1983

Frederic Gauthier

Ottawa, Ontario

May 15, 1982

There's never a dull moment here.

Leaving isn't as easy as it seems.
18-0, parties, late nights, chillin,

what's not to love. Dogg, you've
helped me come a long way and
you've always been there when I

needed you the most, there's no
word for what you mean to me.
Darlin, you mean more than you
will ever know to me. To the team:

thanx for the great memories. Bro:

blood is thicker than water, but so

is beer. James: My other bro. You're
a frog (believe it). Cancun=
unbelievable. Don: you keep me on
my toes. KM: I love to see you smile.

PB: t'es toujours la quand les choses
sont pires! BG: Oh Saddam! KK:
O.K, Ole! BK, I'm always gonna
keep pitchin. Boyz: A great time
had by all. A mes parents, ceux qui

ont ete mon inspiration a travers

tout ce que j'ai vecu, je vous aime
avec tous mon etre. Thanx to all of

those who kept me laughing no
matter what. Remember, he who
laughs last, laughs best. LOL

Benjamin Gitterman

Nepean, Ontario

May 27, 1982

It came and went so quickly. I wish
I could live it again.WOW GradTrip
Cancun 01 Liv ND, 16 hours,
randompizza, YB, chillinw Ian and
Jimmy at beach, Zarama I owe you,
Jimmy X2, Liv sparkling wine
dinner. Polis salami, France 98.

Steves cottage. RZ you still owe me
some of that Scotland grass.

Summerw MRbrooks, Air Liv Neil,

dorrito chip 'how clever'. CM nice

jeep but no EX. Cal thanx for putting

up with me. MANGO! IanM thanx

4 everything, friends always. Kates
nice picture. Rowing was a time,

Huss Egyptian pride, thanx Ducky
want another drink? Semi was fun.

EM, TC. Pilgrim you owe me a ride.

Ghetto Dan the nerd. Poston GiMp.
kungfooJB. Boatey..Howsmydad?
McD. Jules my club is growing.
FredGohSadam. Its you guys who
make life grand. Thanx mom and
dad for everything. KIRSTA I

LOVE YOU more than all the

muffins in the world! Thank you
all so very much. Benji not Beng

Finally!! Last Generation
FRYDAYGirl is signing off. Till we
REIGNITE the cobles? crew to hit
Ash. You ALL left me with some
Precious memories. D8 grrls torch
is yours. Trying to sum up High
School with words let alone this
small space is virtually impossible.
Yet, these People & Experiences
are Who & What I will Remember
w/a smile, knowing they touched
my life in one way or another: SW,
best guy a girt could ask for,
amazing' friend. CN, shared some
beautiful times. HM/ VP/ JB/ AY/
PR/ GR/ RA life@school was
Enhanced by all of you. Bitt, DS,
GBerg, allmyrespect. Summers &
OB, opened my eyes to what's real.

NJ, SGob, TD, LL< MHP, more than
teachers. AniX2. the most
Righteous of all Babes. Boyd, my
coach & my friend . Theatre & GHS,
Gave me the opportunities & tools
to succeed. Found my Passion b/
c of you. M&D, Thankyou is just
NOT strong enough. Am so
LUCKY with all you ve given me.
I'll spend the rest of my fife trying
to give something back. On 13yrs
of Private School: "I did it partly
b/c it was well worth it and chiefly
b/c I shall NEVER HAVE TO DO
IT AGAIN!" See you @ the Oscars

Natalie Goldenberg-Fife

Ottawa, Ontario

January 5, 1983



Jon Guilbault

Faraway, Mountain
February 22, 1982

Well, it's been four long years, but

it's finally over. I have way too

many stories and inside jokes to

tell or remember, so I'll do
something a bit different. I 'd like to

thank the following nationalities

for producing the people that

helped me make it through: United

States, Russia, Yugoslavia, Isreal

(lol), Pakistan, Turkey, Egypt and
most of all, Canada. Thank you all,

and thank you tomy parents (cliche,

1 know). Have a good one.

I love living. I wouldnt trade the

life Ive led for anything. Its been
perfect & miraculous & crazy &
more lucky than anyl deserves.

Unless U were there U wouldnt
believe it. Every 1 Ive had the honor
and pleasure to no: I'll miss U its

been incredible. Always #1 Island

Bovs of Ash R going 2B all gone, JB
we mist U. SW+SO got life SJ nol
chilliner NW+CH craZ Glebe
wanderins BB + CM+RS+JD+GR+
RP+SN+WW +MB great parT times
CN + SC cant paddle Keep it craZ
SR+JK+TB+SE Girls: AY U have a

luv of life so much like my own I

feel like Im losing a sister; whos
gonna keep the halls happy & free

CB+JAAH beautiful inside & out
SD +KM 2 nice Everylelse who put
upw / my flirting I luv U all & hope
2CU again. Emma U get a

passionate scream. Cottagesl-24
Glebe partyin Streakin ParlorMaid
SJ-Cottage nude raindancing Little

Doors Falling thru Ice Football
RugB. Im outa_ U all know I'm a

thinker. The pic is a metaphor

Nicolas Hibler

Finally the end is here.Every single

experience that I had in this arctic

weather will always stay in my
heart. Paula? thanks for making a

difference in my life, and for all the

great moments together. Polar

Bear? better known as Cyber or

Stub move to Florida and keep
going with your hacking career.

Sheppie? cheers! thanks for all your
help. Krish? don't worn7 about the

hair, it's been fun meeting you.

Geoff. Ballou? Zapatistas suck! fun

times together. Frank? Baccarat is

the best! Going to the casino and
the gym almost everyday was
amazing but the best part was the

people that I went with. All the

people that made me laugh will

always be remembered, PR, AS
(cvber), IS, KK, and for those people

who made a 180 turn AB (LB), EA,
you are cool! Grade 12's have fun I

hope you survive. Thanks to BK, T,

MK and JK. Hacker guy it's stubs

fault. Hasta nunca!

Joseph Hickman

Jose Herrerias

Mexico City, Mexico

Dan Horan
Ottawa, Canada
April 1, 1982

To all the Ashbury peeps that got

to really know me, mad respect. To
those late night skate sessions,

party egging, and all types of stupid

ish we got into. Kevin Spencer/

Fiend / D-Money would like to give

shouts outs to Strang. Junior, Pino

Playa, Burns, Boate, Poland,
Pilgrim, J.B., Ali, Ben, Shermain,

Sick Steez, Black, Joe Black, and all

the other boys I'm missing. When I

firstcame to Ashbury, I didn't know
anyone and thought, "this is

poindexter paradise" but strip

those uniforms off and you see so

many different styles. Rides in baby

blue'(REMIX) and the 205 rally car

were phat. Parties in the middle of

nowhere with flows, bros. To all

the girls I knew and to all those I

didn't, "Mama knows child." Kevin

Spencer, yOou better not cross his

path. WHAT! peace.

Hello my name is maTtHew you
can call mEfRed if vou want im not

@ ashbury anymorE cause Im a

grad So youll never NO who I am
unless you were tHerp then you
would but most llkly not i was the

quiet guy with messy hair that

people thought was australien/

irish/ canDien but not English and
Now for some strange things you
wont understand in no order fire

vour Mother rolling pigS painful

lauGhing turlutte funny water
paint chips flying vancar was my
first and only sensual sNow lifTing

women bowling balls 241 amc evil

dead evil bananas walking trees

writing stuff wcwithmj oH Dother
lgirl forcing me 2 drink exploding
lactate what about bob SUZIE?
funeral homes 4 love ugly people
with melons that was my stay here
Some people: Me, Myself and I,

Sanchez, Chet, Auntie R, Don the

white lion cub, Home the gay dog
and more that you never knew
Everyone I know here, its been
emotional
so long and thanks for all the shoes

Matthew Home
A little place in England



Stephan Ignatow

The West End
April 5, 1983

"Those were fun times" is all I can
say. Well, no, 1 can say more. The
last five were fun and fast. Football

in grade 9, city champs grade 10,

city champs in grade 11, city

champs grade 13, 9 and (times 2).

I'd like to thank Mr. Keyes, Mr.
Stableford, Mr. Smith ("Be the

hammer, not the nail"), Mr. Gray
("Indiglo!"). Also, Mr. T for his

great music program and all the

years of hard work. Austria, T.O.,

crazy fun! Cancun, ooooh, that was
the stuff! MAC-Guyver, cigars and
sunshine, the MACHO MAN and
the cervesa mas fina. And all my
people! Jiggy, SuperSerb, Joltin'Joe,

MWJPB, Tripod, Limey, Jase,

Dawg, T-Bone, J, cheers boys!
Football boys: Keep winning (in

style). Everybody else: KM, SS, AH,
DS, FM, MB, JH. The blitzkrieg,

Pig's, playing hookie, the blue
lagoon, in the hot tub with -, disco

dancing, the North project, the

one armed bandit. Finally Mom,
Dad, Dan, thanks. And that's all

she wrote. Cya Later.

3 long years at Ashbury are finally

over. So many memories will

remain : Calabogie, 3 years in a

row, the first year was by far the

best, Tremblant many times, a

certain persons party, enough about

that, golfing at Beckwith (Phil learn

how to drive those golf carts!) the

summer of 2000, with Julian Pete

and Phil, remember those days?

The flying bikes, and out of the car.

Finally, Cancun, the best trip ever.

I want to thank Mr. Pelletier for

being the best and most intense

teacher ever. I also want to thank

the crew, Julian, Pete, Phil, E.T.

and Joe Hick, and Blake for being

the funniest kid. Forallof you who
I did not mention, you know who
you are. Also thank you to my
parents for sending me here. Stay

in touch.
Maxime Imbert

Ottawa, Canada
April 27, 1983

Woah, time to go. Why am I a

boarder? I don't Know. I've heard
rumours and I'm tellin' u they're

not true. Ask my ma (laughter in

the background)! I'm a boarder by
choice. That's the story, nothin'

fancy. This year was not my choice
but I have no regrets. 3yrs here has
been pretty good (some heard
otherwise). Good friends & good
times. MrsK: thank u 4 all.

Ms.Noonan: thank u. Gillin house,
FI, AaB, JD, SA, CX & CRH: NUTS,
all of u, but thanx for the great

! laughs. I'm gonna miss u all.

Kimmie: thanx 4 being there 4 me
these 3yrs + TY: thanx 4 this year.

It's greatly appreciated. Stud: thanx
4 everything, gonna miss u + I'm
not bitter! BB: u know I was just

kidding. JH: behave urself or else;

U 2 KM. Mis: stay healthy. MB,
MH, MM, Jso, HK: good fuck in

Uni. SS: girl, better write to me.
[
Don: all the best to u & thanx. I'm

gonna miss everyone. Sorry if I

I forgot anyone. Take care & see u all

around. Hopefully., haha..

with love ~ ME

Ameliah Jocklin

Brunei Darussalam

September 17, 1981

Sandy Johnston

Gloucester, Ontario

May 11, 1982

5 years couldn't have been much
better. 7 city finals. Rugby and back
2back football champs. SKYDOME.
Austria (switcheroo). NICKY'S. To
everyone I can't mention, you know
who you are and I won't forget

you. I hope I stay in touch with you
all. Gilbs, you're indescribable and
that's why I love you. Naps, all 5

years w< 've been laughin it up and
it shall continue. Bres, you showed
me the way. Post, what would I do
without you? Youngs and Boate

(best smile ever), Gloucester reps

will live on. I love Gilb's cottage:

Island sleep, two step dance, 3-

MAN!!! Sweet scat sessions: JG AB
CB JA SW. Special Parlormaid fans:

JA CB LA HM DS EP EM KL love

you girls. BIG thanks to all coaches,

MAP for La Zone, Mr. T for music
inspiration, Super C for the best

classes ever, Mr. Penton my idle

and Mrs. Jowett for confusion and
appreciation. My advice to all:

Enjoy it.

ttKrishan Kapoor
IRome, Italy

January 15, 1984

Where to start? Mom, Dad and
Tania thanx for everything! OC-
Picking up the bartender! BB-
you're the funniest guy! MP-
shwarma's! SW- I'll win that bet! F
& NG- dirtiest brothers ever! PB-
Yahve? DB- hee! Emi- We are the

best! Kurbo- I'm a good kid!

Sheppie- see you in 10 years at the

Louvre, a certain Mona Lisa is

waiting for us! Steve- get rid of that

dirty habit, and who's Angela?
Alex- you're cuddly, warm, and
your breath smells like fish, you're
the perfect polar bear! Jose- Never
tell anybody! 'perame oe! See you
in Cancun! Champ- thanx for being
there! There's no food in THAT
box! Stan-you+me=unbeatable,
thanx for being there when I needed
you. BUSTED! - Math class- expo-
sure - hackers - physics class-

huygen's - playmate - salsa - ESL-
gibo - blue angels - lotsa love to all

who enjoyed with me the king of

smoothness, UMBERTO! Thanx to

everybody who contributed to all

good times!

Some people mention that I am a

weird Japanese. Others told me I

am an ordinary Japanese.

Now I have a question to ask to

everybody. Are there any Japanese
who are normal at Ashbury?
Ummm, MW and JB do not count

since they live so looong outside of

Japan. Oliver does not count
neither, because... you know what
happened... So anyway, my point

is that there is no source to judge if

I am an ordinary Japanese or not! I

suggest you to go to Japan and find

out if my species is the strangest

one among the world or not. (You

need money to do so, tones of it!)

Arigatou to everybody including

these delightful wonderful teachers

(uso!) and rest of you, you should

know who I am arigatou to. Sorejaa,

Australia de aimashou!!
Hiroshi Kobayashi

Nagano / Tokyo, Japan
September 25, 1981



Whitney Kucey
Ottawa, Ontario

August 1, 1983

I am a part of all that I have met
Tennyson

Without family, friends & laughter

I could never have made it this

far,so thanx to: my parents and
sisters, Blake- always close to my
heart, Colleen & Sara- luv u 4ever,

Tony & Colin- 5 steps- thanx, it

came in handy. To those I am close

to, keep the memories: Boate &
Alexa= Britney, CANCUN '01,

Orly= wild & crazy like me & I love

it, Heather- hallway getdown,
NAPS- F&C, Laura= my twin, Cal-

feel free, Kim- timbits, Jason- prank
calls & Marcotte- finally shared our
moment. I am so happy I have
become close to so manv in mv
final year: Mike P, Dan H- so funny,
Liv- luv ya, Jon B- the greatest,

Xatalie (in the voice), Meghan,
Rasheid &: N"ii- 1 luv to laugh with
you, Jason Blake Will Jo M & Steve
W- funniest guys I know, so thanx
for the laughter. Ash-you've given
me so much and for that I am truly

grateful.

Here 's to a 11 the peoplewho waIked

with me, for experiencing the

moments of euphoria, the moments
of depression, and everv moment
in between at mv side. To the girls:

ML. IG, TC, SD,'MM, EM, FM, EP,

NC, SS, AV, FA, SK, TH, MO, KL;
where would I be without you to

pick me up when I fall? To the boy-s

who kept me laughing: CH, RP,
KS, TX, CB. To the memories: 24
hour missions, heart to hearts under
bridges, S&V, make like a tree, trees

don't cough, new commandments,
Y&R, girls nights, hot tamales,

rowing. Ripped, France, Spain,

choir trips, Sens games, late night

talks. Society, cottage parties, XLS,
ab workouts, movie nights, physics,

Survivor/TI, drowning my
sorrows, go tiger, dying family=
no date, Funny Dav, mind readers,

Senor Frogs. Special thanks to mv
family for putting up with me. ML
& ML I owe you all, good luck in

the years to come. On to the future1^

Julie Lafleche

Ottawa, Ontario

January 24, 1982

"Time goes, you sav? Ah no! Alas,

Time stays, we go." (The Paradox
of Time). 5 years @ Ash, 13 in

uniform, life happens too quickly.

2 those going & those gone: Mar
my constant thru yrs-Jackson song,

chikamay, long nites, mis u. Mirsk
u keep me sane in this

insanity -pickups, venting, lists, do
it 4 Tim. Aish my fit freak-cheers 2

gym dreams. Greg-ADD & World
Is.. Ace who? Ben-coffee, apple &
calc. Xat-13 crazy yrs, a unique
friendship. Stutr boy-thnx 4 rides.

Buds/Teamates-Big Red, smell,

Csr, mista AY, rhythm, showers,

bababa, munchis, the ams, same
wrkout music, dancing. Coaches/
Teachers- support & inspiration =

priceless. 2 Grads & others-u no
who u r -u'v al made u'r mark. 2 mv
fanv Ma, Da- w/out u ther'd be 0,

luv u, thanx. Mak-mv Hero, u'v

showed me the lite so many x's, B
good Bes! If I had 2 do it again, I

wld nt change a thing! La La Laaa . .

.

Kalessy Lasserre

Pretoria, South Africa

June 8, 1982

Jonathan Lawrence
Ottawa, Ontario

May 29, 1982

7 yrs @Ash. Time has flown &
envied by. The road I walked didnt

seem easy, and I didnt want to

walk it. Though turning around @
this point in mylife, the road doesnt

seem so long or hard. Ash weve
had our differences in opinions and
a few malicious words, but even
with all this hostilitv I'd like to say

thanx to a few people under vour

roof: R.J.C, X.J, G.S, D.S, & BK for

not mistaking the Ash rulebook as

the Holy Bible, and not treating us

like children. JB- The Gruesome
Twosome SC- 16@Tucon's "U boys

driving?" JP- Do a daffy & learn to

ski! AM- Underground Gambling
Ring AZ- 1 think U killed the fish &
I the rat SJ- Which finger am I

holding up? SD- Vicious cat attacks

MM- Almost drowning in Cancun
SI- Where's your drink? FG- Fatty

EM- Your time WILL come JM-
"Fox kids on channel 36"+CSR And
to Corinne I love vou _. Thanx.

Brian Leung
Hong Kong
September 29, 1983

Six years. This translates to six

falls, six winters, and six springs

that I have been in Ashbury (and

six summer vacations). It's quite a

large chunk of time, if one thinks

about it. The Junior School Winter

Olympics. ..Friday skiing. ..science

club (chief's "shocking" presence)...

busy hours with the robotics club...

Bio-On-The-Run (TM) with Asif

and Justin B... physics/math
tutorials/ crash courses during

spares... the many, many great

experiences that made life in high

school unique. Many thanks to all

the teachers, and particularlv MW,
MCM. RJC, GMA, and PC, fo'ryour

guidance and support. And to all

the people around...Asif, Justin B,

Dennis S, Doug "Alex" B, Jin, Alex

"chief (somewhere in the middle)"

L, big-headJimmy, boarder Jimmy,
and the IB physics/math crew, it's

great to know you all. Good luck in

the future, and take care.

It's been 4 years. Some good & bad
times and an overall unforgettable

time. I would like to thank the

following: every single teacher that

taughtme from grade 10-13, thanks

forputting up with me. Brian Leung
(creating robots, testing Jimmy,
etc.) Holger, gone now but was a

good friend for 3 years, JoSo, D.C,

J.S, J.G, & the rest of the magic
players. The boarders, living with

y'all made life very interesting to

say the least, Mrs. Kane for always
being there to talk to and helping
me when I needed it, I will always
appreciate it. The boarding staff

past and present for keeping me
out of trouble for all these years,

Mrs. Xoonan for being available to

talk to, all those responsible for

getting me into the diff. prgms.
over the years (eg. XYSC99 ) and
finally thanks to all those staff &
students that I could not fit into the

word restriction but you knowwho
you are enjoy the rest of your time
here.

Alexander Littlechild

Hobbema, Alberta

October 14, 1982



Andrew MacDonald
i June 30th 1982

Canada

These past nine years have flied

past I never thought it would end
I've so many memories and people
to thank Cancun Whistler
Tremblant (Faucon Bleu) 4 city

championships Austria so many
good times to list Thanks to every
one along the way Matt - Can I

have a ride home? Toni - Minimum
work maximum results, I'm a not a

protege and to many other jokes to

recall Bresolin - Picks where missed
this year Lawerence - Can I have a

ride home? Sandy B - oblivious

Johnny Bower - are you missing a

shoe Poston - Gimp Hussein -

pssssssh Boyle - EV Sarah D - Nikki
- 1 won't give you the "O" face Pete
- Darts Whitney - Napoli - perv GA
- You don't know the meaning of

the word rudelThanks to everyone
else friends (guys - SP, BG, AA, KS,
CB, IM girls - SF, TH, SK, TC, MM,
KR, KM, EM) Thanks to my coachs
Mr Keyes, Mr Gray DS no respect
and finally thank you to my parents.

My witness is the empty sky -

Kerouac

Shout out to Dan-E-O. Fiend.
Looking forward to the apt.
"D-Money and Samurai rock it

straight from the heart." And D/M
Junior, "that's Dougles to you!" The
funniest ish happens when we're
chilling, "tapers share." Remember
that freak waiting for the bus?
Nothin' but love for you boys,
you're the main reason that I had
fun here this year. Also, wuzup to

the girls, Julia Gulia (because she's

just so coolia), Alison (you have
the worst luck out of anyone I know,
aside from scoring that car). JoMo,
thanks for rides in the Jomobile,
filo/corpus pride, Blake, instead of

dissing inline, maybe you should
learn to skate street (just kidding,
you're hilarious). One love to Sick

Steez, Straight A's, Intel and Joe
Black, so sick. Thanks to Mr.
Penton, my uncontested favorite

teacher, and those I forgot. As far

as words of wisdom, "Live your
heart and never follow" - Hot
Water Music. Peace.

Alex Macdonnell

This stuff almost made it

worthwhile: grade 7 bruise, 200

club, 13 dozen, math, ms martel,

the fat lip, broken bones, good trips;

whistler, banff, collingwood. the

cottage, skive, cop chases, mabel,

hull, ash golf teams (tiger who?) +

22 on #2, my sister is not hot so lay

off, gambling, matchpoint, driving

with no license, my bro the hero,

calabogie x5, not doing work,
NOFX, skierX, which sister? riding,

the cameraman, peppers, demo-
lition man, getting hurt, oooh!
subway guy, your mother, 80 km/
h to km/h, hick, no fear, ash ski

teams, especially 2001, best times I

had were with you guys. Thanks
for the memories; BGS, CM, BM,
MI, L-PR, ET, MM, AM, AC, TW,
NERD. I can't sum it all up in a

paragraph, but I'll never forget. I'd

i like to thank all my friends and

|

family for being there for me. Nic.

Ijulian=best friend. Billyj, I love you
I
man. Later bros.

Peter MacEwen
Maxville, Ontario

July 8, 1982

Calvin MacLean
Montreal, Quebec
April 7, 1982

To all my friends, thank you for

helping me get through everything
even ifyou weren't aware you were-
I really can't express the feeling of

appreciation I have for your
support. Ask me sometime and I'll

elaborate, but for now: Dan- thanks
for CDT and the spare key, that

said it all, Rich- Good Will Hunting
always, Aaron- thanks for your
faith, Jason- mi casa es su casa.

Everything you guys have done for

me, I'll do for you if need be. Steve
+ Matt + Ariel- thanks for hearing
me out, in your own ways. Thanks
also to CB, AFG, OCC, JM, SJ, TN,
GR, JG, et al. Thanks to Mrs. Jowett
and Mr. Simpson for their guidance
and support, without which I

would be a very different person
(in a bad way). Much respect also

to MHP, MAP, CT, BK, MK, and
GV. Props to TA (esp. Raft and
Ryan's crew), the SC, FC (RIP) +
the BLAZER.
"You are the music while the music
lasts." -T.S. Elliot

Meghan MacSween

In only two years so many memo-
ries have been made. Thanks to all

the girls for the memories and the

friendships. Thanks to all the boys
for making everything just a little

bit funnier and making the bad
times bearable/Sisters', Jasmine,

random, girls nights, Tony's
balcony, parties, the cottage,

clubbin, candy runs, dinner and
movie, 4 people- 4 cars- 4

cellphones, cars stuck on rocks!?!

Thanks to the girls KR, KM, EM,
SD, TC, JG, JL, WK. Thanks to the

ones who have been there for me
from the start, SN, KP, AG, AS,

HK. Finally, thank you Mike for

being the best brother and always
being there for me when I need you
and Mom and Dad for always doing

everything you could to make sure

we were always happy. I love you.

It's been a fun four years - a lot of

things to remember. Soccer; rugby;
Music w/Mr.T; BORSH Optimum
Sound&The UROSH Nietwork;
Christmas/ Easter/CanadaDays;
ManHunt@Joe's; Austria ("shaiza

in your mouse"); JazzBand/Con-
certBand/Choir; linking every-
thing to Yugoslavia ("Jebi se, jebi

se!!"-Joe); b-ball@lunch; M&M
(Howard); PPVs@DC; Montreal &
T.O.; gigantic mugs@ World Issues;

Coffee House & International Days
(JB & KV), and some of the good
times - "My name is now William
Shatner" (Nic); "there's hot, and
there's 'J. P. hot'" [J.P.H.S.];
"Business? What the, I studied..";

"J'avais conduit sur le Parkway
Vanier". HM, Joe, and JA, props;
Steph, NH, "JP", GD, CG, JH, AA
& everyone @ Ashbury; The Glebe
Boys: BH, JR, JB; AEV; Ems Prelevie,
I'll see you in the motherland. Mom,
Dad & Selena, thank you for all

your support. And that's it, I'm out
- peace.

Uros Maksimovic
Belgrade, Yugoslavia

January 13, 1984



Josef Malonzo
Calgary, Alberta

July 18, 1982

PinoPlaya bustirT out afta 7 years of
action, suspense, romance, and
Longhair.
Many moments Grade7 ian with
capguns, 7S formtime funnies/
choir? Grade8 powerout-mini-riot/
my rugby debut & finale/
muchmusic dance Grade9 got cut
from basketball team, opted for

theatre (and it all begins) jayson-
peace to baby Phife GradelO on the
soccer team,' don't have a jersey/
went for more t.a went to Germany/
Felicia Sprever (masstrology begins)
Choco thanks for Taxi on halloween
Summer of GradelO jonL>
circlesquare Peurto rican-wej
Gradell Angel Guerra strikes stage
Maria Mi Tino/ amitha Angel of
mine/ Steve VV sushi tacobelfjonB
missions in the glebe Gradel2
Babvblue hits the streets/ germanv2
wit

1
"
t.a. / ARI special spot/ fax 77

taboo piggys (all good) Gradel3
auditionz CANCUN polis> toilet

paper/ danH> where is SNOOP/
Beach jazz Scat/ prank calls/

t-up calCUN m.m, n.g.f, o.c.c,

T.A.crew/ Thanks Chapman for

Talks GHS-new tools for life. LoveU
mom & dad & bunbun God Lives In

Us SEE YOU IN CALI! JO

Ashbury has been my home away
from carp for seven years now,
where has it gone? All of you,
teachers included NJ, LM, RC,
general DS, TS, Hump, have been
my family and I take a piece of each
of you with me wherever I go. You
taught me how to carry myself,

how to live, but most importantly

who I am. You welcomed me as a

member and for that I thank you.

My peeps: RP flip, he said Johnson,

cottaga, RS 4some, cottage, J5,NW
central, cottage, ziggv, tremblant,

JD caddy MTL,SW how many feet?

Pogo tony, GR bloody Sunday,
cottage, CH conyon, tony, SP
maine, BB sk8, WK moment,'WW,
Emmy nose, sandwich, OS amber,
CL who iis diss. Parties, pit picnic,

jeep on lawn dedicated to my boat

drink bovs. Later girlies CB, JA,
AY, EJ, HM, Chee-Chee. Pony. To
all, thank you for the memories,
I'm sure they won't end here. Sad
to leave, but glad to go J4 Thanks

Cris Marcotte

BroKane Daneyko Chods Gitlach

(SURPRISE! Dan and Ben - You
guys!) Yoshiharu Tamasoko Mitchv
Wildman Karti-Koo Andeyew Liv

(Stand and Deliver Baby!) Icabod

Cancun The Good Ol' Familv Fun
Wagon MAP Kfe Hous POLICE
semi formal security 10-4 10-4 -

Boston trip Washington 5 dollar

tax Can we go to the FBI building?

Ohh it's closed Can I drive your

car? JohnE JohnL Baltajahingaire

RESOLUTION Seriously, can I

drive your car? Aw come on Ben,

let's film something - Ashbury
grade 7-13 Thanks to my wonderful

parents Ann and Bob, my bro

David, my teachers, my fantastic

friends (who I better stay in touch

with) and everybody else who
helped me along the way. I love

you all.

Before it was not, Now it is, Soon it

will not be.

- Ian Matyas

Matthew Mendell

Ottawa, Ontario

February 16, 1982

Ian Matyas

Quesqui se passe. Lot's of great

times with people here. Has it been
though, has it really? Cancun,
Whistler, Faucon Bleu (AM, PM,
NC, Sketchy), and Tremblant.
People I have known for 7 years

(AM, AZ, SP, TB, PM, SC, JL, JB,

BB, IM, S], JP, JD, CB, CN) and
those from the senior school (FI,

NC,SF,SD,TC,KR,KS,AS,KM,SS,
JG,JL,EM,TN,JS). Can'tbelieve it is

done. No more detentions for 3

lates. No more calling home to my
parents who don't care. From
golfing with Pete to hockey with
Andrews, to driving around Hull

for people who don't have their

licence (McDee), it has always been
fun. Special thanks to Jon Lawrence
who saved my life. You are a great

life guard. Not possible at all

without some great teachers along
the way. Can't forget my parents,

and sisters, who have always been
there for me, and of course mv dog,

the best dog in the world . GO SENS
GO.

Christian McGuire
Ottawa, Ontario

Everyday has been memorable. Il

couldnt of been the same w/o my
boyz. Much luv 2 coaches AS ancl

DS". Ash Fball rules (18n0) Ohfa
'shizzlebizzle! Thanx 2 BK for all

help & support. LA yo maddah
owns crack in the box/ DSAit' s a

shame @/ EJ / GR cant dunk/ LL
please/CM tryin 2 kickin the door/
CB don't front, you know you luv

me/AH so sweet, luv ya/ GS & JF

its my turn WHAAA!/SWluvyou
always/CLfriends41ife/MOF
always in my heart/Chucky(GG;
cold tea?/ Pennies soona or lata

you gotta get back in the game/
Rasheed (Voleur) neva forget

ballin', how old are you?/ Nii

always keepin it real,yo quiero tc!

pompis/ Beefyouwas always there

for me B, thanx. Keep workin them,

cute biceps/ MackGames/ on the

grind/KFC/OCtranspo/blundaz/,
dissin peeps, tha ts howwe do. Elise,

et Philippe merci pour votre amour
et votre aide, sans vous j'aurais

jamais reussi. Anthony et Nathan
mes vrais potes. Point5 is out,

Peeyace...

'Thank you for the music, the songs
I'm singing,

Thanks for all the joy they're

bringing.'

My teachers: HP, LL, CM, MRR,
PC, GRV, CE, SR. MAP: You're so
cool! NJ: My creative writing Guru,
ZS: Dance on! CT: I got in! My
friends: EP-Believe in unicorns,

EM-We're players!, BB-Our
friendship has created a Fusion, TN-
Brownosis is a reality, PR-Joys of

motherhood! OSS-The first Mark!
KL, SS, CB, JL, SD, JG, SB, LP and
the RAFT cast, Sr. VB & everyone I

forgot. Mv khojas: Aish, Dv, AD,
FD, Rish, FM II, AD, AV, you guys
are the best! My family: Mom, Dad,
Karim, my baby Arctic.

Get up and go, cuz life doesn't stop

for anyone.
Adieu, farewell earth's bliss.

'Two roads diverged in a wood,
and I-

I took the one less traveled by,

And that has made all the
difference.'

Robert Frost

Farah Merani

London, Ontario

May 21, 1982



Matthew Miller

Santa Barbara, California

May 15, 1983

I finally like this place and now
they're kicking me out. "Fall on
into that single-file line." I want to

avoid exclusion, so to my family: I

love you guys and always will and
I can never repay you. To my
friends: I won't forget the good
times and 1 hope we stay in touch.

There are too many jokes to fit.

Besides you all mean more to me
than a collection of humorous
anecdotes. Some of you probably
don't realize the difference you
made, and those who know, it's

bigger than you think. I hope I find

the time to let you know. Thank
you to the teachers who actually

taught me. Reflective/ preachy
moment: people never know it all.

We can't stop trying to find
answers, even though we never
really will. Complacency is death.

Refuse to change and you will

stagnate. Do everything you want
and don't want to do. There's still

more to . Best of luck. "Change
is coming. Now is my time." Ciao.

5 years and 1000 memories I wish I

could tell them all'4 zellers sign,

port hope, you ran over a rock, gear
down, cabin adventures, New
Jersey booty call, Ottawa u tour, 3/
4 s.d. sarabear always, stalin k.l I'm

classy, tim and other memorable
nights t.c, 09/76, Joolia, Jasmin j.g

slavic studies, my fave to kid with
j.l mouse, coco bongo,long talks

m.m hard rock, candy run, always
say what you think k.r tim hortons,

the cottage, willy's t.n the perfect

guy, my first, apartment balcony,

france e.p. Spider legs, body shots

6 all the others f.m vball, dance,

busy n.c & s.f good times, props,

Stanford.,in bed Rugby girls keep
together d.s & j.g lead the pack I'll

miss you girls, a.h & l.c my girls

always and 4ever To everyone I

haven't named I love you and will

miss you all!!!Boyd and Gobb it's

been real. Thanx all of the faculty

you made an impact, mom dad and
jenn love ya

Emily Mirsky
Ottawa, Ontario

August 26, 1982

To let go is not to regret the past,

but to grow and live for the future.

Austria: the window, party on the

bus, sunrise. Cancun: sun, beach,

water, party. OAC: picnic, girls

night, dance group, hot chocolate,

parties, boarding. Mrs. Jowett,
thank you for teaching me to

focused on the important things in

life. Ian, you always brightens up
my darkest days, I'll miss ya boy,

don't go too far. Call me when you
win your first Grammy! Jeremy S,

you are so important to me, and i

want to thank you for all the

wonderful memories. To Mrs.

j

Noonan whose door was always

|

open, thank you for being so caring.

IMegster, through good times as

well as bad, you've always been an
amazing friend! Good luck to all

the girls in boarding, it will be over
before you know it! Amitha,
remember to check the oil! David, I

love you. No excuses, no explana-

I tions, no regrets.

Katie Mitchell

IChris Napoli

[Orleans, Ontario

[March 12, 1982

Summing up high school is like JB
and JG. Unlikely, but it could
happen. I'll try Sandy-symbols and
nicknames topten, Jaime- how fast

did we run down that hall in Port
Hope SW- switching at 120 km
green mound howd you make it,

leave that to me Gilbo-I owe you
$200 for that canoe twas quite a
swim eh Campbell Mr. I can Jstroke
COLD, I know who kept me going
2, AY-Spain airport, 9.5Carol- red
shirt, all the Girls, Boys JL, SOM,
OrleansBoys = my brothers,
Cancun b-day!, Footballchamps 3-

2 all the points SkyDome, Rugby-
all about kicking and speed,
pregames, Soccer- sorry I couldn't
be there more, Hockey Kelens trad,

PieNaps JP-figure ska tin, Nat- some
sweet times St.Lucia, Teachers NJ
GRV AJS RP BK OV RC (tree),

Parents- thanks for puttin up with
me love ya both, Kate- Llosvte
won't forget you, Chrisisms MOFO
steers Pbiter Rocknroll
Touchdown. Advice = Keep
laughing with me!

Kate Mulligan

Manotick, Ontario

March 7, 1983

Five finger lickin', knee slappin'

years! So many monkeys, so few
bananas! Some highlights from my
days at Ashbury (over-price, poorly
edited and surely past the expiry
date)» Andrew: Math and English
classes between the OREO
watching our hairlines disappear.

Julie: Rowing bus love affairs in

fake leather seats being spied on by
Dickie. Whitney: Five steps to

ecstacy versus two years to bald-
ness. Colin: Dr. R and MonoMan
will team up again to fight the forces

of tolerance and voice modulation!.
Emily: Nice breasts Emily! If your
single when your thirty we'll get
married in Vegas! Jess: We can't all

have genitalia on our head. Math
IB Higher Class: You don't know
the meaning of rude I Ashbury
College Hair Club for Men. Special

post-op thanks to Marilynne,
Hugh, Randy and of course
Glenna... my de facto parents on the

weekdays. 10>9>8>7>6>5>4
>3>2>1.

Thanks ASH for all of the great
memories; JH, LC, SS, SS, JS, AH,
ML, AD, AK, AJ, FI, EB, MM, SI, JE,
LR, KW; MB20, Exp 1-5, RENT,
KR@MM, Fahrenheit Friends,
Claudino, concerts, LD, JK-EC,
HDM, net lingo rulez, "groovin,"

partyline, dream meets, Breckin,
Clarissa coconut, APU/lil APU,
physics class, point deboni, BrrVilt's

cold in here, ice capades, TO, NP,
CK, hockey games, Cancun,
boybands, Mtl, Network, DC, juice

monkeys, parking, calc class,

carrots/chocolate, J&K's Burger
Joint, comp/sci class, Survivor/TI,
Diet Coke, East Side's, Montana's,
chads, Lyska Rugged, french class,

shopping, spoons, dawsons/
felicity, Ben C, L&B, Manotick
pizza, spandex, hull/casino, eng
class, Blue Cactus, playin pool,
FHFF, 3 FH players, a goalie and a

FH stick; mom/dad: thank you for

being the greatest parents ever, I

love you; to my teachers: thank
you for helping me get through
these past 4 years. :o)

Tony Navaneelan
Drogheda, Ireland

April 6, 1983



Charles Owusu
Ghana
September 15, 1982

I didn't think this day would come.

There have been some crazv times.

To name a few: cottage missions, 3-

man, black jack, Bresolin the hero,

R&B, charades, scrabble, sunk
canoe, bet w/ JB, banff, late nite

kettleman's, snowball rumble,

cancun. To my b-ball girls, I luv U
and I'll miss U. Mr. Sparks, thanks

for pushing me. Audy, Poulin, She-

dogg and Al: keep the stoop cool.

Eric- don't partv too hard when
I'm gone. Ali and Tim: RG babies.

Sandy- PM groupies 4 ever. Naps-

my mile high friend. Alexa-partv

girl. Farah-Thanx 4 the talks. Em-
Ewan and bodyshots. Jon-to 5 yrs

from now. I love you Mom and
Dad. Thanks to all my teachers.

Special thanks to Mr. Penton, Mrs.

Jowett, Mr. Varley. Ash has made
me laugh and crv. I'd be lving if I

said I wouldn't miss it.

James Poston

Cardiff, Wales

July 26, 1982

Like my mentor "Lets Ride" It's

only been 2 years (Beef will say 4)

and parts have been interesting.

Brennans: So many memories? Was
there a part II? Bouncin at Willies

and bouncin from Willies. Kine:

don't learn a skill you've got too
much, when the underground goes
"Lets go ToetoToe" Beef: Only u
can bring Pun back, OC Transpo fo

life, remember Cuba Jigga: Where
u at?"Holla!" Gimme vo card so I

can call for cleaning Nii: if problems
w/customs say u no the GG, keep
going, "Hu stol ma PEPSI"
Rasheed: stay in touch w/narure, u
still owe rhymes, Point 5: model
prefect, keep your spirits alive (u

no I will). Will: keep chillin, u
definitely got yo mind right Eric:

"Osoor! Wayisim! BimBim Po!"
Ome: "Bling Bling like the chains
you don't got, Intelligence I define

it" Ian: 3 strikes, yo out! Simon:
"mainframe guy" Mr T: "Whatta
Guy"
Now "I'm a 100mpH switchin lanes

like WOAH!"

.flP|pF

Emma Plaskacz

Chelsea, Quebec
December 30, 1982

lbrkn hand 1 dislocated shoulder

lbrkn collarbone lhockev injury

Football 2 citychamps skydome
lblckd field goal, stump Rugby
2citychamps CN figure skating in

Mntl, SJ Cookies KFC, You were
alwys there 4 me Bres Still unde-

feated 1 on 1 JG Bottega, del greco

JL U 1ft the hilife but I got u back
McD Shut up Nckmns: Meatsauce

Jimmy BT Gimp AGF & SW Thanx
for evrything, u 2 taught me to see

life in a different way locks rule

Funtimes CANCUN 5.5 Cottages

Ross's porch BobG You survived

thank vou for everything RJC Tree

Our talks really lightened my day
Looney Tunes Coachs I learnt jst as

much on ur fields as I did in the els

rm PPL BBSWSC AYGRCM Bizzo

PRCBNWJDSIWKG12KPTBJK
Fatty u r my 2nd bro Parents: Thanx
FOR the freedom to grow luv u

always. Jono Remember I will

always be there 4 u.

"It's time for a new generation of

leadership'4 For there is a new
world to be born" JFK. I remember
waking up Sunday morning,
recalling the highlights of high

school. Chillin' with Kevin Spencer
and the Ghetto Crew, Andrew "I

can take him" Z, the ivy league

boys, happy go lucky Matt, BBA
and the JF connection, les patates

in Orleans, Sven and his Mr. T
starter set, road trip to Maine, Fatso

goes to La Botega, the weirdo with

the nipple ring, Jon T crashed my
Lexus' Bauer, the Jerky Boyz are

back, Browns a frown, , Lebanese

tough guy & Gauthier, return of

the mack and all the summers in

Ocean Park, ME. Thanks to my
parents Skinny Linny and BP, my
brother RP and mv sisters Peps and
Ker. Au revoir tout le gang.

Michael Polis

Lodz, Poland

October 25, 1982

It's been fun chillin around the

world and back for 5 years. "He
said Johnson!" We'll be there until

the End. New crew since the cliffe,

CH- I'm missing your ca'
-

! JD-never
once a bad time, GR- tanning, CL-
let's go for a drive,RS- f#S* our
phones, BB- I love you guys! Life

wouldn't be the same without you.
Heff, chillin won't the same next
year. WW- it's all cause Mr.?
Baseball/ Hockey: Watch your
language, if you weren't so good
I'd . . . My bro. . . J- been around the

world*2<good times/ late nigh ts>
Neil the deer was in the way 5'7"

GOOD HEIGHT; I used the rear

view. TP thanks for being my
sYster. Jen- we really could see as

one. I THINK I HAD'TOO MUCH!
Summer g.ll-TC thank you for

understanding, roomy- been there

when needed, SD I'll miss vou but,

see you in the sunset. KM-some
things are best unsaid, JL-had
troubles but now; where do I fit in

on vour list? To my Family- 1 luv U
all!'

Sean Pilgrim

Orleans, Ontario

November 28, 2001

Dziekuje. The past 4 yrs were
amazing.
lustin & Blake- lapan 98. Football

& Rugby! What an experience
France 98 : World Cup, 3 Tenors,

firecrackers & bottles in Paris/ Liv-

photoshoot/ baguette fight/
Sublime & wine/ Sal/ Scowler! &
thebum/ Blake-supersoaker&gas.
Piggy's & 77 thanx 2 Michigan.
Norton's cottage = goodtimes/
window sniping. Gitterman- ride

in the Expedition- broken bottles,

marc + candie s= mess. Cottage +
steaks! Hide it from Norton. Lost
in the woods. Blake- Tremblant*2
good times, FLFitness-wasitworth
it? Josef- FL was awesome/
churros!, remember the Poles,

carfreshner, TANG . Cancun- cold

showers, Coco Bongo. Ben G. &
Hung-Kai (stop crying)- control

yourself. Memories. Special Thanks
-Dad, Mom, Alex, Josef, Blake,

Ceasar.S, Lebanon & Superstar Liv,

Ian. M, Gino, Latvia, S.N, B.B, M.L,

J.D, J.B, D.H, S.P, J.A, W.K, Good
luck to all. Ciao!

Rob Prior

Carp

August 2, 1982



Jason Richards

Trinidad and Tobago

Some memories to ponder. 5 years

of senior ball-Poulin and Aud..

nothing but love. Street sisters,

Jr.Sparks and the rest of the bailers

from '00-you will always have a

special place in my heart. G-F

—

we'll always have soy cappuccino's.
Lex- with the rest of the gloucester

crew. Orly-meh meh meh, I'm

angry, much as sometimes i would
like to, I'll never forget you. To the

rest of my G-boyz- Blake- Stevo-

Sam- Naps. Joselo -siempre en mi
corazon. Important teachers-

RHolman you made it bearable.

NJowett you made it worth my
while. ASparks you have helped

me grow. Jboyd-for believing in

me. Gommer for being the coolest.

To my other half-manpants-you are

my heart and soul. Thanks mom-
you are my best friend. Dad-an
inspiration and the strongest man i

know. My big sista's-i have you
backs till the end. 'Don 't cry because

it's over, smile because it happened.'

Paula Romkey

Been at Ashbury for 7 years
Fears turned into Cheers
Tears drowned in ...

And in the end
You see what is truly important:
My family
Always there for me
Friends that made time seem non-
existant.

If you don't know, watch the video
AC Football Rules
Thank vou AC 4 giving me the tools
The TEACHERS: Gray, BK, DS, NJ,
Coles, AS
Hope to see you in the BLEECHERS
Finding the hottest girl is meaningless
Finding the right girl is priceless
Dani S. you're the right one
(I'll play your favourite song, darling)
But our friendship was too much fun
Mistakes are made, nobody is perfect
It is what you learn from'them that
makes them all worth it

The word trust has such a deep
meaning
Judge not, until you judge yourself,
spiritual cleaning'

Enjoy HighS, don't be in a rush
A leader is someone who tells the
gossipers to HUSH!
It is all for the taking
But make sure bonds are not breaking
And $$$ isn't the only thing you're
making

Greg Ross

Glebe

December 9, 1982

Kim Ryerson

Manotick, Ontario

"Good friends we've made, good
6 lends we've lost, along the way"
-Bob Marley- New sisters arrived

in gr.12 (who's older?) Tanya =

Jasmine, tony the dino.

Thanksgiving dinnerw em(goose),

countless girls nights, timbit

challenge w whit, pudding fight w
naps, TC drinking buddy (hiding

@ sara's), grad trip-sunrise, la

boom... 4ppl = 4cars = 4cells. Thanx
to those who care you mean so

much to me(MM, SC, EM, JB, TC,
AZ, SD). I'll always rememberSNU
(ont.champs-2, nat cap
champs-2,usa cup champs), ronald

(bjs5$), gee (pickles + cheese), Krista

(german boys), princess + beast.

Chris, Teri, Zander, Mom & Dad-
thanx for your support, I really

appreciate it. Scotty-buster you
finally opened up, I "hope" it will

be like this forever! Thanx to those

I hold close to me (MG, KP, SC, BD)
you're always there for me and I'll

always be there for you.

F

^X.

Ian Sanderson

1 Place de Casino, M.C.

Ari [help!, get back in the pool,

translating my letter] Ballou
[A&F,I'm not a taxi service] Beef
[advice on the cool pants] Chuckie
[security guard&tree, hard work]
Cyber (Stub, muggle) [Bob Dylan
forever, hope you find your hackers
CD] Evans [waking me up at

Steph's] Evelyne [green with envy]
FWong [casino&fastest thing on the

menu] Jeans [killer koolaid, The
Bay,ID&RCMP] JH Rambo [cheers!

RX & the other one, Richards] Kat
[cinnamints, 9] Marc [buying
British cars] Mike [sucker, bad
cars,MCM] Nii [soccer tryouts,

Noel,making me cry] Pascale [nice

driving] Penny [good temperature
in here] Steph [team Kenya,Andre]
Steve [fell asleep after that great

meal] Will [Masao'sGermanJosie]
Thanks to JK (Rowling),prof BK
snape, Dudlev (T), Ron's parents
(Mr&Mrs H), Mom&Dad for not
making me be too much of a

muggle, Margaret Kane, Mrs.
Noonan, Hermione (T.K.) also

M,J,V. cheers all... sheppie.

Wow, its been turbulant! Boarders,

keep your chins up. Thorth & LeLe-

I did it and u will 2. Tight Five, we
broke up! LL- I just, I just! LA-
Cranium. JG- JCrew lives out loud.

AH, EJ, DS- luv u 4evR.
Stoopers-keep it alive. Grad Trip:

BB,WK, JR, CN, CM,Alexa's, PR-

Ooyaa-FM Snoop, it was fun while

it lasted. JAG- whatta bathtub.

Montreal & Israel crews-u were
here in spirit. CC- thanx for all the

love. TEACHERS: JK, MAP, NJ &
co- I owe it 2 u. 2 my parents: I

fought the elements the whole
time.Thank u 4 the best gift. Grads
'01: good luck. VP-Cheers to the

wife!

"In life, we must be wishing upon
a star. Otherwise, we are dead meat
walking on four legs." -M.A.P Orly Schwartz-Shapira

Haifa, Israel

March 1, 1983



Ryan Semple
Montreal

October 21, 1982

Who are you? the future? the present
to be past? Laughs turn to smiles

with lingering thoughts of those I

look to you memories of others
fading, mich'o: "let's talk like blk

people" hahahhaa. Eloise- take
chances, take dares., don't let them
hold you down. Akua"how is hairy?"

j/k I had so much fun w/ you this

year. Jess D- "
I can't believe thev

think I am" you know what I am
talking about. Fuzzy... so many tears

and laughter that u helped me thru.

Burbaby you are the coolest
brockviflean that I know!? Lol. To
my soul sista: lyss, don't let them
mess with your head, vou are above
it all. ES/ AS/ NY/ RLG - You are

the greatest locker buddies. To the

others I have forgotten, forgive me.
To these women, I thank you:
ZStikeman. MBaxter, TNoonan,
NJowett, LLewicki. Thanx for all your
advice over years. Asante mama na
baba kwa kilakitu. Na kwa Housam,
Mama E.I. OH! O! Last but not least

to the most important female in my
Amna... Asante ndugi vangu as well

to KRKC. Ti amo!?!?

I once thought it would never end
7 Yrs was enough,4 memories that

will never be forgotten.The Crew,
is what always kept it real

managing to turn boring into fun;

NW, SW, RP, GR, JG, CH, CM, JD,
WW, gals, CB, AY, AH. Esp
SummersOO. CHillin, atTremb with
lucy, Carp, GLEBE. . . JG your
cottage is always chill. CM your
parties kill!What's up in "Cen-
tral"always the same. Flipmode
keep vour eves peeled. Others. KL,
PR, FD, SB.'jA. . . to all the grads
you know who you are, I will never
forget your friendship along the

way. Sports was the key to Ash.
and its success (4 championships)!
Teachers I needed on the way, DS,
RC. thank vou. Things I've learned

on the way, always pass to the left

side, how to make money, play
football, responsability. . . I want to

say a special thanks to my parents,

and my sister who have always
been there for me. Through the

good and bad I enjoyed it all. Later.

The function f(x) has the limit L as

x approaches a, if to ever e>0,

however small, there corresponds

a number d(e)>0, such that the

inequality
|
f(x)-L

|
<e holds for

every x satisfying the condition

0<
|
x-a

|
<d(e).

VIPASANNA

Andrew Sharp

Sulafa Said-Silim

Manzini, Swaziland

August 1, 1983

Julian Sinclair

Life has its different ways of

working. It's different for everyone.

Some have it easy, some don't. If

you're lucky though, no matter

what life throws at you, you'll be

able to handle it. Dealing with the

loss of a loved one, learning who •

your true friends are, realizing that

things can get better if you work at

it, knowing that you will pull

through it all. To all those who
have been there for me, and with

me through thick and thin, thank

you, I would have never been able

to do it without you. To all my]
friends, I've had some great times i

with you. Max, Fil, Etienne, it's

been too much fun. Frood, Niki,

Julia, Julie, you girls are the best .
i

Catherine, thank vou for everything

and making me promise. Zoe, grrrr.

Pete, best friend ever.

On ne voit bien qu'avec le coeur.

L'essentiel est invisible pour les

yeux. - Antoine de Sainte - Exupery

Jonathan So

Ottawa, Ontario

December 10, 1982

It's all a blur now: trekking in the

woods, the Trio, BB, OR, So-bro,

got milk? Music kept me sane all

these years. Oakviile was
mandatory fun, and there was
JoSo's garbage at wall-ball. Then
came the Pact of Ajax with Prince,

and YF chicken on Saturdays. The
People's Quadrat lives on! Well,

there'll always be: B5, sugar sugar,

mmm...pie. YB-late nights at the

'Armoire'; DS-later nights; to the

Triad (KS, AS)— rock on! OR -it'll

never be good-bye; BB - here's to

13 more years. To my mentors

MW, CM,' GA, HP, MS! RP, GRV
for their support, to my parents for

believing, and to God for hope,

Thank-You. Finally, to all those

whose lives touched mine, until we
meet again, and in case I don't see

you — good afternoon, good
evening, and good night :-) JoS

Well, it's almost over. This was my
first and unfortunately last year at

Ashbury College. This year has

been one of the most wonderful

times in my life, and I feel privileged

to have been able to attend this

wonderful institution... cough.

Ahem... anyway. Peace to my
entire ISA and KMF crew's - Taz,

Deph, Owes, Fresko, Vanz, Dose,

Main2, Hitnes. Thanks to everyone

who has helped me throughout my
life, especially my parents, who
have put up with more than I can

believe. Peace to all the boarders -

Charles, Kirby, JF, Nick, and
everyone else. Well now, sadly, it's

time to depart... cough... GRAFF
4EVER... PEACE!

Geoff St. John
Montreal, Canada



Kartik Subramani

Ottawa, Canada

1 00 jokes about my name + 4 soccer

trips + 1 initiation + 2 many parties

+ 1 trip to OFSAA + 1 role as an

extra (will it ever get finished ian?)

+ 2 girls I never asked out + 1 trip to

Austria + 1 trip to Cancun + 1

detention + 10 sens games with

Matt M. (thanx) + G2 + 45273 (or

something like that) rides from the

Orleans crew (thanx HA, SP) + 50

wallball games with DB, AB, JS,

AAS + 1 (and only) Choochie
Wooglebear + A lot ofdumb games
with jeff (foolish van. .I'm gonna

win the series this summer)+ a

couple of totally rad gals (JG (solid

brfr), JL) + a few slurpees and an

oreo = 5 pretty memorable years.

Some people would tell me that I

don't know the meaning of the

word rude, but I am not a fool and

so I would like to thank everyone

who has had an impact on my life

over the past 5 years. You guys all

rock!

This little spot is dedicated to the people

who I remember from mv experiences at

Ashbury,teachersandstudentswho were,

all in all, friends. I want to thank them all

forsupportingmeduringmesediallenging

vearsofmalangmeabetterperson overall.

I owe you all my success. During my
experience, I have found that even when
things get tough, there are always people

there to help you, you justhave to find the

right person. Sometimes, 1 got in trouble

for being stubborn or sillv, but I suppose 1

deserved the punishment. Other times, I

was just unlucky but savvy enough to get

outoftrouble.SometeachersIdisappointed

and others surprised, but I think that most

of them were happy with me. To those

who I shared my childhood/ teenhood/

adulthood memories, who have
graduated, are graduating, and who will

be graduating, good luck and continually

persistatbeingthebestTomybestfriends,

youknowwhoyouare,takecare,andlam
certain we will still do stuff together even

after we part our own individual ways.

There's a ghost of a chance that we'll meet

againonthestreetand rememberthegood
times we had at school and out of school.

Etienne Tipple

Ottawa, Ontario

February 16, 1982

After four years, it's all over. Firstly, to

mv friends, words cannot properly

express mv thanks. I will never forget

you. Kim: it all started in grade 9 with

MacDowell's chocolates and Mistah

Wahnee (use nasal voice). Then, we
were condemned to thebane ofour life

with theturkev, greatest ofall speaches.

Ameliah: One day you'll let me pay,

you watch! In the meantime, beware
not to laugh your heads off... Yearbook
crew (minions and all): it's "armoire,"

not"cupboard ."Quarter PastMidnight
(NOT 5WB!): thanks, it was fun, even
m\ cardboard-box rendition of the

cheesy dance moves. A pity that the

best sound we ever made was in an
emptyhallwayattheCongressCentre...
ET: getting lost on metro in Vienna,

Toronto's flat sopranos and nastv

conductors, general indifference. To all

the teachers I have worked with inside

and outside of the classroom, I'm

infinetelv grateful. Yours is the most
noble of professions. Mum, dad, and
Bernadette, I love you more than

anything. Nothing would have been
possiblewithoutyoursupportand care.

Farewell.

Titus van den Heuvel

The Netherlands

December 14, 1983

Geoff Van Praet

Edmonton, Alberta

July 11, 1984

Dude. Only 2 years but still the

time of my life. To the point, kudos
must go to: Kapoor, from tic tacs to

20, always my favorite pf-er. Andre,

we ran this bloody house. Emile,

vou go left I'll go right. Frank, dit

mao moi, never forget 1 triple9 . Don

,

T time forever. Jose, I'm always

here for math or Mario. Fred, never

impersonate me again! Ballou, keep

up the revolution. Pvpops.
Barbarie: FRR. More kudos to: KS,

Sharp, Tony, McD, SW, KM, Cyber,

PM, IM, and SJ. Staff Kudos: MW,
LT, BS, RC, AM, MM, CT, and TM.
Mr. Keyes, thanks for under-
standing us. Mrs. Kane, thanks for

your patience. Mr.T: Thanks for

the entertainment. Boarders: I did

my best to make it better. Keep up
the love and nil bastardo
carborandum. Ma + Pa: I couldn't

have made it without your support,

I love you dudes. Between Exposure
and Huvgens there's too much to

list, but love to all for the ride. Ciao.

Ariel Vered
Ottawa, Ontario

December 17, 1983

I'm still not sure whether I'm supposed
to be here or not.

"You've got to stumble through the

dark if vou want to see the light."

I've had so much fun, with trillions of

fun people who have made me smile
& laugh.

"Life passes so quickly. You've got to

take the time or you'll miss what really

matters."

Sometimes I think I want to stay

another year.

I've discovered the simple joy of saying

hi to someone; that brightens my day,
literally. I wish I could find the right

words to express myself goodly.
"I always knew that looking back on
my tears would someday make me
laugh, but I never knew that looking
back on my laughter would someday
make me crv."

I would be completely incomplete
without so many people who have
made me happv.
I'm so very lucky.

Thank you.
Of bubbles, balloons and everything
in between, I practice everyday ;)

"There happens to be a lot about me
that you don't know, Mr. Smarty
Man."

"To love I implore, I scream in the

air

Claw at my chest, rip out my hair

Embrace me or let my spririt die

Rescue me or bury me"
By Steve Vai
This lyric shows my Ashbury years
(although there were good times),

but hey now that I am done it feels

too good!
6 long years. Pretty surprised that

I came through. But I met pretty

insane people inside and outside
of Ashbury which helped me get

through. Thanks to the players of

the soccer team, coaches, the Asian
gang: Steve Lee, Nobu, Katsuhiko,
Hiroshi, Soung Mok, Jo So for

helping with calculus (man do I

ever suck). Also, Frantz, Kevin,
Steve Vai (pretty cool meeting my
god), and most thanks to ANDREI
DRAGOI. And lastly my band. Had
a lot of fun playing with you guvs
at "coffee house"! ROCK N ROLL
IS NOT DEAD!
Hey Charley, keep laughing with
Shimura Ken and Okata!
SEE YA!

Masaki Watanabe
Tokyo, Japan

January 4, 1982



Stephen Watson
Winnipeg, Manitoba
April 29, 1982

Mom, dad, Kate, Rob, and Matt,

and Biz; I love you guys. Thanks
for always pushing me so hard.

Crys: sistaz forever, girl urmy fave/

Liv- so much fun, so many
memories, so much love, you'll

always be my superstar. Mac
house: Ari: angel/ devil forever, it

took us 2 weeks/ beginning to end
together/ Heath: broken Q/ pizza

guv/ I'll miss u Pasc: tanning +

semi/ grandmas home! Em: we
miss u.MsG:ur the greatest MsKu:
temptation Fred: buds forever, vav!!

Luv ya/ Hames: I'll come back for

you I promise/ Katie: sappy
movies/ north Carolina Griff:

boarding fun James: I so didn't lie

"bye". Krish: eh! the bet Mrs.K: u
go girl ChrisMc: smile. Leah: earlv

mornings/ 2.5. Ian: Team Kenya/
Iguanas/ Mexico/ Hamies/
retreat/ basement movies/ 3man/
Ka>eoke/ JVP, SJ, SC, JL, JM, JR,

MB, Rugbv girls you've been great,

good luck, I'll miss u. To everyone
else Let's get loud, toast to the

future-drink to the past.

Thanx to:family (much love to all)

friends (sooo many good times
couldnt ask for more) MAP keep it

foamy GHS most valued life lessons

6 great shows TA experience of a

lifetime my future thanx U Ehardie
thanx for high grades Njowett and I

thought I knew everything here we
go... NAPOLI 160km/h switch the

mound BRESOLIN 04/29/82
MOOSEHEAD GILBO cottage
123+others THE GATE banff NEIL
work week central park SAMI
amsterdam raggamuffin SANDY
Barlourmaid rocks NGF UK
eutschX2 Stand 8for8, in mv heart

& love always BLAKE regina beach
thanx for the mischief WILL GTA2!
JASON prank calls MARCOTTE
phattest parties keep laughing
HARASYM french connection
roomieDHALIWAL ( 1 51 ) ROSSCO
vampire? Mr unreliable? white
chocolate? PAULA 5vrs no plav
ALEXA Y?/CAROL/WHIT/STOOP
KIDS keep chillin PRIOR'flip'
anyone missed -sorry, your still part

of me
9yrs = LIFER
wills kitchen

Kimberly Wong
Yellowknife, NWT
July 12, 1982

Stephanie Willbond

Ottawa, Ontario

August 9, 1983

5 vrs! Phew!J&MO = SM madness!
Starry nights. CvdD, SH, MW, NJ,
Won't forget the good times. Crazy
Austria trip! Tim Horton's! My3
Bipa! Suck it! Sleepovers w/ chats,

band & choir, You're stressing me
out! Compromise, it's a Chinese
thing! AB Who's yodaddy? Nabiki
Denny's & sleepovers w/ Barbie &
Austin! KRS I Icarus, melting
wings! Camping = sweet! WK
Krazv Koreans! Avoiding scary

people! JI The beats! AB WWJD,
KM, ET, AJ, HK, Koreans thanks!

OAC! Prefect & Yearbook Eek! MB
Quel joie! CG Your mother! JH Let's

go to a rave! TvdH YBK by default!

IB NO! Math clinic time.MH You're

too special to even describe. Liza

Thank you, I know who I can turn

to always. Teachers Thank each
and every one of you! KBS Dance is

now a part of me forever. Mum,
Dad, Tobie & Teddy Thanks for

keeping me in line. I won't forget

anv of vou and many others ever.

Buh-bye!

It started with a FRO. from 7S to

5W. thanx Mom for giving me life,

Dad u'll be in mv thoughts forever.

BillvTK (Madden @ 420) POGO
SHchamps. BoBBy the Xs. JoeB
Memphis Belle. Shermaine Poopee.
GiNO HMSM. BBgun kwAli.
Hotbovz piaa puzzv. Swoosh the

Hull adventure . Watson GTA2/
Neil Garage fight. Justarhvmes
NHL99 (1 OWN). ChrisM pick ur
ear. WOUNG ur a doll. Grifinna
wanna dip? Dani. Stubbs ttyl.

Bstreet LaLonde. Jose Mojado.
Lacy Immense. Heather & Emily
our triangle of love. JF foure.

Rossco/lil Rosco equally chill.

MikeP tradition. Gilbo the closet.

Whit the Dance. Sandy grl2
physics. Schiff PIRATES! Intel

FATJOE project. Sammi our car

song. Kirby elBeano. Thank you to

the following teachers: NJ, MAP,
Nick, RC, DT, 7Storosko, PM, Mr.
King, the Street. Liz u changed me
in so many ways that I can't express

mv gratitude through words.
PEAAAAAACE.

William Wells

Odot, Ontario

August 2, 1983

It's been a long time running well

worth the wait and I'm wide awake

*TH* Time of my life Jon's cottage

3-ManBjack Brig Frank Moosehead
Orly's, Torreal, vball, Smith's Hot
Cancun, '00 where did all the

parties go? I'll never forget the

friends I've Made.2 Those I Miss:

Pat ,Tat, Al, Ad, DR, Jer, Lish, Ness
It Just Wasn't The Same. Now we
part- Kal Csar, Bigr, Paula , Nat
Tradition!,Whit, Boats Thanx 4

Being Crazy W/ Me. Alison & co.

Cheers 2 Random Nights. My Boys-

Guilbs (Sunshine in my day), Ry
NW, SJ, CN, SW, GR,CM JB, Blakey

Those I Leave Behind (Lace, Em,
Dan, Heath, J. A, Stu & James)-
always an adventure when I'm w/
u. Newbies: Taught Me How To
Party. It's a gift. Ash I Could Never
Be Bitter I Loved It 2 Much Tchers
I Consider Friends Pent, MAP, Var,

Gomme& Day . I'll MissMy Family

The Most; Mom, Dad, Dougles,

Jess, Maxtan. Learn How 2 Laugh
It Makes Everything So Much Better

Alexa Young
Fredericton,NewBrunswick
June 24, 1982



Kyle Young

"It's not worth doing if you don't
do it right."

7 years, it wasn't always fun but it

was always entertaining. Sean stop
being such a mofo and ask her.

Matt ur wrong and I'll bet you $5.

Scott see u in NYC? Bower missed
u in Cancun, we'll go back some
day, thanx for always being there.

Lawrence what did that Mexican
do to u. Prior u did what to the car?

Ben take those shoes off, ur not
taller than me. Brown Town ur not
allowed to do that. Ian n-n-no, $5
tax. Kim "why would u do that?"

Tanya "Ride Wit Me". Sara poker's
not ur game. ET "patate". Tyler Mr.
Lucky at the casino. McD my sister

beat u
.
Benji I won't always be there.

Ashbury Hockey 94-01 (B.K, A.M,
D.S, thanx coach) Thanx to the
teachers (R.C, T.D, R.H, Z.S, M.W,
R.Z) Finally I'd like to thank family,

Mom Dad for the patience, support,

encouragement and tuition (could
of had a Ferrari) and Alex for

tolerating me, good luck.

Andrew Zarama
Ottawa, Ontario

July 28, 1982

Spriralling clockwise

from top left: Jo So is

shocked by the

shutter; Ian Matyas's

washroom antics;

Natalie G-F enjoys a

moment with Mr
Penton; Emily Mirsky

and Kalessy Lasserre

hugging; Tyler Ber-

ringer fell for the old

superglue-on-the-
shoulder trick; Kartik

Subramani is unim-
pressed with Peter

MacEwen's sign

language.



Headmaster's Reception
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Spiralling clockwise from top left: Sarah E, Ariel V.

and Nikki C. enjoying the hot weather; Sean P., Jon
B., Orlv S.S., Olivier C.C. cooling off in the tent; Andre
B., Kartik Sv Dan B., Asif A., Hussein EA., Tyler B.,

Masaki W., Charley C, and Etienne Tv showing all-

round smiles; Sandy J-, James P., Peter M., and Andrew
M., reminisce about the good old days; Ben B. and
Ms. McNairn celebrate the end of the year.
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Grad Dance

Spiralling clockwise from top left: the super-styl-
ish Dan B. with Stephanie K.; Ameliah }., Kim
W., and Titus v.d.H. take a moment to smile for
the camera; Mike P. and Whitney K. looking
sharp; Hussein E.A., Meghan M.Julian S., Sarah
Fv Christina V., and Andrew M. awaiting a sump-
tuous dinner; Farah M. and her date share a
smile; Jeremy B. and Kat V.: a lovely duet; Jason
R. and Calvin M. looking dapper; Andrew Z.,
Tanya C, Sarah F., Colin B., Matt M., and Kate
M. admire the breathtaking view.
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Lifers _

Back Row: A Burns. C. Burn. S Watson, A. Lima. J. Guilbault, AAs. Lahey

(L-Rl

Middle Row K. Piuva, S Osachoff, N Edwards. D. Pyper. Z. Cogan, D Turnbull

(L-R)

Front Row: F Welch, K Corbett. A. MacDonald, J. So, B. Barry. Razavi, Z. Kassam

(L-R! 0. Cullen

Spiralling clockwise from top right:

Steve W., popsicle-stick bridge

maker extraordinaire; JG shakes

hands with the mighty Brian

Mulronev; Mr Humphries, spirit of

the Junior School; Girl Lifers: TOP
ROW: Tanva Corrall, Emily

Mirsky; MIDDLE ROW: Katie

Mitchell, Sarah Dudlev, Nikk
Choo; BOTTOM ROW: Natalie

Goldenberg-Fife, Paula Romkey,

and Farah Merani; Sulafa Silim;

Kim Wong; Boy Lifers: Colin Burn,

Olivier Chenier Cullen, Andrew

MacDonald, Calvin MacLean, Ben

Bam-, Jon Guilbault, Steve Watson.
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Opposite page, spiralling clockwise from top left:

Kalessy L. receives the Wilson Shield from Mr.
Robinson on behalf of Alexander House!; the
super-intelligent Jonathan S. receives the Guild
Centennial Medal from Dr. Carruthers; Mr.
Humphries basks in the glow of his standing
ovation; Ben B. receives the Nelson Shield from
Dr. Carruthers; Joh S., Andrew S., Titus v.d.H.,

Kartik S., and Brian L. with their Ontario Asso-
ciation for Mathematics Education Excellence in
Mathematics Awards; Andrew M. and Kalessy
L. with their Roy Napier Cups.
This page, spiralling clockwise from top left: Dr.

Carruthers presents the Governor General's
Award to Brian L., Mr. Matthews delivers his

response to the Valedictorian speech; Paula R.

accepts the Beardmore Trophy; the freshly
minted alumni; Briar T. receiving one of her many
awards; Natalie G.-F. accepts the local Canadian
Millennium Scholarship Foundation Excellence
Award from Minister Dhaliwal.
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Awards
Prizes for academic proficiency

English
Grade 9

Grade 10

Grade 11

Grade 12 Robert G. Moore Memo-
rial Prize

OAC I George Drew Memorial Prize

IB Drummond Lister Award
OAC II Writers Craft

English as a Second Language

Spanish
Beginners

Intermediate

OAC
Grade 9-13/OAC

German
Beginners

French
Grade 9

Grade 10 Jobling Memorial Prize

Grade 11

Grade 11 Litterature Contempo-
raine

Core French

Grade 12 Fiorenza Drew Memorial
Prize

OAC I

OAC II Raina Shopoff Prize

IB

Science
Grade 9

Grade 10

Grade 11 Biology

OAC Biology

Grade 11 Chemistry

OAC Chemistry

Grade i2 Physics

OAC Physics Ekes Memorial Prize

Computers
Grade 9 Computer Studies

Grade 11 Computer Applications

Grade 12 Computer Programming
OAC Computer Applications

OAC Computer Programming -
J.

Martyniuk Prize

Business
Grade 11 Business Accounts

Grade 12 Business Studies

OAC Economics

IB Economics

Geography
Grade 9 Geographie

OAC - le monde contemporain

Grade 9 Geography
Grade 11 Geography
Grade 12 Pemberton Prize

OAC Geography World Issues

OAC Geography - Canadian En-

vironment & Economy
IB Geography

Briar Teron

Matthew Brown
Catherine Vincent

Niall Filewod

Lucas Wood
Jonathan Guilbault

Jason Richards

Frank Wong

Zenah Surani

Ashley Ham Pong & Ashley Burk

Lucas Wood
Vincent Lo & Matthew Brown

Elizabeth Bragg

Briar Teron

Ross Franklin

Lucas Wood
Soraya Azzabi

Tarah Hunter

Stefano Taucer

Dave Zeber

Farah Merani

Julie Lafleche & Maxime Imbert

Briar Teron

Sebastian Peleato

Alexandro Dunki
Niall Filewod

Catherine Vincent

Jonathan So

Tong Yu
Jonathan So

Briar Teron

Tim Herauf

Sebastian Peleato

Jamie Hardy
Matthew Home

Erika Boyle

Fauzia Issaka

Tim Booth

Colin Burn

Briar Teron

Niall Filewod

Zenah Surani

Audrey Plaskacz

Tarah Hunter

Fauzia Issaka

Ben Barry

Farah Mitha

Mathematics
Grade 9 Snelgrove Memorial Prize

Grade 10 W. Ross Brown Prize

Grade 11

Grade 12 Dr. O.J. Firestone Prize

OAC J.J. Marland Prize

Ontario Association for Mathema-
tics Education Excellence Award

Dr. J.L. Ablack Prize

History

Briar Teron

Sascha Adler

Audrey Plaskacz

Dave Zeber

Brian Leung & Jonathan So
Jonathan So, Brian Leung, Tit;

van den Heuvel, Andrew Shar

& Kartik Subramani

Jonathan So

Matthew Brown
Matthew Brown
Sebastian Peleato

Grade 10 Canadian History

Grade 10 Civics

Hugh J. Robertson Prize for a

Canadian History student for

outstanding research essay

writing

Grade 10 Career Studies

Grade 11 American - Adam Pod-

hradsky Memorial Prize

Grade 12 World - Brain Memorial
Prize

Prize for a Grade 12 student for

outstanding history research

essay writing

OAC History

IB History

Clive Baxter Memorial Prize for

History & Public Affairs

OAC Philosophy

OAC Families in Canadian Society

- M.E. Jansen Prize

The Michael B. Kirby Scholarship

Debating
Junior - Ross McMaster Shield Chris Parkes

The Tony Price Award for a French Sylvia Simson
or Bilingual Debater

Senior - Gary Horning Memorial Sinan Baltacioglu

Shield

Music
Grade 9

Grade 10

Grade 11 - OAC/IB Senior Music

Prize for excellence

Jazz Performance

Sebastian Peleato

Lucas Wood

Dave Zeber

Dave Zeber

Uros Maksimovic

Tony Navaneelan

Olivier Ballou

Jonathan Guilbault

Jessica Greenberg

Colin Burn

Prize for Classical Performance

The Music '82 Award
The Centennial Choir Prize

Visual arts

Nixon Boyd
Sascha Adler & Ross Franklin

Titus van den Heuvel & Geoff V
Praet

Sean Gillis, Jeremy Boyle, & Ai

drew Huang
Titus van den Heuvel

Jonathan Estabrooks

Ian Rutherford, Jonathan Esta

brooks, Melinda Sellers, &
Holly Ralph

Grade 9-10 Fiona Rask

Grade 11-12 Anne Dickens

OAC Olivier Ballou

John K.B. Robertson Shield Olivier Ballou & Arianna Garc-

Fialdini

Theatre arts

Richard Burrell Drama Award Ariel Vered

The Frank Hollington Memorial Evan Millar & Danielle Sweetna.-

Award Holmes
Best Supporting Actor/Actress Lee Patrontasch & Nathanial

Award Lyman
Senior School Drama Award Natalie Goldenberg-Fife & An'!

Wagner
The Director's Award Sarah Bragg & Reid Adrian
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Other awards
iuild merit award

Grade 9

Grade 10

Grade 11

Grade 12

Grade 13

enko Memorial prize

oarders' Shield

ruce M. Hicks Public Service

1 Award
lieutenant Governor's Award
i oulson Trophy

'den-Walker Prize prize

jiutdoor Education

harles Rowley Booth Trophy

butham Cup
eardmore Trophy

oy Napier Cups

dwards Cup
'ilson Shield

?arbook Prize

of T Book Award
anadian Millennium Scholarship

Foundation Excellence Award
Programme

National Award
Local Award

ortel Networks Scholarship

madian Merit Scholarship Foun-

ition Award
77 Cup
elson Shield

ighest standing:

Grade 9

Grade 10

Grade 11

Grade 12

wernor General's Award
aild Centennial Medal

Anjali Chadha
Louis-Philippe Baraby

Sarah Liebel

Jessica Steinberg

Hiroshi Kobayashi

Kathryn Butler

Emile Ares

Jeremy Knight

Sara Dudley

Ashley Ham Pong
Kalessy Lasserre

Alex Mimeault

Tim Booth & Danielle Simpson
Chris Napoli

Paula Romkey
Andrew MacDonald & Kalessy

Lasserre

GeoffVan Praet& Kalessy Lasserre

Alexander House - Kalessy Las-

serre (Head of House)

Kim Wong & Titus van den Heuvel

Farah Merani

Ben Barry

Natalie Goldenberg-Fife

Brian Leung & Jonathan So

Ben Barry

Stephen Watson
Ben Barry

Briar Teron

Sebastian Peleato

Lucas Wood
Akua Adu-Boahene
Brian Leung

Jonathan So

aking Our Piece of the n

his past year, 56 of 169 Ashbury students who participated in math-

matics contests sponsored by the University of Waterloo and the

Iniversity of Toronto received certificates of distinction. Thus, 33.1% of

ut participants finished in the top 25% of all contestants across Canada!

)f particular note was the Grade 9 team, consisting of Devon Lehrer,

avan Sivasundaram, and Elizabeth Bragg. They finished 40th out of

pproximately 1700 schools in Canada. The OAC Descartes team of

rian Leung, Jonathan So, and Kartik Subramani finished 31 s
' in this

ational contest. Special recognition should also goes to Jonathan So. In

\e Canadian Open Mathematics Challenge, Jonathan came 245 lh out of

302 participants. Then in the da Vinci Competition, Jonathan finished

a amazing 7 ,h in Canada out of 2479 students. Congratulations to all our

articipants. -Bill Stableford (Head of Mathematics)

anadian Mathematics Competitions

ertificates of Distinction:

rade 9: Devon Lehrer, Lavan
vasundaram, Elizabeth Bragg, Briar

;ron, Daniel Roberts, Nam Eun Kim,
ick Boyd, Brendan Hennessy, Alisha

ikhani, Vincent Mok, Kathryn Butler,

liver MacKlem, Jasminka Arnautovic,

:sha Lauks, Julianne Zussman, Mike
siuk, Marco Taucer, Tessa Wood,
izabeth Miller, Sarah Watters, John
indon, Michel Lafleche, Alexandra
itherland-Brown.

ade 10: Stephen So, Sascha Adler,

McWhinnie, Clayton Polan, Ross
Franklin, Eve Moore, Amna Silim.

Grade 11: Jonathan Vandor, David
Zeber, Victor Drury, Lucas Wood, Alex-

ander Noble, Andrew Huang, Ashley

Ham Pong, Matthew Runnals.

Grade 12: Jonathan Vandor (Euclid

Medal), Tong Yu, David Zeber, Frank

Wong.
OAC: Brian Leung (Descartes Medal),

Jonathan So, Kartik Subramani.

Canadian Open Mathematics Challenge:

ter Valentine, Nigel Allan, Ryan
ivies, Joshua Elcombe, Erika Boyle,

ni'y Cushman, Peter Ivanoff, Kyle

Jonathan So, Kartik Subramani, Brian

Leung.

Leonardo da Vinci Competition:

Jonathan So.

Athletics awards
Junior Football

Scout Team Award
Boswell Trophy: Mil'

MacFarlane Memorial Trophy: MV
Linesman

MVP (Offense)

MVP (Defence)

O'Brien Trophy: MVP
Senior Football

Tiny Herman Trophy: MIP
Stratton Memorial Trophy: MV Linesman

Ken Guarisco Award: Contribution

Lee Snelling Trophy: MVP
John Biewald Memorial Trophy:

Sportsmanship

Junior Boys Soccer

Pemberton Shield: MVP
MIP
Senior Boys Soccer

R.H. Perry Trophy: MIP
R.J. Anderson: MVP
Arvid Paasonen Trophy: Contribution

Girls Field Hockey
MIP
MVP
Junior Girls Basketball

MIP
MVP
Senior Girls Basketball

H.G. Bate Trophy: MIP
Willis O'Connor Trophy: MVP
Tennis

MIP
MVP
Cross-Country Running
Ml
MV
Lifetime Contribution

Rowing
Most Valuable Oarsman
Golf

MV Golfer

Junior Boys Basketball

Devine Trophy: MIP
Rhodes Trophy: MVP
Senior Boys Basketball

Snelgrove Trophy: MIP
McAnulty Trophy: MVP
Connaught Cup
Junior Girls Volleyball

MIP
MVP
Senior Girls Volleyball

MIP
Fleming Trophy: MVP
Coaches' Cup
Junior Boys Volleyball

MIP
MVP
Badminton
MVP
Hockey
Irvin Trophy: MIP
Fraser Trophy: MVP
W.E. Stableford Award: Contribution

Alpine Skiing

MV Skiers

Junior Girls Soccer

MIP
MVP
Senior Girls Soccer

Chester Trophy: MIP
NHL Cup: MVP
Junior Boys Rugby
MIP
MVP
Senior Boys Rugby
Cole Trophy: MIP
Macoun Trophy: MVP
Girls Rugby
MIP
Prior Cup: MVP
Baseball

MIP
MVP
Track and Field

MI Athlete

MV Athlete

Lifetime Contribution

Brook Simpson
Tom Christie

Ryan MacLean

Mike Mclsaac

Tim Herauf

Mike Mclsaac

Stuart Robinson

Scott Campbell

Jonathan Guilbault & Sandy Johnston

Simon Eden-Walker & Greg Ross

Andrew MacDonald

David Postle

Kristian Nielsen

Rasheed Musa
Kartik Subramani & Hussein El-Aggan

Tyler Berringer

Leah Shearman
Sarah Lefebvre

Sasha Lauks

Bess Lennox & Lauren Rock

Fatima Merali & Caity Sparks

Paula Romkey & Kate Poulin

Fauzia Issaka

James Low

Amanda Shore & James MacMillan

Tarah Hunter & Nick Boyd
Ben Barry

Julie Lafleche & Kalessy Lasserre

Peter MacEwen

Sivanesan Kalaichandran

Alex Patrick

Stuart Gray
Greg Ross

Greg Ross & Paula Romkey

Denise Murphy & Julianne Zussman
Bess Lennox

Emily Mirsky & Heather MacLaren
Danielle Simpson
Alexa Young

Andrew Robertson

James MacMillan

J.J. Wilson & Troy Puddington

Matthew Mendell

Anthony Rocheleau

Andrew Zarama

Peter MacEwen & Christina Venables

Shenazz Merali

Bess Lennox & Caroline Welsh

Alexa Young
Kate Poulin & Jenna Bond

Barrett Karam & Max Kniewasser

Ryan MacLean & Sam Witherspoon

Victor Drury & Matt Runnalls

Fred Gauthier & Chris Napoli

Leah Shearman & Marcela Lazaro

Danielle Simpson & Shannon Kane

Ryan Semple
Rob Prior & Cris Marcotte

Nii Addo & Anne Wagner
Dan Barbarie & Stephanie King

Dan Barbarie
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Yearbook
Well, another year has passed and another

yearbook has been completed. To begin,

we want to thank all the people who
consistenly came out to help and also

those who just came around to show some
support. Thanks to the main photogra-

phers Ali Lakhani and Amber Dunleavy,

as well as others who have donated pho-

tos. We've tried to use the best of the best

of them, only the creme de la creme.

Thanks as well to the workers: Julia

Agapitos, Laura Argument, Phil Brunst,

Justin Burt, Jeremy Knight, Eye Moore,

Fiona Rask, Andrea Toms, Paul Shinkman,

Kathervn Viau, Arthur Chan, Peter

Volynskv, Jason Haney also the graduates

Jon So, Ameliah Jocklin, Hiroshi

Kobayashi, Mike Bell and Matt Home. A
special thank-you to Mrs. Ford who stuck

with us to make sure we had everything

we needed and who kept her cool even

during disasters such as lost photos and

pages, computers not functioning, chas-

ing after studentsAND teachers for write-

ups and pages that never seemed to get

done. Thanks for staying late with us and
for all the pizza, proofreading, and keep-

ing the sacred Armoire. And now, like

many other groups, time for some inside

jokes! Hev there Simpson's fans! Anarchy
for control of the radio. AH! The Turkey!

What's the password? Timeking, 19815,

9906, weenie, inajar. Grads, beware of the

Yearbook Police! Most gracious respect to

Old Faithful wherever he is. CD rom hi-

jinx. I don't think it's nice to go through

other peoples e-mails and deleting things

. . . etc. Anywho, we just want to wish the

best of luck to the future editor(s) and to

all the readers; we hope you really enjoy

this year's yearbook. Hph and goodbye!

(Titus van den Heuvel & Kimberly Wong)
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.bove: Junior School Staff. BACK ROW: Mrs. Boyd, Mr. Storosko, Mr. Polk, Mr. King, Mr. Merritt,

lr. Montgomery, Mr. MacKinnon, Dr. Herique, Mr. Humphreys, Mrs. Arbuckle, Mr. Menzies.
RONT ROW: Mme Morel, Mme Perrault, Mr. Street, Mrs. Cadieux, Ms. Boyd, Mrs. Lahey, Mrs.
ooth, Mrs. Frommer Below, Clockwise: Mr. MacKinnon and Mr. Street listen to Auggie
apetanovic '96 discuss B'Ball; Mr. Polk and Mr. Uko at Camp Cameron; Ms. Bennet was a

elcome visitor during the spring term, Mr. King sets up!

Mr. V. adding

Mrs Edwards

Mile Quinn



Romith and Joey

Danial; Matthias

BACK ROW: R. Naug, M. Lynn, A.J. Pandher, D. Taggart, W. Heatherington, M. Deforge. MIDDLE
J. Runnalls, M. Higgins, R Stewart, G. Perrault-Archambault, A. Smolik, Mme. L. Morel FRONT:M
Grootenboer, L. Huang, J. Tapper, D. Shamess, J. Brothers, L. Witherspoon ABSENT: Andrew Hall

My most memorable momentwas . .

.

When I forgot my ski poles on two consecutive weeks for Friday skiing. Joe)

Brothers

When I found five dollars in mv desk. Michael Deforge
When I went to Lennoxville with the soccer team. Matthias Grottenboer
The amount of homework that I realized I had after my first day at Ashbuiy
Andrew Hall

When I went skiing on Fridays. Ward Heatherington
My 2000 ski day at Mont Ste. Marie. Mark Higgins
When Microsoft was constantly brought into our English class discussions'

Lucas Huang
The day I learned I was moving to Ottawa. Michael Lynn
Danial Taggart's comments in Health class. Romath Naug
When the fire alarm went off one morning at 7:50 in the winter of grade 5. A.J

Pandher
When I found I was placed in the worst squash group because I had beer;

absent for five games periods. Guillaume Perrault-Archambault
David Shamess and I named our Math project after the Ronne Ice Shelf at th(

last minute from the wall map. Jeremy Runnalls
When I broke mv thumb twice in one month. David Shamess
Plaving soccer on the Ashburv team. Andrew Smolik
Having to wear the same clothes day after day Peter Stewart

My first day here at Ashbuiy and I felt very scared walking into 8L for the firs,

time. Danial Taggart

When I filled Andrew Smolik's binder with hickory sticks. Joshua Tapper
When I made the Ashbury soccer team a day before it left for Lennoxville!

Luke Witherspoon



BACK ROW: I. Gillespie, C. Carveth, J. Roy, C. Toller, A. Kelly. MIDDLE: A. Part, G. Booth,
M. McDonald-Beraskow, A. Drury, D. Khoral, G. Pugh, Mr. T.A. Menzies. FRONT: J. Markey,
N. Alsaffar, P. Maclaren, A. Adjaye-Kwofie, J. Buchanan, M. Cestnik, A. Rock

I remember the time when • • •

[ got caught "not stealing". Anonymous
We waited one hour to be served dinner at Wendy's, and then Mr.

Street told us we had one minute to finish eating. Nael Alsaffar

Ah - we're supposed to remember things?!? Colin Carveth

^omith wiped out at Friday night skiing. Michael Cestnik

My glasses fell off and got stomped on as we were celebrating a vic-

; lory in Vancouver and then I couldn't see the rest of the tournament.

an Gillespie

crashed in the same tree three times. Danyal Khoral

i

fell asleep in Social Studies class. Abbas Kwofie
udd got nailed in rugby. Peter Maclaren

\Ai. Polk let us play seven up in class. Justin Markey
lames threw the snap cap in the van on the way to Montreal. Andrew
lock

Andrew Kelly dressed up in Peter's stuff after he was told not to

puch anything. Justin Roy
|Jael, Romith, and I played rug hockey with rulers after school. Chris

oiler

Nael and Teddy

Above: Abbas; Below: Danyal



C.T. and Moses

Charles, and Below, Peter

BACKROW: J. Patrick, M. Yusuf, A. Lysyshyn, C. Black, K. Solvason-Brown. MIDDL
M. Gallo, F. Lemery, S. Rock, O. Wesch, C. Nicolson, A. King. FRONT: M. Brown,
Teixeira, T. Rabie, P. Kshonze, C.T. Kelen, N. Charania

I'll never forget when ... I

Judd did the River Dance in drama class. Cameron Black
Tarek was too lazy to do his homework so he made his mom write a note. M.t
Brown
Our substitute teacher walked by our room, not knowing she was supposed

)

teach us. Nazaam Charnia
Mr. Street told everyone jokingly to go home and Andrew King started wag-

ing to his locker. Matt Gallo
Charles headed the ball into his own soccer net. Christopher Thomas Kele

James Patrick, Nael Alsaffar and I had one minute to eat our lunch at Wendy..

Andrew King
Charles had to wipe five lunch tables, two days in a row. Peter Kshonze
Stephen came rolling in at 9:00 eating a waffle and promptly got a detentic.

Francois Lemery
Stephen got four detentions and one Saturday in the first four periods. Al<

Lysyshyn
Colin was accused of killing a tree after he did a big print job. Andrew Mut r

A teacher acted like a robot in from of the class. James Patrick

Kristjan went into the bathroom to do his assignment. Tarek Rabie
I single handedly drove three teachers crazy and put Mr. Street into theraj :

Stephen Rock
We marched in a phalanx and got into trouble. Alex Slater

I actually had my homework done. Kristjan Solvason-Brown
One of my classmates ran a good block jog and thought he would make t£

soccer team - he didn't. Charles Teixeira

Andrew King got lost on a block jog. Owen Wesch
Somebody got a "Sunday". Malik Yusuf



ACK ROW: A. Revelo, D. Ross, C. Perry, D. Jedrysiak, D.-J. Tanghe MIDDLE ROW: L.

chlag, I. Turner, E. Plaskacz, N. Senn, R. Wilson, J. Armstrong, Mr. J.H. HumphreysFRONT
OW: A. McCallum, J. Connelly, R. Huntley, M. Brockbank, P. Merchant, N. Chadha

It was really funny when . .

.

,
spilt my milk over Tim's pants. Jason Armstrong

Ilark's motorized card broke in science club with Mr. Storosko. Matt Brockbank
he basketball teachers thought they had a chance with the wheelchair basketball

'layers. Neel Chadha
ilatt and I said the Cascades' chairlifts looked junky and then a piece of wood fell

Iff the back. Jonathan Connelly
Ir. Humphreys tried to keep us late just to keep him company. Robert Huntley
llichael was trying to open his locker but he didn't realize that the lock was on it.

'aniel Jedrysiak
lr. King tried to teach French. Bryant Lazaro
*an into the door. Angus McCallum
jfe had to play "Sphinx" in drama class. Praneal Merchant
i/vas in a defence position in soccer and I couldn't stop laughing until I unexpect-
(Uy saved an opposing goal with my head and fell face first into a large puddle of

ud. Chris Perry

. lr. Comeau showed us a video of a man and a grizzly bear boxing. Eric Plaskacz
Was skating and my leg fell in a hole. It took half an hour to get it out. Alexandr
evel

jr. Storosko tried to act like the great Mr. Humphreys when he was the supply
acher. He failed with flying colours. David Ross
bmeone put a illegal graphic on the computer and could not get it off. Leonard
hlag

fe had to sing the parts of speech in a rap in English class. Nicholas Senn
iss Boyd let us throw paper at her because she gave us an assignment that didn't

Jjork or make sense. Derya Tanghe
Hreryone listened to my book talk. Ian Turner
r. Menzies forgot about our math class. Rob Wilson

Three Amigos

Chris and Eric, Below: Robert



Graeme kicks; Ian builds

Julien and Matthew at Bishop's

BACK ROW: J. Russell-Brunet, B. Chen, M. Ouseley, J. Haley, M. Burt. MIDDLE: M
McGregor, G. Black, G. McDowell, M. Tattersfield, S. Miller, C. Bouzanis, Mr. M. Kins
FRONT: G. LeFevre, I. Cameron, M. Pitre, R. Kilpatrick, C. Hunter, S. Ramonat, J. Fran*

I knew life would never be the

same after ...

My first day at Ashbury. What an experience. Greg Black
I was accepted into Ashbury. Chris Bouzamis
I saw how much work I had to do in just the first week of school. Matthev
Burt

I came to Ashbury as a new7 student, looking for new experiences. Iarj

Cameron
I sensed that supernatural forces were controlling my actions. Brian Cher
I got back from St. Donat. Joshua Frank
I came to Ashbury. Ryan Kilpatrick

I got a homeroom with a couch older than I was. Chris Hunter
I was abducted by aliens. Geoff Lefevre

I received the envelop containing all the Ashbury rules. Graeme McDowel
I had three hours of homework and a test every week. Alex McGregor
I came to Ashburv and the amount of work gave me no time for fun. Sand^
Miller

I met my form teacher. Mark Ouseley
I had my first ski lesson. Matthew Pitre

My dog Rupert and my bird flax, (ed.?) Steffan Ramonat
I started playing the trumpet and my head was always filled with music

Julien Russell Brunet
My homework doubled and I had three tests and two projects due at tht

same time. Ian Tattersfield



BACKROW: D. McAlister, T. Simpson, A. Clark, P. Beatty, D. Lenouvel, A. Belik MIDDLE:
M. Estabrooks,M. O'Keefe,A. Doran, N. Bray,M. Bastianelli, Mr. D. Polk. FRONT: A. Garuba,
B. Lazar, M. Tessier, A. Hunt, S. Lyman, D. Soong. ABSENT: G. Sivasundaram.

It was really funny when
My shoe laces were undone. Mark Bastianelli

I found out I lived closest to the school. Patrick Beatty

Mr. King said, "Where are your white socks?" Andrei Belik

I found out there was "Tuition Insurance"! Nicholas Bray
I found out that I would miss 27 days of school for sports. Andrew
Clark

Lenny was in form before me in the morning! Andrew Doran
I found out Mr. Polk had email. Michael Estabrooks
My map of Canada said Map of England. Hakim Garuba
Mr. Polk challenged me to work on the project for as long as I wanted.
Alex Hunt
Everybody else handed in his project. Ben Lazar
I was first to arrive in the class. Daniel Lenouvel
Mr. Humphreys said, "Go for it!", and I said "Go for what?" Sebas-
tian Lyman
I realised that I had not done this for homework. Daniel McAlister
I found out who my teachers were. Michael O'Keefe
Mr. Polk started to teach us grammar. Tim Simpson
jl saw Mme. Perrault walk through the classroom door. Gajan
|Sivasundaram
Mr. Polk said that we had to speak very loud for our speeches or else

!we would get 60%. Daniel Soong
I got lost at Camp Cameron. Marc Tessier

Andrew looks up

Gajan, Daniel and Andrew



Models: Philip, Tommy, Julian

BACK ROW: O. Yusuf, S. Dee, C. Becke, T. Kim, A. Ramasubbu, O. Yusuf. MIDDLE:
D. Leenen, J. Mirsky, W. Lentz, O. El-Sayed, T. Brothers, Mr. G. Valentine. FRONT: P.

Major, M. Lazaro, D. Hussain, K. Birgelen, B. Alexander, F. Buchanan.

After I leave the pod
I will no longer be one of the peas. Brendan Alexander

I will have double or triple the amount of homework. Carson Becke

My time in Canada gets shorter and shorter. Konrad Birgelen

My friends will wear boxers up to their belly buttons and pants down
to their knees. Tommy Brothers

I'm going to move to Toronto because I fear the enormous amount of!

homework coming in grade seven. Fraser Buchanan
I get to go to the 7 and 8 dances. Steven Dee
I'm leaving my favourite teachers behind. Omar El-Sayed

I'll have to use a smaller water fountain. Danish Hussain

I won't have to see all those fussy grade 4's and 5's. Ted Kim
I will have different teachers. Miguel Lazaro

I'll be half way through my school career. David Leenen

My mountain of homework will become the size of Everest. Ward
Lentz

I dread all the homework that lies ahead. Philip Major

There are finally some dances! Julian Mirsky

I'm looking forward to going to Camp Cameron. Ashwin Ramasubbu
I'm entering a whole new world. Omar Yusuf

I'll get harder work. Osman Yusuf



I lallowe'en heads: Daniel

BACK ROW: D. Cherney, K. Kanhukamwe, A. Assaly, T. Jones, J. Majewski. MID-
DLE: L. Villiard, M. Hurley, M. Lynn, C. Noel, M. Uden, R. Meyer-Robinson, Mrs. L.

Lahey. FRONT: J. Murray, A. Bin-Dhaa'er, A. Lai, T. Carroll, M. Campanale.

Now that I'm in grade 5

i

I'm getting better at sports. Alex Assaly

I'm big and mature. Aamer Bin-Dhaa'er

I like a lot more sports. Michael Campanale
I can go on overnight trips without my parents. Tim Carroll

I can shoot the puck higher into the net. Daniel Cherney
I am forty dollars richer. Matthew Hurley

I am on the basketball team. Tristan Jones

I feel prouder, older, smarter and taller! Amar Lai

I've learned that if I have something bad to tell my mom, I should tell

it to her while she is on the phone. Michael Lynn
I can play the saxophone. James Majewsky
I'm much better at playing hockey. Robert Meyer-Robinson
I know the school better than I did last year. Jeffrey Murray
I have learned that the most important thing to do in school is to

think for yourself. Christopher Noel

One of my classes is IDT (Information & Design Technology). Peter

Tross

I have more homework. Matthew Uden
I have great friends. Laurent-Olivier Villiard

Tristan, Christopher



Fun on Halloween; Friday ski-

BACK ROW: J. Lotayef, D. Orsholits, J.R. Loeb, I. Stethem, P. Lessard. MIDDLE: R.

Birgelen, A. Lightstone, C. Fitzpatrick, P. Leenen, A. Caragianis, S. Frank, Mrs. L. Booth.

FRONT: M. Al-Hussaini, J. Logue, G. Edelson, R. Kelly, B. Reid, J. Ouseley, A. Burk.

I knew I was going to like

Ashbury when . .

.

I made lots of friends and I could have fun playing with them. Moataz Al-

Hussaini
Cycle one was over because I got to know all my teachers and made new
friends. Adam Burk
I found new and better friends in my class. Rudolph Birgelen

I knew there was gym every day and the work was going to be a challenge.

Anthony Caragianis

I first arrived in the classroom and evervone was nice to me. Gabe Edelson

I played at break with my new friends. Connor Fitzpatrick

I met Mr. Montgemery. Simon Frank
I met all the kids that are now my friends. Bobby Kelly

We were going to play soccer against other schools. Peter Leenen
I first had Games because we played lots of soccer! Patrick Lessard

I visited because I liked Music, French, Science, Art and Games. Andreas

Lightstone

We played soccer in gym and we had English and Social Studies. Jarred-

Ross Loeb
I found out there was lots of sports and computer lab periods. Josh Logue

I saw the schedule for sports. Julian Lotayef

I came to visit and I did math. Dan Orsholits

We had gym every day and went skiing. Jeremy Ouseley
I met all the great teachers. Brett Reid
I had one of the Ashbury chocolate chip cookies. Isaac Stethem
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The Great Outdoors

From top: Michael leading Sebastian during a trust ex-

ercise! Neel the snake charmer, Robbie looks on. A group

near a beaver pond. "Are we lost yet?" Once again the

grade 7's bonded by spending three days at Camp
Cameron. Once again, no one got eaten by the wildlife.



Japan Comes Calling

From top: Miguel and Danish learn from a mas-

ter. The grade 6's were gracious hosts to our Japa-

nese visitors. One of the activities, origami, was a

popular and successful one. Here, Omar and Julian

show off their creations. The Japanese visit is al-

ways a highlight of the fall term.
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E3 Quebec
A la fin du mois de septembre, vingt-dnq eleves de la huitieme annee sont alles visiter la ville de Quebec et ses

environs. Apres leur sejour, on leur a demande de nous faire part Ieurs souvenirs.

Je me souviens :

Mark EEggms " de la visite de la Citadelle."

Michael Lynn

Chns Toller

Andrew Mutter

Ward Heatherington

Romith Naug

Lucas Huang

des fortifications de la vieille ville."

de notre chambre gigantesque a l'hotei."

' de none voyage en traversier de Quebec a Levy."

* de la Basse-ville et du quamer Pedt-Cbamplain."

" du Musee de l'Abeille, des chutes Montmorency, du muses au Pare

Carrier- Bre^euf, du pariement et des visites guidees,"

"d' Ashbury!.... College!.... Quelsec! Oui !...."

Madame L. Morel

HUcJe me souvienSca
lU^r-j
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Voyage a St-Donat

•cflHV

Les jeunes etaient de bonne humeur, l'endroit bien accueillant, dame nature tres

genereuse et la programme d'activites toujours aussi stimulant. La raquette, c'est

tres branche. La luge, c'est amusant, formidable. Le ski de fond, c'est fatigant,

fantastique, delicieuse. La danse: Oh la la! Merci Mme Morel et Mme Perrault.

*
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Fun Run

On
Your

Mark



Hallowe'en Sights



Boys Just Want



to Have Fun
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Noteworthy

132

\ lusic remains an important element to the Junior School way of life. Mr. Merit

works ceaselessly to produce entertaining happenings. On these pages we <g

scenes for the Winter Concert and the House Music Competition - only two of I

numerous examples of fine music. Mrs. McNamee's work with the Choir was i

much appreciated by the many who were entertained by this group of PodsteV



Events
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Poetry on the Stage

Above we see the winners of the annual Junior School Poetry Reading Competition. Left are Sebastian Lyman (7P) and Abbas Adjaye-Kwofie (8M) wr

shared first place. To the right are Chris Perry (7H) who was third and Romith Naug (8L) the second place reader. Below are the other contestants froi

the Grade 7 and 8 competition. On the opposite page we see various original poems from the competition. Thanks to Mrs. Frommer and Mrs. Edwarc

for their judging.



. . . and on the Page

A Sports Ballad

Through the years we have seen so many greats

From the speeding of skates to the lifting of weights

From early last century to the present day

We have seen stars rising, and slipping away

From the NHL of the original six teams

to the hundreds of skaters, filled with their dreams
Greats like Richard to Hull have played the game
But only a few make the Hall of Fame

The truly great player will never give up
He just has to hoist Lord Stanley's Cup
The Canadiens, a great team of the past

Are now struggling not to finish last

And Super Mario, from cancer came back

To lead North America's All Star attack

With highlights like Chamberlain's 100 point game
A feat that not even Jordan could claim

And nobody ever thought that Maris' 61

Would ever be caught for number of home runs.

And then came Sammy and McGwire who smashed
So many more than had ever been bashed.

From a diving touchdown to a winning field goal

Every player dreams of his own Super Bowl
From the Immaculate Reception to the Bill's four defeats

|

This is what keeps the fans filling the seats.

j
We waited so long for a Subway Series return

' But then we watched the Mets crumble and burn.

I From scandals, and fixes, and tragic crimes

{

We watch as players are involved so many times

From O.J. to Ray Lewis we watch in shame
As great players bring disrepute to the game.

We have lost many greats and have shed many tears

Greg Moore died after only twenty-four years

We have many stars who are leading the way
And we watch as the greats of the past fade away
We think back to greats like Ted Williams and Orr
Popular back at the time of the second world war
And our present day legends will soon step aside

But we will still look back at them with great pride

From the pitch to the pool, and the park to the ring

As Lombardi once said Wining: it's the only thing.

- Matt Gallo, 8S

Vince Carter

In the basketball stadium stood a strong Vince Carter

About to begin the war on the court he takes a sip of water

Once the game begins there is no coming back

Because once the game starts Vince is ready to attack

People pushing and shoving, Vince soars through the air

Taking it to the hoop, without a worry, without a care

He does a monster dunk and everyone is in shock

He runs down the court and makes a great defensive block

Time is wearing down and Vince's team is behind
Toronto takes a time out and they know there in a bind

10 seconds left, down by two and they need a three

Vince gets the ball, throws it up, his shot got the victory

Everyone screaming and laughing

As they clapped for Vince Carter 's great shooting

He gave high five's to his team-mates and coaches

He was happy and he knew he defeated those roaches

In the basketball stadium stood a strong Vince Carter

About to begin the war on the court he takes a sip of water

Once the game begins there is no coming back
Because once the game starts Vince is ready to attack

David Ross





Freedom

The runway looms ahead:
your entrance to freedom,
or your commitment to the norm.

At the end,

do you choose to lift off,

do you choose to live the life of excitement,

or simply
to stay with everyone else

You speed up
adrenaline rushing throughout.
Only lingering doubt holds you back,

a wall between you and freedom,
slowly loosening its grip

as you taste the freedom you could have

At the end of the runway
the choice must be made;
take off and soar

or remain grounded

Up and up,

you finally let yourself go
to the life where you may be free.

Free from the constraints of everyday;
free to do as you please.

Excitement awaits you at every corner
as you soar in a sea of liberty

and self fulfilment

From your post of god
above the rest

you look down,
proud of your achievement
and wary from your efforts

You may now look down,
back where you came from,
upon the sorry folks

who have not yet realized their

FREEDOM

- Mark Higgins, 8L

Tlie Spellbreaker Kingdom

On either side of my garden kingdom,
Warm sunlight and harsh ice rule the lands,

My kingdom holds beautiful flowers,

Lively sprouting plants,

Glimmering jewels,

And the most tame hawks
You will ever see.

Although I am but a stone statue

with rubies for eyes,

I have powers unknown to all but me,
And in my eyes, on either side,

Sunlight and ice, dance,

As with the sides of my kingdom.

Carved I was by Merlin the wizard,

And his powers I was given, too.

I am neither man, nor animal,

I am in between.

Half stone and half Merlin, I am,

as his powers and soul lie

within my stone depths.

I do not see, smell, hear or feel,

Though my instincts guide me.

My kingdom,
bordered by an impenetrable force,

Is but an enormous garden,

Dotted with houses here and there.

I am that is;

In between,

Whether I will ever be enlivened,

I do not know,
But 'till that day, here I lie,

On the legendary Isle of Fincarya

Be ye the breaker of the spell that holds Merlin

within me and enlivens me?

Amar Lai 5L

The Night

The stars are shining,

the moon casts an eerie light

across the forest floor.

the night has begun

A wolf howls somewhere in the forest,

An owl hoots and soars off into the sky
And a deer runs swiftly through the forest

on quiet feet.

A cricket plays a musical tune,

A raccoon's face peers cautiously from a

bush,

While a great bear yawns
and falls into a gentle slumber.

A gentle breeze rustles the leaves

of the great oak,

A bird sleeping in her nest fluffs her feathers,

And a child sighs gently

as he dreams.

The sun, rising slowly
over the horizon,

Heralds the end of the night,

Day is here.

- Mark Ouseley 7K
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Red can be sad

And bloody

Or it can be

Joyful and bright

Hot and scorching like fire

Or like a light in the night

Red can taste

Sweet like a berry

Refreshing like a watermelon

Or perhaps it can be

a tomato bright red

The sound of red may be

the crackling of a fire

Or joyous trumpets

Now that sounds like red.

Red can be

The Hobbits

Or the Canadian flag

Mrs. Booth's old "WOW"
With the marks on my work
Red can be

Painting in art

Or Christmastime

It can be stop signs

Or red lights on the road

Fire trucks, cuts and bikes

There are fire alarms

And there is summer, summer,

Summer so hot

I'll name them all!

Isaac Stethem 4B

BLUE

Blue is the color

Of the Goblins

That roam the

playground

Blue is the color

Of the Greek flag

Blue is the color

Of the jerseys

Of team England

And Ottawa's soccer teams

Blue is the sound

Of a big base drum
Blue is the feeling of

Ice down your shirt

Blue is the color of the

Sky when blue jays

Sing like there is

Nothing else

Blue is the color I like

Anthony Caragianis 4B



Without Caffeine Afraid

My mother is downstairs

and boy is she SCARY.
Ever since we ran out of coffee,

she's gone

WILD!

Insane

Deranged

Strange

Destructive

Hyper

Lashing out irrationally

Crazy

Evil

Jerry Springer - like

Outraged

Mentally insane

Rebellious

Explosive

Furious

Petrifying

Warlike

Blood thirsty

>o please, GIVE HER JUST ONE CUP

Fraser Buchanan. 6V

'Twas a dark and stormy night.

I was alone and very afraid:

aghast

agitated

alarmed

anxious

apprehensive

cowardly

cowed

daunted

diffident

faint-hearted

fearful

frightened

hesitant

horrified

intimidated

jittery

nervous

pusiUanimous

reluctant

scared

terrified

timorous

uneasy

unheroic

worried

yellow

It's going to be a long night.

Ashwin Ramasubbu, 6V

The forest, peaceful

tranquil, silent, perfect. My
thoughts wander, dreams soar.

Tommy Brothers 6V

The pencil slides on
the paper, causing colour.

The drawing is done.

Steven Dee 6V
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Toronto Trip

What a trip! The U-14 b'ball won their tournament; the hockey team were tl

consolation champs; the squash-heads just kept getting better. The grade 3
took in all the Toronto sights and participated in a marvellous medieval fea

where a few of them, like Amar below, got knighted.





It's Debatable

Clockwise: Joey Brothers shows his winning form in the Confederation

debates as A.J. Pandher and Jeremy Runnalls listen. Ashbury Debating

Team (Romith Naug haranguing Mark Higgins, Alex Lysyshyn, A.J.

and Joey). Joey won the Ontario Debating Championship, and was

second in all of Canada, for grades 7-9. Public speakers Graham Booth

and Romith (2
nJ

), Sandy Miller (1
st

), & Chris Perry (3
rd

). Mrs Jowett

with Pod Speakers: Christopher Noel (3
rd

), Fraser Buchanan (l
sl

),

Gabriel Edelson (2
nd

) and Tommy Brothers (3
rd

). Many thanks to Mrs.

Jowett for all her judging again this year.
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In the Limelight

Gr. 7 performs Tom Sawyer and a Greek triology:
Osman displays his trolls for the annual Hobbit production. , - -
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A Selection of Scientific Activities

rhe evolution of bridges: Daniel and Tristan above; Chris below James, Joshua, Greg, Chris, Ian with robotic arm; at RCMP Data Bomb Centre



Visitors from Far and Near



Receive a Junior School Welcome

On these two pages we see some
of the many visitors who came to

enrich our experiences. Chantal
Benoit and her colleague amazed
with their skills at wheelchair bas-

ketball; Mr. Street showed the boys
her gold medal from Sydney.
Francis Firebrace was astounding

with the lore of Australia. Above:
Roy McGregor helped the boys
develop ideas about mystery writ-

ing and showed offNHL memora-
bilia. John Corrente was a wizard
with dribbling. We even had some
strange characters visit from
"Scream".
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School The Shootout

Blah, Blah, Blah . .

.

The words in his head sounded
Like quiet ghosts

Whispering in secret

It made him feel:

Confused

Angry
His mind seemed empty
Like a river in summer
His train of thoughts . . .

. . . Stopped

He felt helpless

Like a baby on a highway
Round and round
His mind went

Like a ferris wheel

Never moving forward

He felt blocked

He didn't know
Who he was
Where he was
Or, what

He THOUGHT to himself

When will it end?

Geoffrey LeFevre

With a tie on the board
Your heart pounding like a jackhammer
The net seems bigger than usual
You feel like a big lump
The grass smells sweet
The turf is dry on this warm summer's day
The other team is about to take its last penalty shot
Your team cheers you on
As you prepare yourself for the shot
The shooter is announced
This guy is huge
Five foot eight and full of muscle
You look at him and he looks at you
He steps back
He runs up and kicks
It flies like a black and white missile
You dive right

But you are milliseconds too late

And the ball meets the pristine white mesh
You have let in the goal

Alex McGregor

Tree Parody

I never really thought of how
I'd be as bored as I am now
I'm on this chair, it feels like

weeks
And on and on our teacher speaks
My legs and feet are going numb
I've lost all feeling in my bum
I'm all yawned out, my brain has
rot

A million notes I've had to jot

Oh finally, there goes the bell!

But it's a double, this is HELL!

Andrew Kelly

The Armored Knight

Running

I'm running

through the streets

everything zooming by me
nothing seems to be moving
just my feet pounding
steadily on the hard road

it is like a moment
of nothingness

you feel the sweat

running down your cheeks

next time I'm driving

Konrad Birgelen

Alex Assaly

knight in training

In the castle the armor stands.

Alone with its surroundings, waiting, waiting.

The warrior that once wore the armor has passed away.
On guard for many years the armor still stands,

Brandishing his weapon of choice, a large axe,

Frozen in time, quiet and still, waiting to strike,

Courageous, strong and vibrant the warrior once was
Now the armor stands alone.

Andrew Mutter
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Grade Eights Stepping
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Out and About



Lifers & Monitors

Well, it's been great but it's time to bid adieu to us at last. Having served their mandatory minimums, we pass these boj

along to the half-way house known as Senior School. Bonne chance Nazaam, Judd, Colin, Lucas, Michael, Cameroil

Jeremy, A.J., Alex, and Romith.

Thank you monitors. You've served us

well and kept the inmates under control.

From left to right Graham B., Nazaam
C, Chris T., Andrew H., Peter M., Matt

G., Lucas H., and Mark H.
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Bishop's Bashers
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Once again, Ashbury soccer ruled at the

Bishop's Tournament. Maybe they won't
invite us again! Seriously, however,
Ashbury has established the tradition of

winning the Bishop's tournament which is

a testament to the nigh quality of the coach-

ing and the talent of our athletes. Clock-

wise from top left: Charlie and Nael from
the U-14s; The Champs - Back Row: Mr.

Street, A. Slater, G. Booth, C. Nicolson, M.
McDonald-Beraskow, P. Stewart, M. Gallo,

A. King, A. Smolik, F. Lemerv. Front Row:
M. Grootenboer, P. Kshonze, I. Gillespie, N.
Alsaffar, A. Rock, G. Pugh, A. Mutter, J.

Patrick; David Ross manoeuvres his way
through UCC; Pre-game stretching featur-

ing Chris Hunter, CT. Kelen, Justin Markey,

Ben Lazar, and Andrew Mutter; and, the U-
13's, who won the consolation final.



he annual CIAS U-13 tournament was held in Halifax

n 2000. Ashbury was well represented, and although

ve did not repeat as champions, we did share the con-

olation championship. Halifax was a wonderful place

o visit, and our hosts at Halifax Grammar School were
.racious indeed. Highlights, besides the excellent soc-

er, were trips to visit HMCS Athabaska and Sackville,

ie Maritime Museum, Rainbow Haven Beach and, of

ourse, John's outstanding fish and chips. A total of eight

iames were played, some in Hurricane Michael, and
he experience was well worth the trip. Thanks to Mi-

ning and Mr Valentine. Clockwise from top left: Ben,

In C, Ian T., and James at St. Mary's Stadium; Andrew
lark prepared to head one in; the U-13 team flanked

y Mr King and Mr Valentine. Standing: M. Burt, S.

Ciller, M. Brown, A. Doran, L. Schlag, J. Patrick, I.

[urner, A. Clark. Kneeling: A. Mutter, B. Lazar, B.

azaro, D. Ross, G. LeFevre, I. Cameron. Lounging: J.

tarkey. Learning about the HMCS Athabaska; Matthew
Mrt and Andrew Doran on the beach.



4-5-6 Soccer

Soccer rules in the fall, and

we get good soon at the Col-

lege. Clockwise from top

left: One of the 5-6 teams;

members of a grade 5-6

team bond on the sidelines;

Konrad, Miguel, and
Brendan in action - their

team won the 5-6 tourna-

ment; before the tourna-

ment on the sidelines; Mr.

MacKinnon and the co-

champion grade 4 team.
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House Soccer

Soccer is one of the ma-
jor annual house compe-

titions. This year the

Hobbits won the 7-8 level

and the Wizard were vic-

torious at 4-6. On this

page we see, clockwise

from top: Goblins before

the big game; Wizards
and Goblins scrapping it

out; Adam, Patrick, Mat-

thew and Jarred-Ross of

the Dragons; Amar,
Connor, Andreas, Jeremy,

and Anthony of the Gob-
lins.



Scaling New Heights



Wall Climbing

Fingers

hurting,

arms

burning.

Feet

Slipping.

Tired.

Breathing.

Knowing.

Thinking.

Slipping.

Falling.

Waiting .

Cutting the air. Arms waving. Chalk flying.

Waiting. Knowing. Thinking. Wind,

Pushing against the body.

Knowing. Thinking.

Waiting for...

Impact!

Phew.

The Route

Toes firmly Feet shakily to the wall

Pasted on Hands
The wall. One barely squeezing the

Hands Small knob of a hold.

One squeezing the

Small knob of a hold

The other

Deep within In the relative comfort

The comfort Of a chalk bag.

Of a chalk Bag. Both arms pumped
He knows what Muscles tense

Is next.

The Crux Higher

One Higher

Two breaths, then Higher

Up higher

Higher

Higher Both poems by Joshua Fn
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Basketball at Ashbury continues to grow
in popularity and success. This season

was a busy one, energized even more by
the addition of Mr. MacKinnon who co-

coached the U-13 and U-14 with Mr.

Street. The Junior School had three

teams, all of which travelled to away
tournaments with varying degrees of

success. One highlight was the CAIS
National Tournament hosted by St

George's School. The U-13 were three

and three and finished 7th
. The U-14 had

a very successful year: League Champi-
ons o'f the Independent School League,

as well as Division Champions of the

Ottawa Separate School League. Mr.

Merritt's U-12 were very active as well

playing three tournaments, with two
victories and some defeats. Once again,

this year Ashbury hosted our
Invitational Tournament where we were
undefeated. All the coaches were more
than pleased with the enthusiasm and
attitude of the players.
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Frisbees and Fleet Feet
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Ashbury entered the Ultimate League, and although we suffered the usual fate of expansion teams, the boys enjoyed themselves and learned a lot aboutl

this lifestyle sport. Above we see STANDING: L. Witherspoon, G. Yosuf, M. Cestnik, C. Toller, M. Bastianelli, K. Solvason-Brown, J. Tapper, D. Lenouvel
,j

J. Armstrong, G. McDowell, and A. Hunt. KNEELING: M. Lynn, A. Kelly, A. Lysyshyn, P. Maclaren, S. Rock, N. Bray, and G. Sivasundaram, Mr. MacKinnon
j

Once again, the Ashbury Colle Juniors were dominant in the City Cross Country meet. To the right

we see Matthias and Andrew who finished 3rd and 1
st overall in the grade 8 race. Above is the team:

M. Grottenboer, A. Kelly, G. Black, A. King, M. Higgins, A. Lysyshyn, J. Patrick, and Mr. Merritt.

KNEELING: N. Alsaffar, M. Tessier, A. Mutter, J. Markey, P. Kshonze, S. Romanat, and A. Rock.
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Courtly Behaviour

>>

Since so many of our students seem to

want to be lawyers, it is appropriate

that we give them a chance to practice

in the courts. On this page we see the

partners from the Junior Squash
Group (top left), and the senior part-

ners, Matthias, Romith, Luke, Julien

and Daniel, who represented the

school in tournaments against UCC
both here and in Toronto. This year our

success at squash was greater than last,

and with a strong group of grade 7s,

next year promises to be even better.

Above to the left we see the

Volleyballers, where we had our share

of success again this season. Opposite

is the Badminton team. This year

Ashbury and Elmwood combined to

show off our talent at the O.R.C.S.S.B.

We had doubles, singles, and mixed
doubles. Graeme McDowell won a

gold medal for his efforts. Our dual

entry placed first in the east, and 2nd
in the city-wide competition. If truth

be told, Elmwood carried us to some
extent, but next year will be another

story!
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Hockey

•<K

The Junior Hockey Team had a very successful season. In Janu-

ary we won the Consolation Final against De La Salle at the UCC
Tournament. The boys also enjoyed many of the delights of To-

ronto, including the Hockey Hall of Fame. In February, a group

of under 13s travelled to Montreal for the LCC Tournament. Here

again we won the Consolation Championship against a tough

Appleby squad, but the highlight was, as always, the Bar B Barn!

The Selwyn House Tournament, where we finally won the real

Championship, this time beating LCC, was a special treat for

Ashbury. Three trophies - surely a most successful season. On
this page we see some snapshots from the game played with

UCC when they came to visit in February. Illustration opposite:

Brendan Alexander



Fridays on the Slopes

The most popular class of the cycle is

Friday skiing. A big thank you to Mr. V.
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Olympics 2001



Life in the . .

.

Clockwise p. 170: Alex, CT, Mark race against the clock;

Boom box brigade; Atoms get launched; Colin jumps
high, Mr. MacKinnon proves men reallv are from Mars,
Konrad passes Omar; p. 171: Grade $ racers were the

highlight of the day; winners all - Rudy (Atom) Matt
(Midget) Andrew (Junior) Andrew (Senior - perfect

10's); Michael and fans; Matthewjumps long; Laurent
throws hard. Thanks Mr. V. for a remarkable day.
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Spring Sports

Art on page 153

by Philip Major,

6V

Ms Boyd's success as a coach has made rugby a high

profile' activity The grade 7, top left, and some of the

!'s, middle, are seen. We also see Bryant setting up.

While rugby dominates spring sports, there are other

options. Above we see the biking group and the golf-

ers. As well, tennis, softball and cricket are available.



dosing Evening Winners

Academic

English

Grade 4-5-6: Brendan Alexander
Grade 7: Brian Chen
Grade 8:Joey Brothers

French

Grades 4-5-6: Ashwin Ramasubbu
Grade 7:Brian Chen
Grade 8:Mark Higgins

Coyne Prize: Joshua Frank

Mathematics

Grades 4-5-6: Danish Hussain
Grade 7: Brian Chen
Grade 8: Mark Higgins

Science

Grades 4-5-6: Ashwin Ramasubbu
Grade 7: Mark Ouseley & A Iexandr Revelo

Grade 8: Christopher Toller

Social Studies

Grades 4-5-6: Ashwin Ramasubbu
Grade 7: (English) Mark Ouseley

(French) Jonathan Connelly
Grade 8:( English) A.J. Pandher

(French) Mark Higgins

Drama

Abbas Adjaye-Kwofie

Library Research

Matthew Burt

Keyboarding

Lucas Huang

Art

Grade 7: Timothy Simpson
Grade 8 Michael DeForge

Music

Grade 7: Leonard Schlag
Grade 8: Joey Brothers & Lucas Huang

Choir Prize: Brendan Alexander

Brine Award (Citizenship)

Ashwin Ramasubbu

Special Performance Awards

Debating: Joey Brothers
Poetry Reading:

Sebastian Lyman & Abbas Adjaye-Kwofie
Public Speaking:

Fraser Buchanan & Sandy Miller

Abinger Hill Award: Abbas Adjaye-Kwofie

New Sun Award

Grade 7: Nicholas Senn
Grade 8: Stephen Rock

Guild Merit Shields

Joshua Logue
Matthew Hurley
David Leenan
Daniel Soong

Praneal Merchant
Joshua Frank
Andrew Kelly

Andrew Mutter
Romith Naug

Form Prizes

Isaac Stethem
Michael Lynn

Ashwin Ramasubbu
Alexander Hunt
NeelChadha
Brian Chen

Christopher Toller

Andrew Mutter
Mark Higgins

Pit field Shield

The Mighty Hobbits

Bernard DesLaurier Memorial

Joshua Frank

MacLean Literature Prize

Brendan Alexander

John Milliard Award

Mark Higgins

Stephen Clifford Memorial Cup

Graham Booth

David Polk Sr Memorial

Lucas Huang

The Woods Shield

Christopher Toller
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Junior School Athletics Awards

Most Improved Players Most Valuable Players

U-ll Soccer Peter Tross

U-12 Soccer Ashwin Ramasubbu

U-13 Soccer David Ross

U-14 Soccer Matthew Gallo

U-12B'ball Ashwin Ramasubbu

U-13 B'ball Andrew Mutter

U-14B'ball Matthew Gallo

U-14 Hockey Ian Gillespie

U-13 Rugby Geoffrey LeFevre

U-14 Rugby Nael Alsaffar

U-14 V'yball Alexander Hunt

U-ll Soccer Matthew Hurley

U-12 Soccer Carson Becke

U-13 Soccer Sandy Miller

U-14 Soccer Gareth Pugh

U-12 B'ball Matthew Hurley

U-13 B'ball Gregory Black

U-14 B'ball Andrew King

U-14 Hockey Gareth Pugh

U-13 Rugby Bryant Lazaro

U-14 Rugby Francois Lemery

U-14 V'yball Matthew Brown

Other Awards

Effort & Achievement in Squash:

Luke Witherspoon, Julien Russell-Brunet, Daniel McAlister

Atom Division Track & Field Champion

Rudolph Birgelen

Midget Division Track & Field Champion

Matthew Hurley

The Lincoln Newman Memorial Cup Junior Division Track & Field Champion

Andrew Doran
Alwin Cup to the Senior Division Track & Field Champion

Andrew King
Europe 86 - Contribution to Ashbury Hockey

Gareth Pugh and Andrew Rock
Coaches' Trophy for Effort & Sportsmanship J.S. Soccer

Matthew Gallo

Contribution to Junior School Athletics

Matthew Gallo, Gareth Pugh, Ian Gillespie, Graham Booth,

Andrew Mutter, Andrew Rock, Andrew King, Nael Alsaffar
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Closing Highlights

In the Junior School we are proud of our grade 8 graduates. On this page we see some of our big winners. Clockwise from top left: Chris Toller a

(

popular choice for the Woods Shield, here presented by Mr. Woods; Graham Booth, receives the Stephen Clifford Memorial Cup; Matt Gallo who we
will miss as he returns to New Jersey, with the Sportsman's Cup; Lucas Huang was a worthy winner of the David Polk Sr. Award; A.J. Pandher who
has been a stellar performer since grade 4. receives the Social Studies prize from Mrs. Matthews; Mark Higgins, here with Mr. Matthews, won the

.

Milliard Award for scholarship; Stephen Rock a tireless volunteer receives the New Sun Award from Dr. Carruthers; and, of course, the Mighty
;

Hobbits, represented by Gareth, Joey, Brendan and Ashwin, with the Pitfield Shield for house competition



So Long Old Friend

Of all the characters I have encountered, Mr. Humphreys certainly stands out in mv mind. On a moped or in his knee socks, it will be impossible
forget such a giant of a man. Mr. Humphreys has led boys into manhood for generations, and generations . . . and generations. I say led boys in
manhood because it is exactly what he did. In perhaps the most difficult stage of any voung man s life, Mr. Humphreys was always there leading. I
has led boys in training runs for rugby, in his endless French lessons, and with his tales consisting of World War 2, his incredible injuries, and how I

was able to hum and whistle all in one. Although these stories seemed, at the time, to have been the most useful in wasting the class, they we:
fundamental in his guidance. Mr. Humphreys was not only a great teacher of the art of French verbs, he was a teacher in all senses of the word. F
was able to link life with school and do so with good humour. A man of great honour, personal fortitude, and laughter, Mr. Humphreys will be sad
missed by the boys, and greatly appreciated bv the men. Colin Burn '01
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